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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1. Enzyme catalysis
Enzymes make up the biological machinery responsible for catalyzing the broad diversity
of chemical reactions that fuel the biological processes of every living organism. Every
enzymatic function is focused on accelerating any chemical reaction to time scales that are
biologically relevant which fall into the micro-milliseconds time range [1]. Since most of
non-catalyzed biochemical reactions would otherwise take place in time scales ranging
from minutes to millions of years, enzymes are outstandingly efficient catalysts achieving
rate-enhancements, with respect to aqueous solution, that can be superior to 15 orders of
magnitude under mild conditions [2,3] (see Figure 1). Indeed, enzymes represent the
most refined expression of chemical pre-organization. This allows to optimally orient a
variety of amino acid functional groups in the active site cavity for efficient substrate
binding and stabilization of the reaction transition state. Understanding the origin of such
efficient catalysis thus has a tremendous potential for elucidating factors responsible for
diseases as well as finding inhibitors of non-desired enzymatic functions. Furthermore, the
extraordinary efficiency, versatility and enantioselective control of enzymes finds wide use
in a variety of biotechnological applications, which redesign natural enzymes by
mutagenesis in order to catalyze non-naturally occurring chemical reactions of interest.
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Figure 1. Representation of the rate-enhancement of some enzyme-catalyzed reactions
(FBP, fructose-bisphosphatase ; ODC, orotidine 5’-phosphate decarboxylase ; MAN,
mandelate racemase ; PTE , phosphotriesterase ; CMU, chorismate mutase ; CPA, human
cyclophylin A ; CAN, carbonic anhydrase). Data extracted from references [1-3].
Specificity is the hallmark of enzymes. The original Lock and Key model by Fischer,
invoked to provide an explanation for enzyme specificity, regarded the enzyme as a rigid
molecule that is complementary in shape to its substrate. With the advent of X-ray
crystallography, the fascinating pictures of the precise pre-organization of the enzyme
active site rapidly spread the view of enzymes as static entities with a well defined native
structure that entirely determines the substrate binding mode and, ultimately, the
catalytic efficiency. However, the increasing number of X-ray structures for unbound
(apo) and bound (holo) states of enzymes rapidly changed this paradigm. The
experimental evidence showed that enzymes, indeed, are easily deformable structures that
require changes in conformation to bind substrates in the optimal position for efficient
catalysis. On the one hand, the induced fit model by Koshland [4] considers some degree
of plasticity in the enzyme and proposes that the enzyme deformations observed upon
ligand binding are “induced” by the ligand to optimize the network of interactions
between the enzyme and ligand. In the conformational selection model [5], on the other,
the ligand selects a conformation from a pre-existing equilibrium of conformations
accessible by the enzyme. The latter model takes one step further toward the dynamic
view emphasizing that enzymes are intrinsically flexible. It is believed that both the
induced fit and the conformational selection model contribute to describe the origin of
functional conformational changes. Nowadays the dynamic nature of enzymes is
commonly accepted and turns out to be the subject of study by many experimental and
computational groups aimed at characterizing the vast range of dynamic events involved
in the enzymatic function.
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The dynamic nature of enzymes is described by the concept of multidimensional free
energy surface as originally introduced by Frauenfelder and co-workers [6]. This rough
energy landscape is characterized by different conformational states, which in turn
comprise many conformational substates. The transitions between different
conformational states are rare and thus occur at slow time scales (beyond the microsecond
time scale), whereas faster fluctuations between substates within the same conformational
state take place in the range from picoseconds to nanoseconds. Slow dynamics correspond
to large-amplitude and collective conformational changes which are typically associated to
substrate binding and allosteric events, e.g. domain motions or relative motions between
subunits in oligomeric structures. Faster time scales, on the other hand, involve more
local fluctuations between closely similar structures such as sidechain rotations as well as
subdomain and loop motions (see reference [7] for review).

1.1.1. Experimental techniques to study protein dynamics
Nowadays protein dynamics can be studied by a wide range of complementary
experimental techniques suitable for different time scales and resolutions (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Time scales of dynamical events in proteins and techniques sensitive to
different time scales.
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In NMR, the relaxation of nuclei, after excitation with magnetic fields, detect
conformational transitions, at atomic resolution, spanning time scales from picoseconds
to seconds. Appealing NMR dispersion experiments on the cyclophilin A enzyme by Kern
and co-workers [8] unveiled that large-amplitude motions can be rate-limiting. The
observation of a global conformational change in the course of catalysis and the fact that
these motions are detected in the free enzyme with frequencies similar to the reaction
turnover indicated that the slow dynamics necessary for catalysis is both rate-limiting and
an intrinsic property of enzymes. Put it more succinctly, what limits the catalytic activity
of the enzyme is the ability to move.
Hydrogen-Deuterium (H/D) exchange [9] measure the number of hydrogen atoms, from
amide groups in the protein backbone, being exchanged by deuterium atoms when the
protein is dissolved in D2O. Studying the time and temperature dependence of the
number of exchange atoms provides insight into changes in solvent accessibility that are
intimately related to conformational fluctuations occurring at slow time scales (beyond
milliseconds).
Single-molecule fluorescence experiments illustrate very well the flexible nature of
enzymes, as pioneered by Xie and co-workers in the cholesterol oxidase study [10]. This
kind of experiments shows large fluctuations of the turnover rate constant with time,
which gives rise to a distribution of catalytic rate constants for a single enzyme.
Interestingly, such oscillations are observed to be correlated with fluctuations between
long-lived conformations exhibiting different reactivity, i.e. on-off states. Therefore the
large size of the activity fluctuations (the minimum and maximum catalytic rate can differ
by an order of magnitude) highlights the marked influence of the enzyme conformation
in determining the reactive properties (see references [11,12] for reviews).
Neutron scattering techniques provide dynamic information at faster time scales (from
picoseconds to few nanoseconds) by measuring the mean-square-displacement, which
quantifies the amplitude of motions accessible at a given time scale [13]. Even though the
amount of dynamic information that one can extract with neutron scattering is more
limited than with other techniques, such as NMR, it has found wide use in comparing
the local flexibility of different proteins. For instance, different studies on thermomesophilic pairs of proteins showed that thermophilic enzymes are more flexible than
their mesophilic homologues at the fast time scales probed by neutron scattering [14,15].
This completely changed the traditional paradigm that thermophilic proteins are more
rigid than their mesophilic homologues and amazingly suggested that higher flexibility at
fast time scales does not necessarily imply higher catalytic activity. In section 1.4 this will
be extended.
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1.1.2. Computational techniques to study protein dynamics
Protein dynamics can be explored by all-atom simulations such as Molecular Dynamics
(MD) that describe the conformational fluctuations of the system at time scales ranging
from picoseconds to hundreds of nanoseconds. MD allows to follow the atomic positions
with time, identify the most relevant conformations as well as characterize conformational
transitions. In general the description of dynamical events in the microseconds time scale
or beyond is inaccessible by conventional MD with current computational power. In this
regard, impressive progress by Shaw and co-workers is being done to cover extremely
longer time scales by using a special-purpose machine for MD. They recently reported the
first 1-millisecond simulation for the bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor [16]. Despite the
increasing computing power, a wealth of more approximate methods are ongoingly
developed to cover longer time scales, e.g. coarse-graining. This will be covered in the
Methods section.

1.1.3. Controversy on the coupling between enzyme dynamics and catalysis
Despite the large amount of evidence from experimental and computational studies with
regard to the active role of enzyme motions in catalysis, nowadays there is an intense
debate in the biochemical and biophysical communities about the actual contribution of
dynamical effects in catalysis. The core of the controversy lies in what is understood by
“dynamical effects”. For many authors, such as Kern and co-workers, “dynamical effects”
in catalysis merely refer to “any time-dependent change in atomic coordinates” [7]. This
definition includes the concept of “coupled promoting motions” disseminated by
Hammes-Schiffer and Benkovic [17] which refer to a network of coupled protein motions
that occur in the progress along the chemical reaction coordinate. However, Warshel and
co-workers argue that the observation of correlated protein motions in the course of the
reaction is trivial [18], since any chemical reaction in solution is also subjected to coupled
motions of the environment and that what fully accounts for the enzyme catalytic effect is
the electrostatic pre-organization of the active site. What Warshel and co-workers
understand by “dynamical effects” is a transfer of energy from a conformational
coordinate to the chemical reaction coordinate in an inertial way [18]. Several studies
quantifying this contribution to lowering the barrier height conclude that the dynamical
effect is minimal [19,20], whereas others found that this is an important contribution
[21]. Schwartz and co-workers coined the term “rate-promotion vibrations” [21] to
describe these protein motions that transfer energy to the reaction coordinate and find,
instead, that protein compression modes can significantly reduce the energy barrier [22].
On balance, part of the origin of this controversy lies in semantic issues and thus an exact
and uniquely used definition of dynamical effects in enzyme catalysis is urgently needed.
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This will provide a consensus view approaching both experimental and computational
communities in a concerted effort to precisely determine the actual role of protein
motions in determining the outstanding efficiency of enzymes.
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1.2. Phosphorylation reactions by enzymes
The phosphorylation of proteins is fundamental in many processes of the cell including
division, differentiation and development as well as metabolic pathways. This is borne out
by the observation that one third of all proteins in the cell are phosphorylated [23].
Besides proteins, phosphate groups are present in a wide diversity of biomolecules,
ranging from nucleic acids, enzyme cofactors, metabolites and ATP [24]. The latter, in
particular, is frequently used by enzymes for phosphorylating other proteins. These
enzymes are termed kinases, whereas those removing the phosphate group are called
phosphatases. ATP is regarded as an abundant storage of chemical energy due to the high
exothermicity of its hydrolysis reaction that is in turn exploited for assisting endothermic
reactions. This chemical energy can also be transformed into mechanical energy for
muscular contraction or into osmotic energy for transporting ions against an electric
potential gradient across the membrane. Given the central role of phosphates, it is not
surprising that a broad range of malfunctions in the cell stem from the anomalous
behavior of phosphorylating enzymes. For instance, alterations in signaling kinases
involved in cellular division processes promote the formation of cancerous cells [23].
From the chemical point of view, studying the mechanisms of enzymatic phosphorylation
reactions is particularly necessary for unraveling how this kind of enzymes achieve their
tremendous catalytic power. For instance, fructose-bisphophatase and inositolphosphatase are estimated to enhance the reaction rate 1021 fold [3], which is the highest
rate-enhancement reported so far. The key of such outstanding rate-enhancement lies in
the ability to perform reactions that are extremely slow, due to the extraordinary kinetic
stability of phosphates in solution, at time scales suited for biological processes. Anions of
phosphoesters are very stable as they repel nucleophiles, being ~1.1·1012 years, for
instance, the half-life time for attack of water on alkyl phosphate dianions [3]. Given the
observed dominance of phosphorylating enzymes in biological processes and their salient
catalytic power, a very extensive literature exists on mechanistic investigations of
enzymatic phosphoryl transfers. These investigations are carried out in combination with
mechanistic studies on uncatalyzed phosphoester hydrolysis in water to give insight into
strategies for enzyme catalysis (see references [25-27] for reviews).

1.2.1. Mechanisms of phosphorylation
The reaction mechanisms of phosphoryl transfer are more complex than those of
nucleophilic substitutions on carbon atoms as a consequence of the hypervalent character
of phosphorus. A nucleophilic substitution on phosphorus has three different
mechanisms: dissociative, concerted and associative [28] (Figure 3).
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Dissociative mechanism
As a first step, the bond between P and the leaving group is broken leading to the
formation of a metaphosphate intermediate, which in a second step forms a bond with the
nucleophile. This intermediate species is an anion with a planar trigonal structure (Figure
4A). It is unstable in solution and has only been observed in a crystallographic structure
of fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase [29].
Concerted mechanism
The bond-breaking of the leaving group is carried out in concert with the bondformation of the nucleophile giving rise to a pentacoordinated phosphorus species that is
the transition state of the reaction. Depending on how synchronous is the formation and
breaking of the two bonds the transition state is defined as loose, when it has more
dissociative character, or tight, which is more associative [30]. It is widely believed that
most of enzymatic phosphorylations proceed in a concerted fashion [27].
Associative mechanism
As opposed to the dissociative mechanism, the bond-formation of the nucleophile occurs
prior to the bond-breaking of the leaving group leading to the formation of a
pentacoordinated phosphorus intermediate, also known as phosphorane (Figure 4B). What
provides stability to this species is the hypervalency of P and for this reason a wide variety
of synthetic phosphorane compounds have been obtained [31].
This pentacoordinated species can be stable enough to undergo a pseudorotation process,
in which both axial substituents are exchanged by two equatorial ones, while the third
equatorial position remains at its position as a pivot [31] (Figure 4C). This
pseudorotation process is of great importance with regard to reactions involving chiral
phosphates. In general nucleophilic substitutions lead to an inversion of the configuration
of the chiral center, but a retention of configuration can occur in case of pseudorotation.
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1.2.2. Hypervalency in pentacoordinated phosphorus
The observation of pentacoordinated phosphorus compounds, and other hypervalent
molecules made by sulfur, silicon or halogen atoms, motivated a modification of Lewis'
rules, which establish that each element fulfills the octet by forming chemical bonds
between atom pairs that share two electrons. Historically two possible modifications were
suggested [32]. Valence Bond Theory first proposed an expansion of the valence shell by
allowing the promotion of electrons from occupied orbitals to empty d orbitals increasing
the number of electrons participating in chemical bonds. In this framework, the trigonal
bipyramid structure of pentacoordinated phosphorus compounds, like the paradigmatic
PF5, is explained by a sp3d hybridization of the phosphorus atom. The linear combination
of the 3s orbital, three 3p orbitals and one 3d orbital (with an electron promoted from the
3s orbital) yields five sp3d orbitals pointing to the vertices of a trigonal bipyramid. An
alternative to this hybridization scheme is the formation of chemical bonds with high
ionic character or fractional contribution of electrons not violating the octet rule. With
the advent of accurately computed wave functions along with wave function analysis
methods, such as the Natural Population Analysis by Weinhold and co-workers [33], the
hybridization scheme was shown to be incorrect as it implies a participation of d orbitals
in the chemical bonds that is too high. Instead, chemical bonds in these molecules are
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shown to be delocalized and distinguished by a high ionic character, which implies a bond
order lower than one. These kinds of bonds thus turn out to be weaker than covalent
bonds. The 3-center 4-electrons bond scheme (3c4e) is in line with this description. A
central atom shares a bonding orbital with two atoms that provide an electron pair each
one (Figure 5). This model provides an explanation for the higher coordination number
of the central atom avoiding the necessity to expand the octet. It is worth pointing out
that the hybridization scheme, which is used in many chemistry text books, is obsolete
and do not represent properly the interactions responsible for hypervalency [32]. In this
thesis we have studied factors that influence the stability of pentacoordinated phosphorus
compounds.
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B
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C
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Figure 5. Lewis structure of a 3c-4e bond model, which is represented by two resonance
structures.

1.2.3. Pentacoordinated phosphorus in enzymes: controversy on Ephosphoglucomutase
A phosphorane formed in the course of an enzymatic reaction is a high-energy
intermediate that, if isolated, could provide a revealing picture of the enzyme in a highenergy state in which the interactions between the substrate and the enzyme are the key
factors of catalysis. For this reason, it was of great interest the report in Science by Allen
and co-workers [34] of the first crystallographic structure of a pentacoordinated
phosphorus intermediate in the active site of an enzyme, E-phosphoglucomutase (EPGM), which catalyzes the isomerization of E-glucose-1-phosphate (G1P) to E-glucose-6phosphate (G6P). This structure aroused much controversy from the very beginning
[35,36], since some authors argued that the phosphorane might have been wrongly
identified and that, instead, a MgF3- salt formed under crystallization conditions was
likely to mimic the phosphoryl moiety of the phosphorane. In support of this idea,
theoretical studies by Webster [37] showed that a pentacoordinated phosphorus in the
active site of this enzyme could not be a stable species, but a transition state. Subsequently
Allen and co-workers defended their thesis by showing with quantitative analytical
methods that the enzyme does contain a phosphorus species in the active site [38].
Following the idea of the wrong assignment, NMR and kinetic assays by Waltho and coworkers [39,40] convincingly demonstrated that the MgF3- salt is indeed a potent
inhibitor of E-PGM that acts as a transition state analogue in similar conditions to those
of the original experiment. These were clear indications that the formation of the
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phosphorane intermediate is unlikely in this enzyme, but it still lacked a detailed
understanding of the phosphorylation mechanism. In this thesis we have studied the
reaction pathway of this phosphoryl transfer.
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1.3. Amino Acid Kinase family: large-amplitude motions
mediating function
The Amino Acid Kinase family of enzymes (AAK) comprises a series of enzymes that
catalyze a phosphorylation reaction and have important similarities in terms of sequence
and structure. The family members are: N-acetyl-L-glutamate kinase (NAGK),
Carbamate kinase (CK), Glutamate-5-kinase (G5K), UMP kinase (UMPK),
Aspartokinase (AK) and the fosfomycin resistance kinase (FomA). Rubio and co-workers
[41] have exhaustively studied this family and proposed that the shared fold among family
members is likely to give rise to a similar mechanism of substrate binding and catalysis.
These enzymes share the same D/E fold of the monomeric subunit and, among them,
NAGK is regarded as the structural paradigm of the AAK family, since it is the most
widely studied family member. Studies on the catalytic mechanism and dynamics of
NAGK thus can shed light on how the rest of family members perform their function
[41].

1.3.1. N-Acetyl-Glutamate Kinase
NAGK uses ATP to catalyze the phosphorylation of the amino acid N-Acetyl-LGlutamate (NAG) in the biosynthesis of arginine from glutamate in microorganisms and
plants (see Figure 6). NAG is one of the N-acetylated intermediates that are produced in
this anabolic route and its phosphorylation by NAGK turns out to be the key regulatory
step of the route in many organisms, since NAGK is feedback inhibited by the end
product arginine. What makes this route interesting from the medical point of view is the
fact that in mammalian cells the arginine biosynthesis proceeds through non-acetylated
intermediates. Therefore NAGK activity may be selectively inhibited and, given the
regulatory role of this enzyme in bacteria, it can be a potential target for antibacterial
drugs. From the chemical point of view, the reaction catalyzed by NAGK is relatively
uncommon as the phosphoryl group is transferred from ATP to a carboxylate group of Nacetyl-glutamate, whereas most of kinases phosphorylate alcohol groups from protein
residues, e.g. serine or tyrosine, and metabolites.
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Figure 6. Bacterial route of arginine biosynthesis from glutamate. Dashed arrows denote
more than one chemical step.
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The regulation of NAGK activity by arginine inhibition has been thoroughly studied in
hexameric NAGKs from Thermotoga Maritima and Pseudomonas Aeruginosa [42,43]. The
inhibition occurs allosterically, which means that arginine binding in one of the subunits
enhance the affinity of other subunits for binding a subsequent arginine molecule. The
transition from the unbound state to the inhibited state with six bound arginine
molecules involves a large conformational change that modifies the active site cavity as
well as the size of the central ring of the hexameric structure. Apart from arginine
inhibition, NAGK activity has been observed to be positively regulated in photosynthetic
organisms. This enhancement of NAGK activity occurs by forming a complex with the
signaling protein PII, which stabilizes the more active conformation and therefore
competes with arginine to bind NAGK [44]. The formation of this complex is promoted
in conditions of nitrogen abundance so as to enhance the production of arginine for
subsequent storage.
NAGK from Escherichia Coli (EcNAGK), on the other hand, is an example of an
arginine-insensitive NAGK and turns out to be the best characterized enzyme among all
NAGKs and Amino Acid Kinase family members. Its mechanism of phosphoryl transfer
has been subjected to a wide range of crystallographic [41,45,46] and site-directed
mutagenesis studies [47]. It is a homodimer of 258 residues in each monomeric subunit,
which consists of a N domain that hosts the NAG binding site (NAG lid) and a C
domain that binds ATP. It is at the interface between these two domains that the
phosphoryl transfer reaction takes place (see Figure 7). This dimeric arrangement provides
only thermodynamic stability to the monomeric fold that has been evolutionary selected
to perform the catalytic function. This is borne out by kinetic studies that have not shown
evidence of cooperativity between both subunits [47].
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NAG
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Figure 7. Structure of the open (unbound; PDB code 2WXB) and closed (with the ATP
analogue AMPPNP and the amino acid NAG; PDB code 1GS5) structures of the
EcNAGK dimer. The substrates ATP and NAG (ball and sticks) bind to the C (red) and
N domains (blue) respectively.
The first crystallographic structures of EcNAGK were solved for the bound state of the
enzyme (PDB codes 1GS5, 1OH9, 1OHA and 1OHB) and revealed an active site that
was too narrow to allow the substrates bind directly without a conformational
rearrangement. In the X-ray structure with code 1GS5, the ATP analogue AMPPNP and
NAG were optimally positioned in the active site to perform the phosphoryl transfer. The
reactive atoms are so closely positioned that continuous electron density was observed
between both atoms. A subsequent structure with a transition state analogue (AlF4-)
provided insight into the actual interactions in the putative transition state structure. To
understand how the substrates achieve such optimal position in the closed active site it
was hypothesized that a more open conformation would be more accessible by the
enzyme in the absence of substrates. Several years after determining the first X-ray
structure, a more open conformation of the enzyme in the apo state was crystallized (PDB
code 2WXB) [46]. This confirmed the former hypothesis and shed light into a largeamplitude conformational change enabling substrate binding. In this thesis we have studied
the intrinsic dynamics of EcNAGK, regarding large-amplitude motions linked to substrate
binding. We have also explored the extent of conservation of these intrinsic dynamical features
among AAK family members.

1.3.2. Carbamate Kinase
Carbamate kinase (CK) catalyzes the formation of carbamate by using ATP and
carbamoyl phosphate (CP). CP plays an active role in the biosynthesis of pyrimidines,
arginine and urea. CK in other organisms makes the reverse reaction, which involves the
synthesis of ATP and carbamate from CP. CKs are homodimers that share the same D/E
fold of the AAK family but adds a distinctive structural feature, which is a protruding
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subdomain close to the intersubunit surface. The X-ray structures of different bound
states of the enzyme in different organisms reveal that this subdomain undergoes
important conformational changes that open and close the CP site [48-50] (Figure 8). A
recent hypothesis states that the flexibility of this subdomain might play a role in
enhancing the specificity of this enzyme for CP with respect to more abundant analogues,
such as bicarbonate or acetate. In this thesis we have analyzed the flexibility of the protruding
subdomain.

Open

Closed

Figure 8. Structures of Carbamate Kinase from Pyrococcus Furiosus (left) and
Enterococcus Faecalis (right). The protruding subdomain of each subunit is colored in
red. The two structures show different conformations of this subdomain (open and
closed).
1.3.3. Uridine Monophosphate Kinase
UMPK catalyzes the phosphorylation of UMP using ATP to yield ADP and UDP. It
mediates one of the multiple steps of the biosynthesis of UTP, which is a precursor of
RNA, DNA and phospholipids. Bacterial UMPK is a hexamer regarded as a trimer of
dimers in which each subunit has the typical fold of the AAK family [51]. The interesting
structural feature of UMPK is the assembly of the subunits in each dimer. In contrast to
NAGK or CK, where helices that build hydrophobic contacts between the two subunits
are crossed (in an angle of ~65º), in UMPK the analogue helices are parallel (Figure 9A).
This leads to a hexameric assembly that is significantly different to that observed in
hexameric NAGKs.
The activity of hexameric UMPKs is regulated by the nucleoside triphosphates GTP and
UTP. GTP is an allosteric activator, whereas UTP, the end product of the biosynthetic
route, is an inhibitor. This mechanism of activity regulation is known to balance the
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synthesis of purine and pyrimidine bases. The X-ray structures determined for the UTP
[52] and GTP [53] bound states of UMPK from Eschericia Coli reveal a large
conformational change, in which GTP triggers the opening of each dimer (Figure 9B). In
this thesis we have studied how this conformational change is related to the different assembly
of this enzyme.

A

B

Figure 9. UMPK and its allosteric regulation. (A) Ribbon diagram of EcUMPK structure
(B) Schematic representation of the conformational transition between UTP and GTP
bound states of UMPK. Each area with the same color refers to one of the dimers. This
figure has been reproducedfrom reference [53].
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1.4. Thermostability in enzymes
Of particular importance is the fact that enzymes achieve their outstanding efficiency
under very specific environmental conditions. Factors like temperature, pressure or salt
concentration have a tremendous impact on enzyme activity, but the broad versatility of
the enzyme machinery allows finding enzymes adapted to extremely diverse
environments. Of particular interest are thermophilic and hyperthermophilic proteins
from organisms that grow at very high temperatures ranging from 50 to 120ºC. Such
adaptation to high temperatures requires very resistant proteins to heat denaturation and
elucidating the origin of this resistance attracts the attention for designing proteins with
enhanced thermal stability for a wide range of applications.
There has been a surge of experimental and computational studies comparing
thermophilic proteins with their corresponding homologues working at room
temperature, known as mesophilic. From studies in the last 20 years, it seems that there is
not a unique strategy adopted by evolution to thermostabilize proteins. One of the main
problems when interpreting the differences observed between thermo-mesophilic pairs of
proteins is that not all these differences necessarily have to be related to differences in
thermal adaptation and, perhaps, other properties derived from the different nature of the
organisms may be involved.
Structural and amino acid sequence comparisons between a vast range of thermophilic
and mesophilic proteins point to some features that correlate with increased
thermostability. In the following, an overview of the several features that, in general, are
required for protein thermostability is provided.

1.4.1. Sequence and structural requirements for protein thermostability
The observation in thermophilic proteins of a larger proportion of charged residues
(arginine, lysine, aspartate, glutamate and histidine) at the expense of uncharged polar
residues, with respect to mesophilic homologues, has strongly supported the primary role
of electrostatic interactions in protein thermostability (see references [54,55] for reviews).
Charged residues are important for thermal stability because they form salt bridge
interactions between oppositely charged residues. These are very intense non-bonding
interactions that are known to strengthen with temperature [56-58]. This is borne out by
the fact that the desolvation penalty required to form a salt bridge decreases with
temperature. At low temperature, salt bridge interactions are destabilizing because the
interactions of solvent-exposed charged residues with water are more favorable than
within a salt bridge. In other words, the cost of disrupting the interactions between
charged residues and water molecules (desolvation penalty) is not balanced by the
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formation of an electrostatically favorable salt bridge. Water molecules are less efficient
screening electrostatic interactions at high temperature, e.g. water dielectric constant
decreases from 86 to 70 when increasing the temperature from 0ºC to 50ºC. This implies
that upon raising the temperature the desolvation penalty decreases to the extent that
charged residues interacting through a salt bridge become more stable than being highly
exposed to the solvent. For this reason, salt bridge interactions are considered to be
uniquely suited for protein thermostability [59].
Salt bridge interactions are observed to participate in networks of electrostatic interactions
making cross-links across the whole protein that stabilize the tertiary structure.
Computational studies also indicate that these networks are further optimized in
thermophilic proteins [60]. Obviously, in a network of electrostatic interactions, not only
the attractive interactions between pair-wise salt bridges are present, but also repulsive
interactions as a result of nearby residues with the same charge. Interestingly, what makes
the networks of thermophilic proteins more stable is the fact that the magnitude of
repulsive interactions is minimized. The importance of such optimization in thermophilic
proteins was impressively demonstrated by site-directed mutagenesis studies [61] showing
that a single mutation Arg o Glu at the surface of a thermophilic cold-shock protein
destabilizes electrostatic interactions to the extent that the unfolding temperature
dramatically drops in ~20ºC. Overall, both the number of charged residues and their
spatial distribution within the protein are determinants of the impact of electrostatic
interactions on thermal stability. Based on this idea, computational protein design
methods [62] have been successful in thermostabilizing different enzymes by optimizing
charge-charge interactions at the surface.
A complementary view of the stabilizing effect of charged residues is based on the fact
that the higher content of charged residues at the surface of thermophilic proteins
provides the surface with enhanced hydrophilic character. Findings from simulations
[63,64] indicate that such increased affinity for water gives rise to a more dense water
shell surrounding the protein that protects the protein core against water penetration,
which ultimately drives protein unfolding.
Related to the increased number of charged residues at the surface of thermophilic
proteins is the fact that hydrophobic residues are more densely packed in the protein core
with respect to mesophilic homologues. From the structural point of view, thermophilic
proteins also exhibit shortened loops at the surface. These two features are consistent with
the idea that thermophilic proteins are able to maintain the robustness of the structure to
a higher extent.
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1.4.2. Dynamical requirements for protein thermostability
The dynamical requirements for protein thermostability are more controversial. Since
thermophilic proteins unfold at higher temperature and are less active than their
mesophilic homologues at lower temperature, thermophilic proteins have been
traditionally considered more rigid. According to the corresponding states hypothesis,
thermophilic and mesophilic proteins achieve similar flexibility at their respective
temperatures for maximum activity.
Nevertheless, experimental and simulation techniques able to explore atomic motions at
different time scales have indicated that the panorama is more complex and that there is
not a unique strategy for protein thermostability. Some of these studies found
thermophilic proteins to be more rigid than their mesophilic homologues [65-69],
whereas others showed the opposite [14,15,70-73]. This lack of consensus stems from the
absence of a unique mechanism of thermostability and, on the other hand, from the fact
that these techniques explore different aspects of protein dynamics among the vast
diversity of dynamic events that occur in a broad range of time scales. For instance, in the
case of enhanced flexibility in thermophilic proteins, as shown by neutron scattering at
fast time scales [14,15], the larger structural fluctuations can entail an increase in
conformational entropy of the native state that provides more stability [74]. On the other
hand, NMR relaxation experiments [69] probing slow time scales show that largeamplitude motions linked to substrate binding and catalysis in a thermophilic adenylate
kinase do not occur as frequently as in a mesophilic homologue at low temperature,
which supports the corresponding states hypothesis. This is a clear indication that a
proper definition of flexibility requires the specification of time scale and type of motion.
For this reason, the flexibility regarding different dynamic events is not directly
comparable and, ultimately, their linkage to stability and function do not have to be
necessarily the same. Moreover, it is worth recalling that differences in dynamics between
thermophilic and mesophilic homologues are not completely related to thermostability,
since adaptation to other required properties are likely to alter the dynamics.
One of the most intriguing dynamical mechanisms of protein thermostability was
proposed few years ago by Zaccai and co-workers based on neutron scattering
experiments [15]. They observed that the mean-square-displacement at short time scales
of a thermophilic enzyme was less sensitive to temperature changes than the
corresponding mesophilic homologue. These results motivated the authors to suggest that
this can be a plausible mechanism for thermophilic proteins to control the structural
fluctuations at high temperature to avoid unfolding. In this thesis we have explored the
dynamical basis of these results.
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1.4.3. Exchange between thermostability and catalytic activity
When a thermophilic enzyme exhibits more restricted motions than a mesophilic
homologue, a dynamical reason is usually considered to be at the origin of the lower
activity at room temperature. However, computational studies by Warshel and coworkers [75] suggest, instead, that a thermophilic enzyme is less active at room
temperature because the active site is less pre-organized than in a mesophilic homologue.
This implies that the energy barrier for the chemical step is higher requiring more
elevated temperatures to be surmounted. They argue that a mesophilic enzyme invest
more folding energy in a highly pre-organized active site at the expense of lower stability.
The reason for such tradeoff between stability and activity is that the formation of an
active site cavity is thermodynamically unfavorable. Thus it is clear that the study of the
relationship between enzyme thermostability and activity offers a convenient way to shed
light into the aforementioned controversy on the role of enzyme dynamics in catalysis.
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CHAPTER 2
OBJECTIVES

The main objective of the present thesis is to provide a global picture of different
properties important for the enzymatic function: reactivity, dynamics and
thermostability. By means of a variety of computational methods we have
examined these properties in a set of enzymes.

1) Reactivity
The first part examines the pentacoordinated phosphorus species that can be either
an intermediate or a transition state in the widely catalyzed phosphoryl transfer
reactions in enzymes. Taking into account the difficulty in distinguishing the
different types of phosphoryl transfer mechanisms, the main objectives of this part
are:
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Objectives

Find a methodology properly describing the interactions present in
pentacoordinated phosphorus compounds for subsequent application in
QM/MM studies.
Characterize the electronic structure of pentacoordinated phosphorus
compounds.
Analyze systematically the inductive effects exerted by phosphorane
substituents on the structure as well as polarization effects mediated by
external electric fields.
Evaluate the viability of the pentacoordinated phosphorus observed in the
controversial structure of the E-phosphoglucomutase enzyme and calculate
the reaction mechanism.

2) Dynamics
The second part is focused on the role of large-amplitude motions in the enzymatic
activity of the Amino Acid Kinase (AAK) family. The objectives of this part are:
-

Describe the most accessible modes of motion of the EcNAGK enzyme
Identify dynamical features common to AAK members.
Study the effects of the oligomeric assembly on the dynamics associated to
ligand binding processes.

3) Thermostability
The last part aims to gain insights into the dynamical properties associated to
thermal stability as observed by neutron scattering experiments on a thermomesophilic pair of enzymes:
-

Characterize the intramolecular dynamics of the two enzymes at different
time scales.
Approach the complex diffusional behavior of these enzymes in the crowded
solution studied taking into account inter-protein interactions

CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

3.1. Quantum-Mechanical methods
Quantum Mechanics (QM) is the most rigorous framework for the development of a
computational method aimed to describe a molecular system at the atomic level. Ab initio
methods aim to solve the time-independent Schrödinger equation to find the wave
function which concentrates all information of the microscopic system.
 Ȳ ൌ Ȳ

(3.1)

 is the non-relativistic Hamiltonian operator, which consists of five contributions:
kinetic energy of nuclei and electrons, nuclei-electrons attraction, nuclei-nuclei repulsion
and electron-electron repulsion:
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where i and j run over electrons, k and l over nuclei, ħ is the Planck’s constant divided by
2S, me is the mass of the electron, mk is the mass of nucleus k, ଶ is the Laplacian
operator, e is the charge of the electron, Zk is the atomic number of nucleus k and rab is
the distance between particles a and b. The complexity of this problem lies in the interdependence or correlation of nuclei and electrons of the system. An analytical solution of
this differential equation is not possible and some approximations have been devised to
circumvent this problem leading to a wealth of methods that widely differ in terms of
accuracy and computational cost.
Born-Oppenheimer approximation
Since the electron mass is much lower than that of the nuclei, the motion of the electrons
will be fast enough to instantaneously adapt to the nuclei motion. In most of the
situations, it is reasonable to assume that the motion of electrons and nuclei are
decoupled. Only in those systems in which the fundamental and excited states are close in
energy, this approximation fails as the motion of electrons and nuclei can be strongly
coupled. The assumption of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation separates the wave
function into a nuclear and an electronic part.
Ȳ൫ܚ Ǣ ܀ ൯ ൌ Ȳୣ ൫ܚ Ǣ ܀ ൯Ȳ ൫ ܀ ൯

(3.3)

Now the problem lies in solving the Schrödinger equation for each nuclei configuration,
i.e. the electronic Schrödinger equation, which is written as:
୬ ൯Ȳୣ ൫ܚ Ǣ ܀ ൯ ൌ ୣ Ȳୣ ൫ܚ Ǣ ܀ ൯
൫ୣ  

(3.4)

୬ is the
where  ୣ includes the terms of Eq. (3.1) that depend on the electrons and 
nuclear-nuclear repulsion for a fixed nuclear configuration . Note that the nuclei kinetic
energy term of the full Hamiltonian is cancelled and that the inter-nuclei coulombic
repulsion energy here becomes a constant that adds to the electronic energy.
From the Born-Oppenheimer approximation then emerges the concept of Potential
Energy Surface (PES), which is the surface defined by the electronic energy for all nuclear
coordinates (potential energy). This concept is fundamental and sets the grounds of many
aspects of chemistry. This will be addressed in section 3.4. At this stage, an accurate
representation of the molecular system requires the use of two families of methods. The
first one aims to solve the electronic problem, whereas the second one explores the
configurational space of the nuclei over the PES, the so-called conformational space. As we
will see, in general, an accurate solution of the electronic problem is generally achieved at
the cost of a reduced knowledge of the conformational space and vice versa. Therefore,
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one always seeks a balance between the accuracy of the calculation of the potential energy
and the extent of sampling of the PES.

The Electronic Problem
The simplification of the Schrödinger equation made by the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation is not enough to analytically find a wave function of the molecular system.
After having neglected the electron-nuclear correlation, now it is the correlation between
the electrons that makes the problem particularly troubling. Of course, this is an
exception for atoms with only one electron (hydrogenoid atoms), whose analytical
solution, as we will see, will be very useful to find a solution for poly-electronic systems.
The basis of many computational methods aimed at finding a solution to the electronic
problem is the Hartree-Fock method.

3.1.1. Hartree-Fock Method
Because the complexity in solving the electronic problem lies in the inter-electronic
interactions, approximations in this direction are needed. Let us first assume a system of
N non-interacting electrons. In such a system, the Hamiltonian is separable and can be
expressed as a sum of one-electron Hamiltonians, in which the electron-electron
interaction term represents a Coulombic interaction potential between the electron and
the electrostatic field generated by the rest of electrons. The eigenfunction of the
corresponding Hamiltonian becomes the product of N monoelectronic wave functions,
known as Hartree product. This product, however, does not fulfill the antisymmetry
principle that describes the behavior of fermions, such as electrons. The most compact
and simple way of expressing an antisymmetric function is the use of a Slater
determinant, where each row correspond to an electron and each column to a
monoelectronic orbital with a given spin, known as spin-orbital Fi.
From the application of the exact Hamiltonian to a Slater determinant with a closed-shell
configuration, the energy takes the following form:
ேȀଶ

ேȀଶ ேȀଶ
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(3.5)



where  corresponds to the kinetic and potential energy of each electron moving in the
field of the nuclei,  is the electrostatic repulsion between a pair of electrons and  is the
exchange interaction between electrons of the same spin. The exchange interaction has
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not a classical counterpart as arises from the antisymmetry of the wave function fulfilling
the Pauli principle that establishes that electrons with the same spin have a reduced
probability of being close to one another.
According to the Variational principle, the better the approximation to the exact wave
function, the lower the energy. In order to find the best wave function of a poly-electronic
system described with a single Slater determinant, the energy, as expressed in Eq. (3.5),
requires to be minimized. By imposing the condition of minimizing the energy with
respect to the molecular orbitals, subject to the constraint that the molecular orbitals are
orthonormal, the Hartree-Fock equations are obtained.
݂መ ߯ ൌ ߝ ߯

(3.6)

where ݂መ is the monoelectronic Fock operator and takes the following form:
ெ
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where  and  are the one-electron Coulomb and Exchange operators respectively. This
monoelectronic Hamiltonian includes a potential that accounts for the interaction
between an electron and the rest of electrons in an average way. With this Hamiltonian,
the electrons only feel an effective potential created by the rest of electrons and do not
interact instantaneously, i.e. their motion is not correlated. In practice, to solve the
Hartree-Fock equations it is convenient to expand the molecular orbitals as a linear
combination of basis functions: ߶ ൌ σ ܽ ߮ . This approach is known as the Linear
Combination of Atomic Orbitals approximation (LCAO). This expansion must be as
reduced as possible to minimize the computational cost, but requires enough flexibility to
reproduce the exact wave function. The resulting equations are known as the RoothaanHall equations.
As the effective potential of the Fock operator requires to know the target wave function
beforehand, the solution of the equations is achieved iteratively starting from an initial
guess of the solution. The solution is converged when a self-consistent field (SCF) is
achieved. Because the correlation is not considered in the calculation of the interelectronic interaction, the energy difference between that obtained with the Hartree-Fock
method, in the limit of an infinite basis set, and the exact energy is named correlation
energy.
The Hartree-Fock method provides the best possible solution for a wave function
described with a single Slater determinant. Subsequent improvement of the wave function
can be achieved by including more Slater determinants, thus recovering part of the
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correlation energy. One can differentiate two types of correlation: dynamical and static.
The dynamical correlation arises from a Hartree-Fock wave function that is improved by
small contributions of many other determinants representing alternative configurations.
This reflects the inter-dependence of the motion of electrons. The static correlation, on
the other hand, is related to wave functions in which the contributions of few
determinants dominate the description of the wave function. This is typical of molecules
with nearly degenerate Slater determinants, in which different electronic configurations
are necessary for the description of the molecule.
Based on the Hartree-Fock method there are two different ways for computing the wave
function. The first one simplifies the Hartree-Fock calculations by parameterizing
integrals with the aim to make the calculations much faster. Indeed, the Hartree-Fock
method requires the calculation of a high number of Coulomb and exchange integrals.
This is the computational bottleneck, whose computational cost scales as N4, where N is
the number of basis functions. The parameterization of the integrals is made against
experimental data and in some cases can increase the accuracy of Hartree-Fock. The
methods following this philosophy are called semi-empirical. The second possibility
represents a family of methods that use the Hartree-Fock wave function as a starting point
toward finding an improved wave function and recovering the correlation energy. These
are the so-called post Hartree-Fock methods. Of course, the computational demand of this
alternative is notoriously higher.

3.1.2. Post Hartree-Fock Methods
Namely three types of post Hartree-Fock methods can be distinguished:
Perturbation theory
The Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory provides a scheme by which the wave
function can be gradually improved by adding corrections to a given order. The idea
behind this is to express the true Hamiltonian as a sum of a more tractable Hamiltonian
(   ), for which the solution of the Schrödinger equation is known, and a perturbation
).
(

 ൌ    ߣ

(3.8)

The O parameter varies from 0 to 1 and allows expressing both the wave function and the
energy as a Taylor expansion of increasing order corrections. Perturbation theory allows
obtaining the expressions of the corrections to any arbitrary order.
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In the Moller-Plesset (MP-n) approach, the more tractable Hamiltonian (   ) is expressed
as a sum of Fock operators:   ൌ σ ݂መ . The eigenvalue of this Hamiltonian is the sum of
the energies of the occupied Hartree-Fock orbitals. This does not correspond to the
Hartree-Fock energy, since this counts twice the electron-electron repulsion, so that the
perturbation must correct this double-counting and include the electron-electron
repulsion term of the true Hamiltonian. Therefore the perturbation adopts the form:
୭ୡୡ ୭ୡୡ
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The first-order correction (MP1) to the zeroth-order energy gives the Hartree-Fock
energy. Therefore, one needs, at least, the second-order correction (MP2) to recover part
of the correlation energy, which is computed as:
୭ୡୡ ୭ୡୡ ୴୧୰୲ ୴୧୰୲
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The former equation shows that the approximation to the correlation energy is made by
considering many excited configurations, which ultimately requires the calculation of a
huge amount of integrals. The MP-n method is not variational and thus one may obtain
energies lower than the exact one.
Apart from MP2, in the present thesis we have used the spin-component-scaled MP2
(SCS-MP2) method [1] developed by Grimme which outperforms the standard MP2 in
the description of the correlation energy. This is a semi-empirical modification of MP2 in
which the MP2 correlation energy is partitioned into parameterized contributions from
parallel and antiparallel spin components.

Configuration Interactions (CI)
The wave function is expanded with Slater determinants that represent excitations
(singles, doubles, triples, etc.) over the fundamental configuration.
Ȳେ୍ ൌ ܽ Ȳ   ܽௌ Ȳୗ   ܽ Ȳୈ   ܽ ் Ȳ  ڮ
ୗ

ୈ

(3.11)



When all possible excitations that can be generated from the Hartree-Fock determinant
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are included in the expansion, we have a Full Configuration Interaction (FCI), which
provides the best solution for a given basis set. One of the main problems of truncating
the CI expansion is that is not size consistent. This means that the energy of a system
comprised of two non-interacting fragments is not the same as the sum of the energies of
the two fragments calculated separately. This property is important for describing
correctly dissociation reactions.
Coupled Cluster Theory
Coupled Cluster Theory describes the full-CI wave function as:
Ȳେେ ൌ  Ȳ

(3.12)
∞
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ୀ

where  is the cluster operator and is given by:
 ൌ ଵ  ଶ ଷ   ڮ 

(3.14)

The  operators generate all possible ith excited Slater determinants. The advantage of
using the exponential of  is that for a truncated , the corresponding Taylor expansion
provides all coupled excitations of order i. For instance, in the case of the CCSD method,
where T=T1+T2 (single and double excitations), the wave function takes the following
form on the basis of Eq. (3.13) and (3.14):
ͳ
ͳ
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(3.15)

From this expansion, the operator not only includes all single and double excitations, but
also higher order excitations that result from coupling single and double excitations. The
inclusion of higher-order excitations in this way is what makes this method size
consistent. Nowadays, the CCSD(T) method [2], in which the triples contribution is
estimated from perturbation theory, is considered the “gold standard of quantum
chemistry” for its good compromise between computational cost and accuracy (it almost
recovers all correlation energy).
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3.1.3. Semi-empirical Methods
Upon increasing the size of the molecular system, with Hartree-Fock the number of
integrals to compute increase hugely (as N4) and with the aim to reduce the
computational demand, the semi-empirical methods compute only a fraction of all
integrals and parameterize some of them. These parameters are chosen to reproduce
experimental data (thermochemical and structural), thus giving the semi-empirical
adjective.
All semi-empirical methods make the approximation of ignoring core electrons on the
basis that these will be less sensitive to changes in the chemical environment. The
remaining valence orbitals are represented with a minimal basis set of Slater-type orbitals.
The main differences among semi-empirical methods lie in the number of neglected
integrals and the way they are parameterized.
CNDO (Complete Neglect of Differential Overlap)[3,4]
All one-electron integrals are parameterized and among all two-electron integrals (μQ|OV),
only those integrals of the type (μμ |OO) have non-zero parameterized values. If μ and O
belong to the same atom A, the integral adopt a unique value JAA. When the atoms
involved are different (A and B) the integral depends parametrically on the respective JAA
and JBB values and the inter-atomic distance (rAB). All three- and four-center integrals are
neglected. Overall, the computational cost decreases from N4 to less than N2, since the
number of integrals to compute is drastically reduced and the remaining ones are already
parameterized and do not require explicit calculation.
INDO (Intermediate Neglect of Differential Overlap)[5]
The INDO method increases the flexibility of the CNDO method for computing onecenter two-electron integrals. The integrals between different types of orbitals are
distinguished and adopt different parameterized values, in contrast to CNDO.
NDDO (Neglect of Diatomic Differential Overlap)
The NDDO complements the improvement of INDO over CNDO, in describing onecenter two-electron integrals, by adding flexibility to the two-center two-electron
integrals. All integrals (μQ|OV) are explicitly computed provided that μ and Q belong to
the same atom, and O and V are centered in the other atom.
Based on the NDDO formalism, Dewar and Thiel reported the MNDO (Modified
Neglect of Differential Overlap) method [6]. They suggested modeling the two-center twoelectron integrals as interactions between multipoles. By replacing the continuous charge
clouds by classical multipoles the calculation is much simpler, thus reducing the
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computational demand of these integrals. The nuclear repulsion energy, named as corecore term, in NDDO-based methods must be corrected, since the electron-electron terms
do not compensate repulsion between nuclear charges and, at long distances, uncharged
atoms or molecules experience a net repulsion. Therefore the core-core term needs to be
modified and the way this is corrected underlies the difference among a variety of
NDDO-based methods. In MNDO, the core-core term adopts the following form:
ܸேே ሺǡ ሻ ൌ ܼ′ ܼ′ ሺݏ ݏ ȁݏ ݏ ሻሺͳ  ݁ ିఈಲ ோಲಳ  ݁ ିఈಳ ோಲಳ ሻ

(3.16)

where ZA’ denotes that the nuclear charge has been reduced by the number of core
electrons. One of the limitations of MNDO was that the repulsion was still too high and
this had detrimental consequences in the description of hydrogen bonds. To alleviate this
problem, the core-core term was modified by adding four Gaussian functions to each
atom in AM1 (Austin Model 1) method [7] by Dewar and co-workers:
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AM1 is one of the most broadly used semi-empirical methods in a variety of applications.
However, because the parameterization process of AM1 had not been optimal, Stewart
reported a reparameterization of AM1, and modified the core-core term using two
Gaussian functions for each atom, in the so-called PM3 (Parameterized Model 3) [8].
RM1 (Recife Model 1) [9] is another more recent reparameterization that keeps the same
expression of the core-core term of AM1 and that generally yields better results than AM1
and PM3.
d orbitals in NDDO models
To increase the flexibility of the basis set for an improved description of the wave
function, d orbitals are especially necessary for hypervalent atoms such as phosphorus.
Some of the methods mentioned above have been extended to use d-orbitals by adopting
different strategies.
Thiel and Voityuk kept the original expressions and parameters of MNDO and extend it
to the use of d-orbitals in the MNDO/d model [10]. Following the same philosophy as
MNDO, new one- and two- electron integrals involving d-orbitals were parameterized.
This model represented a significant improvement over AM1 and PM3 in the description
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of hypervalent atoms. Based on the MNDO/d formalism, an extension of AM1 to dorbitals for P, S and Cl atoms was described by Winget and co-workers in the AM1*
model [11]. The only difference with standard AM1 is that the core-core term involving
the newly parameterized atoms adopts a different expression with two element-pair
specific parameters.
An alternative AM1 model with d-orbitals was developed by Nam and co-workers, called
AM1/d-PhoT [12] for P, H and O atoms involved in phosphoryl transfer reactions.
Given that one of the main problems of the standard AM1 was the overstabilization of
hypervalent structures, in AM1/d-PhoT the original core-core term of AM1 includes a
parameter (Gscale) that attenuates the artificially attractive interactions involving P atoms:
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where Gscale for P is 0.3537 and 1.0 for H and O. In this model, a complete
reparameterization of AM1 was done based on a set of compounds typically involved in
phosphoryl transfer reactions following different mechanisms. Another specific
reparameterization of AM1 for phosphoryl transfer reactions was done by Arantes and
Loos [13], but this did not incorporate d-orbitals and was focused on C, H, O, P, and S
atoms.
Following the idea of adopting modified core-core expressions with two element-pair
specific parameters, Stewart made an extensive parametrization using a very large set of
compounds (~9000) for 70 atomic elements in the development of PM6 (Parameterized
Model 6) [14]. A specific core-core term was also designed for improving the description
of hydrogen bonds.

3.1.4. Basis sets
The mathematical functions usually employed to construct the wave function are inspired
in the atomic orbitals of the hydrogen atom, for which there is an analytical solution to
the Schrödinger equation. As these orbitals have a physical meaning, it thus seems
reasonable to use a basis set with this type of atomic orbitals (Slater-type orbitals, STOs)
centered at the nuclei to construct the wave function of molecules. The radial part of
STOs is given by:
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ܴሺݎሻ ൌ ܰ ݎିଵ ݁ ି

(3.19)

where N is a normalizing constant, n is the principal quantum number, r is the distance
of the electron from the nucleus and ] is a constant that accounts for the partial shielding
of the nuclear charge by the electrons.
In practice, however, evaluation of the three- and four-center integrals is computationally
inefficient with STOs and, given the large number of integrals to compute, an alternative
type of function is needed. In this regard, the computationally more efficient Gaussiantype orbitals (GTOs) are usually preferred for building the basis set.
ܴሺݎሻ ൌ ܰ ݔ  ݕ  ݖ ݁ ିD

మ

(3.20)

where D determines the width of the Gaussian, x, y, z are the Cartesian coordinates and
the integers i, j and k determine the type of orbital. The problem with GTOs stems from
their poorer representation of their behavior at short (near the nucleus) and long distances
with respect to STOs. This underlies the preference of semi-empirical methods in the use
of STOs, where three- and four-center integrals are discarded. To combine the
computational efficiency of GTOs with the accurate radial shape of STOs, a combination
of GTOs is usually employed to represent a given STO. When a basis function is defined
as a linear combination of Gaussians, called primitives, it is referred to as contracted basis
function. When one contracted basis function is used for each atomic orbital, the wave
function is called to be described with a minimal basis set. This is the case of the STO-3G
basis set, where each atomic orbital is represented with three primitives. For increasing the
flexibility of the basis set, double-zeta (DZ) and triple-zeta (TZ) basis sets, which contain
two and three basis functions for each atomic orbital respectively, are generally used.
Given that valence orbitals are those involved in chemical bonding and, thus, are more
sensitive to changes in the chemical environment than core orbitals, the Split-Valence basis
sets developed by Pople and co-workers are commonly used. Such a basis contains one
contracted basis function for core orbitals and double- or triple-zeta basis sets for valence
orbitals. This is the case, for instance, of the 6-31G basis set. Moreover, to increase the
mathematical flexibility of the basis set to describe molecular orbitals, functions with
higher angular momentum than that of the valence orbitals are also employed, which are
called polarization functions. In addition, by using diffuse functions one can also add
further flexibility by enabling the basis set to locate electron density far from the nucleus,
which is especially needed for describing negatively charged atoms. For instance, the 631+G(d) basis set widely used in this thesis is a DZ basis set including diffuse and dpolarization functions.
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Pople basis sets are characterized by using a segmented contraction, which means that
different primitives are used for describing basis functions of the same angular
momentum. Following the same philosophy, the Alhrichs basis sets are optimized to a
higher extent and allow using smaller basis sets to achieve similar accuracy, thus, reducing
the computational cost. As an alternative to segmented basis sets, the correlation-consistent
split-valence basis sets (cc-pVnZ) developed by Dunning and co-workers use a general
contraction, i.e. the same primitives are used for describing basis functions of the same
angular momentum. The advantage of this approach is that it makes more efficient the
calculation of integrals involving the same primitives, as they are required to be computed
once only.
In general, for a proper use of post Hartree-Fock methods it is vitally important to use
large basis sets with diffuse and polarization functions of high angular momentum to
recover a high percentage of the correlation energy. For instance, this is the case of a FullCI calculation, which would yield the exact solution with an infinite basis set. Large basis
sets are also employed for carrying out single point calculations on molecular geometries
that have been energy minimized with a smaller basis set. Because the geometrical
parameters are less sensitive than the energy to the size of the basis set, such procedure
achieves a good compromise between computational cost and accuracy in determining
both energy and structure.

3.1.5. Density Functional Theory methods
Methods based on Density Functional Theory (DFT) follow an alternative route to the
Schrödinger equation for describing the molecular system. In DFT, what fully determines
the properties of the molecular system is the electron density, as demonstrated by the
Hohenberg-Kohn theorems [15]. The first theorem establishes the existence of a one-toone correspondence between the electron density and the wave function. It proves that
the density determines the external potential, which determines the Hamiltonian, which
in turn defines the wave function. In this regard, the system energy depends exclusively
on the density and, as a consequence, the energy turns out to be a functional of the
density. Nevertheless, this theorem only proves the existence of this functional, but does
not indicate its expression. The second theorem proves that the electron density follows
the variational principle, like the wave function, and therefore the better the
approximation to the exact electron density the lower the associated energy. Although this
theorem provides a criterion to ascertain whether a given electron density is better than
other, it does not indicate how to improve it in a systematic way. With the HohenbergKohn theorems in hand, DFT, in principle, provided an alternative way to the
Schrödinger equation, but the ignorance of the exact functional made this theory
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unpractical. It was not until Kohn and Sham [16] found a practical way to find the
properties of a system directly from the density that the breakthrough in DFT-based
methods started.
The fundamental idea behind the Kohn-Sham method is to consider the real system as a
fictitious system of non-interacting electrons whose density is the same as that of the real
system where electrons do interact. The energy functional thus adopts this form:
ሾɏሺܚሻሿ ൌ ୬୧ ሾɏሺܚሻሿ  ୬ୣ ሾɏሺܚሻሿ  ୣୣ ሾɏሺܚሻሿ+ȟሾɏሺܚሻሿ  ȟୣୣ ሾɏሺܚሻሿ

(3.21)

where  is the kinetic energy of non-interacting electrons,  the nuclear-electron
interaction,  the classical electron-electron repulsion, ' the correction of the kinetic
energy due to the inter-electronic interaction and ' the quantum corrections to the
electron-electron repulsion energy. The corrections to the kinetic energy and interelectronic repulsion are gathered in the so-called Exchange-Correlation term Exc[U(rr)].
The Kohn-Sham equations that are obtained are mathematically very similar to HartreeFock equations:
ୗ
 ɖ ൌ ߝ ɖ

(3.22)

where  is the Kohn-Sham monoelectronic operator:
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Vxc is the one-electron operator whose expected value is Exc.
There is great parallelism between the Kohn-Sham and Hartree-Fock equations, but it is
important to remark an important difference. Hartree-Fock is an approximate theory,
whereas the Kohn-Sham method provides the exact solution provided that the exact
Exc[U(rr)] functional is known. Because of the ignorance about the form of this functional,
a wealth of approximations has been developed.

Exchange-Correlation functionals
A huge diversity of functionals has been developed under different approximations to
evaluate separately the exchange and correlation contributions to Exc. These functionals
are built by mathematical expressions and parameters that are fitted to experimental data
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and, for this reason, DFT methods could be regarded as semi-empirical methods,
although their number of parameters is generally much lower than in those actually
classified as semi-empiricals.
Local Density Approximation functionals (LDA)
These functionals are based on the uniform electron gas, in which the energy at a given
position depends only on the density value at that point. For this model, the analytical
expression of the exchange functional was derived by Slater (Eq. (3.24)) and has a simple
form, in contrast to the most widely used LDA correlation functional which corresponds
to the mathematical model by Vosko, Wilk y Nusair (VWN) [17].

୶ ሾρሺܚሻሿ ൌ െ

ͻߙ ͵ ଵΤଷ
൬ ൰ න ρସΤଷ ሺܚሻܚ
ͺ ߨ

(3.24)

LDA is too inaccurate for describing molecular properties because of overbinding in
chemical bonds and the underestimation of barrier heights. The application of these
functionals is limited to solid-state physics.
Generalized Gradient Approximation functionals (GGA)
Because the electron density of a molecule is not uniform, it is reasonable to improve the
LDA approximation by taking into account not only the local density, but also the
change of density at a given position, i.e. the gradient. The methods that include a
functional of the density gradient as a correction to the LDA functional are known as
GGA functionals:
ȁρሺܚሻȁ
ୈ

εୋୋ
୶ୡ ሾρሺܚሻሿ ൌ ε୶ୡ ሾρሺܚሻሿ  Δε୶ୡ ቈ ସΤଷ
ρ ሺܚሻ

(3.25)

where Hxc is defined as the energy density, which conveniently rewrites Exc [U(rr)] as:
୶ୡ ሾρሺܚሻሿ ൌ න ρሺܚሻε୶ୡ ሾρሺܚሻሿܚ

(3.26)

Among all GGA corrections developed for the exchange contribution, the functional
derived by Becke (B) [18] is the most popular and incorporates a single parameter (E).
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(3.28)

Regarding the correlation part, the functionals developed by Lee, Yang y Parr (LYP) [19]
and Perdew and Wang (PW91) [20] are the most utilized. The LYP functional was
designed to compute the full correlation energy and not a correction to LDA.
Of course, the next possible improvement can be achieved by including an additional
correction to a GGA functional with the second derivative of the density. Such type of
functional is known as meta-GGA.

Hybrid functionals
From the Hellmann-Feynman theorem, it is established that the Exchange-correlation
energy of the interacting real system can be computed from the non-interacting system
according to the following expression:
ୈ
୶ୡ ൌ ሺͳ െ ܽሻ୶ୡ
 ܽ୶ୌ

(3.29)

This expression is known as the Adiabatic Connection since it connects a non-interacting
system with a system that does interact. The advantage of this is that one can approximate
the Exc energy by including part of the exchange energy of a non-interacting system,
which we do know how to calculate it exactly. This is the exchange energy from a
Hartree-Fock calculation. The idea behind this is to add part of the exact Hartree-Fock
exchange energy to the GGA functionals. The optimal fraction of Hartree-Fock exchange
is optimized against experimental data and varies widely among hybrid functionals.
Among them, B3LYP is the most widely used functional. It uses the 3-parameter Becke
functional [18] along with the LYP correlation functional.
ଷଢ଼
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(3.30)

where a, b and c were optimized to 0.20, 0.72 and 0.81 respectively. Despite the
popularity of B3LYP, it has important shortcomings such as the underestimation of
barrier heights or the bad description of non-covalent interactions. Indeed, a unique
functional able to describe accurately, in main-group elements and transition metals, all
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different types of molecular interactions and chemical reactions has not been developed so
far. For this reason, and because of the parameter-dependence of standard functionals, a
plethora of functionals have been designed to serve a specific purpose. For instance,
MPW1K [21] was optimized for properly describing the kinetics of H-atom abstractions,
whereas mPW1N [22] was developed for halide/haloalkane nucleophilic substitution
reactions. Therefore, the choice of the XC functional must take into account the
molecular properties of interest.
One of the main limitations of current functionals is their inaccurate description of longrange dispersion interactions, which are responsible for non-covalent interactions such as
dative or stacking interactions. The problem stems from the incorrect description of the
asymptotic -1/r6 dependence of the dispersion interaction energy on the inter-atomic
distance. As already mentioned, the energy in current XC functionals depends on the
local density and its derivatives, which are also local, so they cannot be accurate in
describing electron correlation at long distances. Different approximations for including
dispersion interactions have been reported in the literature. For instance, a modified
version of the exchange functional by Perdew and Wang (PW) was obtained by Adamo
and Barone in the mPWPW91 functional [23], which is used in the present thesis for
describing pentacoordinated phosphorus compounds. Nowadays, the recent M06 family
of functionals by Zhao and Truhlar [24] are among the most accurate and widely used for
describing non-covalent interactions and the kinetics and thermochemistry. In recent
years, there have also been sound advances in the development of DFT-D methods [25]
by including semi-classical corrections of dispersion interactions to standard exchangecorrelation functionals. Overall, the different approaches made by many authors to
describe exchange-correlation effects have contributed to increase noticeably the number
of functionals currently available.

3.1.6. Wave Function Analysis
From the optimized wave function, many molecular properties can be derived besides the
energy, such as atomic partial charges or chemical bonds. Because an operator for such
properties does not exist, a proper criterion to partition the molecule into atoms requires
to be defined. In the following, some of the widely used methods developed to analyze the
wave function are described.
Atoms in Molecules
The Atoms in Molecules (AIM) theory [26] developed by Bader characterizes the
chemical bond on the basis of the topology of the electron density. The density gradient
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determines, by definition, the direction in which the density grows more steeply. The
trajectories defined by the gradient field end at points where the local density is maximum
(attractor), which corresponds to the nucleus. In the context of AIM, the set of
trajectories that share the same nucleus, along with the very nucleus, define the atom.
The electron density displays other stationary points that are located between two
attractors (called bond critical points) which contain information about the chemical
bonds of the molecule. The two trajectories of the gradient field that link the bond critical
point with the respective attractors and that are orthogonal to the inter-atomic surface
define the bond path, which is the line of maximum density between two nuclei.
The topological features of the electron density at the bond critical point allow
characterizing the type of interaction established between the atoms linked at this point.
From the Hessian matrix at the bond critical point, the Laplacian of the density ଶ ɏሺܚሻ is
extracted. In particular, the Laplacian determines whether electron density accumulates at
the bond critical point, ଶ ɏሺܚሻ ൏ Ͳ, which characterizes covalent bonds, or decreases,
ଶ ɏሺܚሻ  Ͳ, as known for non-covalent interactions such as hydrogen bonds, dative
bonds or ionic bonds. Indeed, the specific requirement of a chemical bond to be classified
as covalent is that the Energy Density, ሺሻ, at the bond critical point, which is another
property of the density, be negative. This density property indicates whether the charge
accumulation at the critical point is stabilizing, which is known for covalent bonds.
The rigorous partition of the electron density into areas defining the constituent atoms
allows computing partial atomic charges by means of the numerical integration of the
electron density associated to each atom.

ݍ ൌ ܼ െ න ρሺܚሻܚ

(3.31)

Ωೖ

where : is the volume associated to the atom with nucleus .
Electrostatic Potential
When studying molecular interactions in polar molecules it is of great utility the
electrostatic potential of the molecule. The electrostatic potential at a given position is a
measure of the attraction or repulsion that the molecule would exert on a unit charge
located at that position and is given by:
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where the first and second terms correspond to the nuclear and electronic contributions
respectively. The electrostatic potential is calculated over a surface that encompasses
nearly all the electron density and, by means of a color map, highlights regions of the
molecule with different potential and, thus, reactivity.
Natural Bond Orbital
The Natural Bond Orbital analysis [27] developed by Weinhold and co-workers allows to
describe the optimized wave function by means of natural orbitals. These orbitals are the
best functions to construct a minimum basis set for describing the wave function. Such a
description allows to interpret the wave function on the basis of the classical Lewis’
concepts of localized electronic structure of molecules.
This basis set of natural atomic orbitals (NAOs) localizes the electron density at single
atoms and pairs of atoms. This localization characterizes, on the one hand, orbitals from
inner shells and lone pairs and, on the other, chemical bonds. It is a complex
mathematical procedure structured in such a way that the NAOs concentrate the highest
percentage of the electron density and thus build the most representative Lewis structure
of the molecular system. The natural bond orbitals (NBOs) are those that result from the
combination of two NAOs belonging to a pair of bonded atoms. The contribution of
each atom to the bond can be analyzed as well as the hybridization of the corresponding
NAOs being combined, which ultimately aids to determine the type of chemical bond.
The electron density is not totally recovered by the computed natural orbitals. The
minimum part of the density that remains to be described by the determined Lewis
structure corresponds to the partially occupied antibonding NBOs. The occupation of
these orbitals arises from delocalization effects in which the antibonding NBO withdraw
charge from an occupied NBO. The charge transfer that accompanies the formation of a
given interaction can be evaluated by means of a second-order perturbative analysis,
which characterizes hydrogen bond interactions, conjugation and hyperconjugation
events.
The NBO analysis also provides a scheme to obtain partial atomic charges from the wave
function that is called Natural Population Analysis. The occupation of NAOs within the
same atom results in the total number of electrons that are assigned to that atom, which
ultimately yields an atomic charge named as natural atomic charge.
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3.2. Molecular Mechanics
The previous section clearly states that quantum-mechanical methods provide the most
accurate description of the molecular electronic structure. However, a complete
description of a molecular system extends beyond the knowledge of the electronic
structure of a single molecular structure and, as invoked by the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation, the potential energy surface requires to be explored. For large systems,
such as proteins, the computational expense of quantum-mechanical methods makes this
exploration unaffordable. The alternative is represented by Molecular Mechanics methods
which vastly reduce the cost of the energy calculation by using force-fields constructed
with parameterized mathematical expressions that only depend on the nuclear positions
and ignore the electrons.
Molecular mechanics force fields express the energy of a molecular system as a summation
of different contributions expressed as mathematical functions the parameters of which
have been optimized according to experimental data and quantum-mechanical
calculations. The most popular force-fields (AMBER [28], CHARMM [29], GROMOS
[30] and OPLS/AA [31]) differ in the expressions of their functions and the strategies
used for parameter optimization. Among them, the OPLS/AA force field developed by
Jorgensen and co-workers has been the choice made in this thesis.
The energy of the system in any MM force field divided into bonding and non-bonding
terms (E = Eb+Enb). In the following, we describe these terms as defined by the OPLS
force field.

3.2.1. Bonding interactions
The energy associated to bonding terms is computed with functions that model the
energy penalties due to deviations of internal coordinates from their reference values. The
expression of the bonding terms of the OPLS force field are the following:
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The first term corresponds to the stretching between each pair of bonded atoms modeled
by a harmonic potential, whose force constant reflects the bond strength. The second
term is the angle bending contribution, also modeled by a harmonic potential. The
description of these two contributions with a simple harmonic potential is, in principle,
sufficient as non significant deviations from the equilibrium position are expected. The
third term corresponds to proper torsions which model the energy changes due to bond
rotations, which are responsible for the main conformational changes of the molecule.
This periodic potential indicates the number of minimum energy conformations resulting
from the bond rotation. Other force fields add a fourth term that models improper
torsions which define out of the plane bendings.

3.2.2. Non-bonding interactions
The non-bonded terms comprise Van der Waals and electrostatic pair-wise interactions.
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The former are modeled with a Lennard-Jones potential, which describe the inter-atomic
repulsion at very short distances and the stabilization by virtue of dispersion interactions
at relatively long distances. The pair-wise Hij and Vij parameters determine the depth and
the distance of the interaction energy well respectively. The simplest model for
electrostatic interactions is the Coulomb’s law, which defines the interaction energy
between two point charges separated by a given distance. The non-bonding energy is
scaled by 0.5 for those pairs of atoms separated by four consecutive bonds (1-4
interactions).
Non-bonded interactions underlie the most time-consuming part of the MM calculation,
since the direct evaluation of these interactions scales as N2, where N is the number of
atoms. Spherical cutoff schemes are widely used approaches to reduce the computational
cost by avoiding the evaluation for all possible pairs. Three different cutoff schemes have
been developed. In the simplest scheme (truncation), only the interactions within a cutoff
distance are computed. This introduces discontinuities in the distance-dependent nonbonding interaction energy, and the corresponding forces, that can lead to artifacts. Other
schemes aim to gradually set to zero the distance-dependent interactions. While shift
functions alter the interaction energy function, E(r), gradually from the very beginning so
as to reach the zero value at the cutoff distance, switch functions smoothly alter the
interaction energy within a buffer region [a,b], so that E(b)=0 and E(r) for ra remains
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unchanged.
Given the rapid decay of the Lennard-Jones potential as 1/r6, cutoff schemes entail little
loss of accuracy provided that sufficiently large cutoffs are used. Electrostatic interactions,
on contrary, turn out to be more troubling, as they decay much more slowly (as 1/r) and,
therefore, long-range interactions make non-negligible contributions to the electrostatic
energy. Even for non-charged particles, dipole-dipole interactions decay more slowly (as
1/r3) than Van der Waals interactions. To avoid using excessively large cutoffs and
minimize the loss of accuracy, alternative faster methods have been devised, as the Ewald
summation method, to compute long-range interactions (see later in section).

Explicit solvation
For the simulation of proteins and other large biomolecules, the solvation of the system
requires to be taken into account. The explicit solvation of the system requires the
definition of a water model. Because the explicit solvation of such a large system requires
a huge number of water molecules, simple MM models have been developed that describe
water-mediated polar interactions. These models assume a fixed geometry for the water
model and only consider non-bonding terms. They differ in the number of interaction
sites. For instance, the SPC (Single Point Charge) [32] and TIP3P [33] models are 3-sites
models in which a point charge is defined at the oxygen and two hydrogen atoms. 4-sites
models, such as TIP4P [33], shift the negative charge of the oxygen along the bisector of
the HOH angle and also consider Van der Waals interactions for the oxygen atom.
TIP5P [34] model improves the representation of the overall charge distribution with
point charges defining oxygen lone pairs interactions. Of course, the higher the number
of interaction sites the higher the computational cost. To make a proper choice of the
water model, it is important to take into account that current force fields have been
parameterized in conjunction with a given water model. The use of a different water
model may lead to some inconsistencies.
Periodic Boundary Conditions (PBC)
The simulation of a solute immersed in a solvent is usually done under Periodic Boundary
Conditions. The modeled system is located in a unit cell that is infinitely replicated in the
three spatial dimensions. When using PBC the minimum-image convention is followed.
By minimum image, we mean that when a particle crosses the boundary of the unit cell,
an image of that particle enters to replace it, thus conserving the total number of particles
in the cell. Within this approximation, non-bonding interactions can use a cutoff distance
of L/2 at most, where L is the length of the dimension of the box. Larger cutoffs will
double-count interactions, since the minimum images of those particles beyond L/2 are
already within L/2. The replication of the unit cell avoids, in principle, surface effects and
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thus solvent molecules at the edge of the cell interact with solvent molecules as a bulk.
Depending on the shape of the system different unit cell geometries can be used to
construct the lattice, being the cubic shape the most broadly used. Others are more
compact for a given thickness of the water layer, e.g. rhombic dodecahedron, thus
reducing the amount of solvent molecules needed in the system, being more
computationally efficient.

Ewald summation method
Periodic boundary conditions are advantageously used by the Ewald summation method
to compute the challenging long-range electrostatic interactions at a lower computational
cost than that required by cutoff schemes. This technique calculates the electrostatic
energy of the system with an infinite number of periodic images adopting a reciprocalspace technique, which was first developed to study the energetics of ionic crystals and
that have some parallelism with crystallography.
By definition, the total electrostatic energy of the central box with the infinite array of
periodic images is given by:
∞
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 is the vector (ǡǡ), where ǡ and  are integers and L the size of the box.
The difficulty of this sum is that it is conditionally convergent, which means that results
from the sum of two divergent summations corresponding to the positive and negative
terms respectively. Ewald devised a trick to convert this sum into the sum of two rapidly
convergent series. The essential idea is to perform one summation in the real space and
another in the reciprocal space. This is accomplished by surrounding each charge with a
Gaussian charge distribution of opposite sign. Now the summation arising from pointcharges and Gaussian charges is convergent and is carried out in the real space. The
neutralizing Gaussian charge distribution is in turn neutralized by a second Gaussian
charge distribution. The infinite summation over the second Gaussian charge
distributions is performed in the reciprocal space by Fast Fourier Transformation. In
practice, to improve the performance of the reciprocal sum, the Particle Mesh Ewald
method (PME) [35], which scales as N log N, finds wide application in molecular
dynamics simulations. Some linear-scaling implementations have also been done for
hybrid QM/MM calculations [36].
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3.3. Hybrid Quantum Mechanical / Molecular Mechanics
methods
Describing the reactivity of molecular systems requires a quantum mechanical
representation that, even for semi-empirical methods, involves a computational demand
that is unattainable when dealing with thousands of atoms. Molecular Mechanics force
fields, on the other hand, are only an efficient alternative to QM methods in the absence
of bond-breaking/formation events and other electronic processes. The fact that these
events tend to occur in a small part of the whole system, e.g. enzyme active sites, is
advantageously exploited by hybrid approaches that describe the small reactive region
with QM methods and the remaining part of the system with MM force fields, defining
the so-called QM/MM technique. The advent of QM/MM approaches was pioneered by
the seminal contribution by Warshel and Levitt in 1976 [37] and along the years several
distinct schemes have been devised. Within the QM/MM framework the Hamiltonian is
defined as:
ൌ
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where  describes the interaction of all quantum mechanical particles with one other,
 accounts for the interaction of all particles represented by a MM force field and
Ȁ evaluates the interaction between both QM and MM particles. Both
 and
 contributions take the same form as the standard QM and MM methods already
commented and what differs among current QM/MM methods is the scheme devised to
treat the QM/MM coupling term. The most widely used scheme is what is known as
electrostatic embedding.
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The first electrostatic term makes the electrons feel the partial charges of the MM atoms
besides the QM nuclei field, i.e. the isolated QM region is polarized by the MM
electrostatic field, whereas the second electrostatic term introduces the QM nuclei in the
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field created by MM charges. The Lennard-Jones contribution plays a more structural
role by avoiding both regions to be in excessively close contact as its effect is primarily
limited to boundary atoms. Although quantum mechanics-based methods are more
rigorous to describe molecular interactions, non-bonding interactions are well described
by MM potential energy functions. Clearly a more realistic representation of the
QM/MM coupling would incorporate the polarization of the MM environment, which
ultimately would affect the way it polarizes the quantum region. Some advances in this
direction have been done, but polarizable force fields are still in infancy and the
applications to QM/MM schemes have been limited.
The QM/MM coupling must be carefully described when the boundary is defined across
chemical bonds, which is the case for most of the situations when dealing with an
enzymatic system. Even in the absence of a reaction between the substrate and the enzyme
in the course of catalysis, e.g. covalently bound intermediates or proton transfers between
the substrate and acid or basic amino acid residues, the inclusion, in the QM region, of
some residues actively involved in the catalysis is necessary to properly account for the
mutual polarization of both the substrate and the enzyme. The description of the
boundary must take into consideration that the valence of any QM atom participating in
a bond being cut needs to be saturated. Among the different schemes developed to
accomplish this, the Link atom and the Generalized Hybrid Orbital (GHO) [38] are the
two most broadly used. The former artificially binds an atom, which is usually a
hydrogen, to the QM atom. Given that the boundary is usually defined as cutting C-C
bonds, the replacement of the original carbon atom by a hydrogen one, which has a
similar electronegativity, is not expected to alter significantly the original environment of
the QM atom at the boundary. A problem with this approach is the overpolarization
exerted by the frontier MM atom on the boundary QM atoms due to its close distance to
the link atom. To alleviate this problem, one of usual procedures is to redistribute the
charge of the MM atom with their bound MM atoms or using more physically realistic
representations such as gaussian charge distributions centered on the MM boundary
atoms. The GHO method [38] developed by Gao and co-workers, on the other hand, is
an alternative boundary scheme that circumvents the overpolarization issue. At the MM
frontier atom, GHO centers an orbital, which points toward the boundary QM atom,
that is freely optimized in the SCF calculation. On balance, given the approximations
needed at the boundary, to minimize artifacts it is important to carefully place the
boundary as far from the reactive atoms as computationally feasible.
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3.4. Potential Energy
conformational sampling

Surface:

stationary

points

and

So far we have described the wide variety of methods available to evaluate the potential
energy for a given nuclei configuration. Clearly this is not enough to describe a molecular
system. Under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the nuclei move throughout a
hypersurface, with 3N-6 internal degrees of freedom, whose topology determines the
reactivity and other molecular properties of the system. According to statistical
thermodynamics, it is by exploring this hypersurface that we can extract the information
necessary to bridge the microscopic and macroscopic (observable) properties of the
system. Altogether makes the exploration of the potential energy surface an essential
endeavor. In this section, we address different methods concerning the exploration of the
potential energy surface aimed at characterizing the reactivity as well as the
conformational diversity of a molecular system. From the previous section, it is clear that
the choice of the method to evaluate the energy of the system is inextricably linked to the
extent we aim to explore the potential energy surface and, ultimately, the type of
information we want to extract from the PES. For this reason, we have divided this
section in two parts: (1) methods to localize stationary points and reactions paths and (2)
sampling methods for deeper explorations of the PES

3. 4. 1. Location of stationary points
Statistical thermodynamics establishes that the properties of the most populated
ensembles of configurations of the microscopic system are those that determine the
properties of the macroscopic system. The weight of a configuration () is given by the
Boltzmann law:
ି

ሺܠሻ  ן

ሺܠሻ
್ ்

(3.38)

The population of a given configuration decreases exponentially with the energy, so that
low energy configurations turn out to be the most representative of the system. Higher
energy configurations, on the other hand, can also be relevant provided that they are very
numerous, i.e. high entropy. Other types of high-energy configurations are also important
in the sense that they connect two stable minima. On the one hand, we are interested in
locating the multiple minima that characterize different stable states of the rough energy
surface and, on the other, elucidating how the system changes from one minimum to
another. Indeed, any chemical reaction, complex formation or conformational change of
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the system entails a transition between two different minimum energy structures. We will
refer to such pair of minima as reactants and products, but this does not necessarily
involves a bond breaking/formation process. The relative stability of these two minima
determines the thermodynamics of the process. The transition between two minima goes
through a high-energy transition state surface, which determines the kinetics of the process.
The minimum in this surface is the transition state structure (TS). One way to characterize
this passage from reactants to products, i.e. the reaction mechanism, is to find the
minimum energy path (MEP), also known as the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC).
Overall, extracting the most relevant information of the energy surface demands the
concerted use of efficient algorithms able to locate minima, transition states as well as
reaction paths.

3.4.1.1. Energy minimization methods
All minima and transition states correspond to stationary points of the hypersurface, which
means that the first-derivative of the energy with respect to the nuclear coordinates, i.e.
energy gradient, is zero. The lack, however, of an analytical expression of the potential
energy surface forces the search of stationary points to be done numerically by using
iterative algorithms. We can classify the optimization methods into two groups: those
which only require first-derivatives of the energy with respect to the coordinates and those
that also need second-derivatives. It is important to remark that these optimization
methods converge to the local minimum. The search for the lowest energy structure
among all minima, i.e. global energy minimum, is a challenging task for which there is not
a single method that guarantees its finding.
First-derivatives methods
The derivative of the energy provides useful information to guide the minimum search,
since the force acting on each atom, which is equal to minus the gradient, points to lower
energy structures. The two most widely used minimization algorithms using only first
derivatives are the Steepest Descent and Conjugate Gradient.
The steepest descent method takes a step along the direction of the force, which is the
steepest direction at a given point of the PES. This method is very efficient at the first
stages of a minimization process to relieve the highest energy features of the structure, but
suffers from slow convergence.
The Conjugate Gradient (CG) algorithm outperforms the steepest descent method near
the energy minimum by taking conjugate directions instead of perpendicular ones. The
conjugate direction results from a combination of the gradient and the previous line
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search.
ܞ ൌ െ   ߛ ܞିଵ

(3.39)

where J is a scalar whose definition depends on the specific CG method.

Second-derivatives methods
The second-derivative of the energy, i.e. Hessian matrix, adds information about the
curvature of the function. Of course, this implies a higher computational cost that is
justified for difficult minimization problems and small systems. The simplest of these
methods is the Newton-Raphson (NR) method. On the basis of the Taylor expansion of a
function to second-order:
ͳ
ሺܠሻ  ሺ ܠ ሻ   ୲ ሺ ܠെ  ܠ ሻ  ሺ ܠെ  ܠ ሻ୲ ۶ ሺ ܠെ  ܠ ሻ
ʹ

(3.40)

each step of NR is expressed as:
 ܠାଵ ൌ  ܠ୩ െ ۶ ିଵ 

(3.41)

this step requires the calculation of the inverse of the Hessian matrix, which is
computationally demanding and problematic with near-zero eigenvalues. Moreover, the
Hessian must be positive definite (all eigenvalues are positive) to ensure that the process
minimizes the energy. This method performs better near the minimum where the
quadratic approximation is more valid.
The computational cost of calculating and storing the Hessian at each iteration step
motivated the development of methods approximating the Hessian on the basis of
computed gradients. These methods are known as Quasi-Newton methods and, among
them, the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) is one of the most popular ones.
In general, once the minimization process converges it is important to check that the
topology of the stationary point is correct. A calculation of the Hessian matrix reveals that
the point is a true minimum when all eigenvalues are positive.
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3.4.1.2. Transition state structure and reaction paths
The transition state structure is identified by a Hessian with one negative eigenvalue,
which corresponds to a first-order saddle point of the potential energy surface. It
corresponds to the highest-energy species along the IRC, i.e. the path that a particle
would follow moving from the saddle point along the steepest descent direction with an
infinitely small step down to each minimum. Those geometrical variables that change
along the IRC define what is known as the reaction coordinate.
For locating transition states one can make a distinction between two families of methods:
(1) those that optimize a starting structure reasonably close to the true transition state
(local methods) and (2) those that require to know the two connected minima (reactants
and products).
The first category of TS-search methods are based on the Newton-Raphson methods
commented above. A good candidate structure to the true TS implies that the Hessian has
an eigenvector with a negative eigenvalue pointing to the direction of the transition of
interest. This Hessian guides the optimization process to minimize all degrees of freedom,
except one whose energy is maximized, eventually leading to the transition state structure.
The ability to propose a good candidate structure for a TS search lies in the ease by which
the main features of the true reaction coordinate can be predicted. In general, this can be
accomplished for simple reactions by performing systematic constraint minimizations at
different points (scanning) along the hypothetical reaction coordinate. The highest-energy
structure of the scanned coordinate is the best approximation to the transition state.
Once a given transition state structure has been reached, the most usual way to obtain the
reaction path is by moving downhill to the two minima. By using a steepest descent
algorithm with a finite step size, as we have shown above, the resultant path would
oscillate about the true intrinsic reaction coordinate. Of the several schemes devised to
circumvent this problem, the Gonzalez-Schlegel method [39] is the most widely used
approach to the true IRC. Indeed, following the IRC forward and backwards from the
saddle point aids to check whether the TS actually connects the reactants and products of
interest. In some cases, especially when using local search methods, the optimization of
the transition state can converge to a transition state connecting two other minima.
For the second category, several methods have been developed that make interpolations
based on the two minima, such as the String method [40]. Others are able to find the
reaction pathway by constructing a set of structures connecting both minima, such as the
Nudged Elastic Band method (NEB) [41] developed by Jónsson and co-workers. This
method first linearly interpolates a set of structures or images between reactants and
products. These images are connected by harmonic springs to build an “elastic band” that
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is progressively optimized to obtain the minimum energy path. Each image i is subjected
to a force that is defined as:
۴ ൌ െሺ ܀ ሻȁୄ  ۴௦ ȁȁȁ

(3.42)

where the first term is the perpendicular component of the force felt due to the potential
energy surface  and the second term corresponds to the parallel component of the spring
force on the tangent of the path. The goal in the NEB method is to optimize the images
in a concerted fashion so that the force acting on each image is zero.
The spring forces aim to keep the images uniformly spaced and adopt the simple form of
a harmonic potential as:
ࡲ௦ ൌ ݇ାଵ ሺ ܀ାଵ െ  ܀ ሻ  ݇ ሺ ܀ିଵ െ  ܀ ሻ

(3.43)

The tangent of the path at image i was originally defined as the vector joining images i+1
and i-1. However, alternative definitions of the tangent have been proposed exhibiting
improved performance.

3.4.2. Sampling Methods
It is worth bearing in mind that all energy-minimization methods are conceived to yield
the lowest-energy structure of a given basin. In reality, however, this is merely an
approach to the state defined by this basin of the PES, since temperature promotes
fluctuations within the basin implying the existence of many other similar structures that
contribute to describe this state. In this section, we will address the frequently used
Molecular Dynamics simulation technique and other methodologies aimed at sampling
the potential energy surface.

3.4.2.1. Molecular Dynamics
Molecular dynamics simulations integrate Newton’s equations of motion to yield timetrajectories that trace the time evolution of atomic positions and velocities. On the one
hand, these trajectories serve as a conformational search over the PES. On the other,
monitoring microscopic properties over time allows the prediction of equilibrium
macroscopic properties of the system. According to the ergodic hypothesis, an average of
the value of a given property over time is equivalent to the average over all configurations
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defining the corresponding statistical-thermodynamical ensemble. Therefore simulations
must be long enough to extract statistically significant information from time-trajectories
in order to predict observable properties.
Integration of equations of motion
The integration of equations of motions cannot be carried out analytically and require the
use of finite-difference algorithms. As such, they subdivide the integration into small time
steps 't and require the calculation of forces acting on each particle at a given time t.
These forces allow to compute the acceleration, according to the second Newton law, and
the new velocities and positions at a time t+'t. Integration algorithms assume that the
time-dependent positions can be expressed with a Taylor expansion:
ͳ
ܚሺ ݐ οݐሻ ൌ ܚሺݐሻ  ݒሺݐሻο ݐ ܉ሺݐሻο ݐଶ
ʹ

(3.44)

By adding the former equation to the corresponding expansion for the reverse time step,
i.e. ሺǦ'ሻ, one obtains the widely used Verlet algorithm:
ܚሺ ݐ οݐሻ ൌ ʹܚሺݐሻ െ ܚሺ ݐെ οݐሻ  ܉ሺݐሻο ݐଶ

(3.45)

where the acceleration is obtained directly from the force at time . The main drawback of
this algorithm is that the velocities are not included explicitly and tend to lose numerical
precision. Two variations of the Verlet algorithm that circumvent both problems are the
Leap-Frog and the Velocity-Verlet algorithms. For instance, the Velocity-Verlet algorithm
provide positions and velocities at each time step:
ͳ
ܚሺ ݐ οݐሻ ൌ ܚሺݐሻ  ݒሺݐሻο ݐ ܉ሺݐሻο ݐଶ
ʹ

(3.46)

ͳ
ܞሺ ݐ οݐሻ ൌ ܞሺݐሻ  οݐሾ܉ሺݐሻ  ܉ሺ ݐ οݐሻሿ
ʹ

(3.47)

Time step and constraining algorithms
One important requirement of an integration algorithm is energy conservation. This
aspect is closely related to the size of the time step chosen. If the time step is too large,
high energy overlaps will arise causing instabilities in the integration algorithm. However,
excessively short time steps will not allow to cover time scales long enough to obtain
relevant chemical information of the system. Therefore, one needs to find a balance
between computational expense and stability in the numerical integration. The time step
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usually adopted is 1 fs, which is one order of magnitude shorter than the fastest possible
motion in a molecular system, which are bond vibrations. Clearly a useful strategy to
increase the time step size without causing instabilities is by freezing the bonds. To this
aim, several methods including constraints in the equations of motion have been
developed, being the most widely used the SHAKE [42] and LINCS [43] algorithms.
Control of temperature and pressure
To obtain macroscopic properties of the simulation of the system the proper statisticalmechanical ensemble needs to be calculated. By following the equations of motion
described above the potential and kinetic energy of the system will fluctuate and
exchange, so that the total energy will be conserved describing the NVE ensemble
(constant number of particles, volume and energy). This ensemble, however, is not
appropriate to describe molecular properties of real systems as many experimental studies
are carried out at constant temperature and/or pressure. In these conditions, the thermal
energy of the system is exchanged with the exterior. Therefore MD simulations require
incorporating thermostats and barostats to maintain constant these variables. Note that
the term constant does not mean that at each time step the variable has the same value,
but that along the simulation the variable oscillates around an average value and does not
drift.
Constant temperature dynamics
Because the kinetic energy of the system arises from atomic velocities, the simplest way to
maintain the temperature constant is by directly scaling velocities. A widely used
thermostat based on this idea is the Berendsen thermostat [44], in which an external heat
bath exchanges heat with the coupled system, so that the temperature is maintained. At
each step the velocities are scaled with a rate that is proportional to the difference in
temperature between the bath and the system.
οܶ ൌ

οݐ
൫
െ ሺݐሻ൯
߬ ୠୟ୲୦

(3.48)

where W is the coupling temperature constant, so that the lower the value the stronger the
coupling. Then the velocities are scaled by a factor O that takes the form:

ߣ ൌ ඨͳ 

οܶ ݐୠୟ୲୦
൬
െ ͳ൰
߬ ܶሺݐሻ

(3.49)

Other thermostats are known to provide a better description of the thermal energy
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distribution throughout the system than those based on scaling atomic velocities. Among
them, Nosé and Hoover [45,46] developed a thermostat that produces the correct NVT
ensemble by introducing the bath into the system as an additional component, and not as
an external bath.
Constant pressure dynamics
The pressure of the system is maintained by changing the volume of the simulation box
accordingly. Similarly to the Berendsen thermostat, the system can be coupled to a
pressure bath (Berendsen barostat) [42], where the change of pressure is given by:
ͳ
ܲ
ൌ ൫ܲ௧ െ ሺݐሻ൯
߬ ݐ୮

(3.50)

where W is the coupling constant,  is the target pressure and ሺሻ is the pressure of
the system at time t. The volume of the box is scaled by a factor:
ߣ ൌͳെߢ

οݐ
ሺܲ െ ܲୠୟ୲୦ ሻ
߬୮

(3.51)

where N is the isothermal compressibility that is related to the volume fluctuations.
Setting up a simulation
To start a simulation the coordinates and velocities of the system are required. The initial
coordinates are based on experimental data, e.g. crystallographic structure, or a theoretical
model. The initial assignment of velocities is usually based on the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution at the target temperature. This gaussian distribution sets the probability that
an atom of mass m has a velocity v at temperature T. By generating random numbers in
the normal distribution, initial velocities are extracted from the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution. These initial velocities are scaled so that the resulting total momentum is
zero and the total energy corresponds to the temperature of interest.
Once initial velocities are assigned an equilibration phase is followed before the datacollection phase. The importance of equilibrating the system lies in ensuring that the
kinetic energy (atomic velocities) is partitioned roughly equally among all degrees of
freedom and oscillates around a mean value. After initializing velocities and equilibrating
the system the data-production phase begins.
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Running the simulation
The most computationally demanding part of each simulation step is the calculation of
forces limiting the time scale accessible to the simulation. The current computational
power allows MD simulations with molecular mechanics force fields to reach hundreds of
nanoseconds, whereas those using a quantum-mechanical potential energy function
(typically a semi-empirical) only have access to few picoseconds. Depending on the
molecular properties of interest this is enough. As we will see in section 3.5 the simulation
of mean-square-displacements as measured by neutron scattering experiments requires to
sample conformational changes occurring in the picosecond time scale, so that
simulations of few nanoseconds are sufficient to ensure convergence of the value.
Principal Component Analysis
Once we have simulated a trajectory it is not obvious the relevant information we can
extract from direct visualization of the trajectory. It is possible to describe the
conformational fluctuations in terms of collective variables that concentrate the most
important dynamic information from the trajectory and filter out the noise from
irrelevant local motions. This can be done by doing a principal component analysis
(PCA) of MD trajectories, also known as essential dynamics [47]. First, the covariance
matrix from the fluctuations of atomic positions is built as:
ܥ ൌ ۃሺ୧ െ ۃ୧ ۄሻ൫୨ െ ۃ୨ ۄ൯ۄ

(3.52)

where qk is the k component of vector  ܙൌ ሼଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ଷ ሽ which defines the
coordinates of the system of N atoms.  is a symmetric 3N x 3N matrix, whose
diagonal elements represent the atomic mean-square-fluctuations and the off-diagonal
elements the correlation between two variables. The eigenvectors of  are 3N-dimensional
vectors that indicate the direction of motion of the principal components or essential
modes and the corresponding eigenvalues correspond to the mean-square-fluctuations of
the mode. The higher the eigenvalue, the higher the weight of the essential mode in the
description of the dynamics of the system, since a larger fraction of the total variance of
the trajectory is explained. Each eigenvector defines the direction of motion as a
displacement from the average structure. The trajectory can be projected into a principal
mode  (vv k) as:  ሺݐሻ ൌ ܞ୲  ሺܙሺݐሻ െ ۄܙۃሻ. Such analysis is particularly useful for
characterizing conformational transitions with different amplitudes occurring in the
course of the simulation.
Overcoming molecular dynamics limitations
MD simulations describe conformational fluctuations over a broad range of time scales,
i.e. from picoseconds to hundreds of nanoseconds. This allow for accurate sampling of
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local motions of amino acid sidechains and subdomains that take place at fast time scales.
However, the main limitation of molecular dynamics is the limited amount of
conformational space that can be explored. Large-amplitude conformational changes, as
domain motions related to substrate-binding and allosteric events, occur at slower time
scales (micro-milliseconds) that are inaccessible by standard MD techniques.
A plethora of sampling methods aimed to broaden the exploration of the conformational
space has emerged in the last decade. We will not describe here the vast amount of
sampling techniques currently available, but highlight some of the most relevant. Of
increasing importance are Coarse-grained models, which vastly reduce the number of
degrees of freedom and interaction sites by replacing sets of atoms by beads. In particular,
Elastic Network Models (ENMs) use a coarse-grained representation of the protein that
in combination with Normal Mode Analysis (NMA) allow to decompose the global
motion of the protein into a set of modes of motion that give insight into conformational
changes of functional relevance. In this thesis we have used this technique to access largeamplitude motions at reduced computational cost.

3.4.2.2. Elastic Network Models
Elastic Network Models (ENMs) use a coarse-grained representation of the protein in
which the C-alpha carbons of amino acid residues define the nodes of a network, where
each pair of nodes within a cutoff distance interacts via a harmonic potential. A normal
mode analysis of this coarse-grained representation of the protein sheds light into the
most accessible large-amplitude modes of vibration. Different types of ENMs have been
developed, but all provide a consistent description of large-amplitude motions in proteins.
Here we describe the ENMs by Bahar and co-workers that have been used in this thesis.
Gaussian Network Model (GNM)
The GNM defines the potential as a function of the vectorial distance between each pair
of nodes and is written as:
ே

ୋ

ߛ
ଶ
ൌ  ડ ൫ ܀ െ ܀ ൯ 
ʹ

(3.53)

ǡ

where N is the total number of protein residues, J the uniform spring force constant for
all residue pairs,  and 0 are the instantaneous and equilibrium distance vectors
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between residues  and , and * the N x N Kirchhoff matrix that defines the topology of
the network and is defined as follows:
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ۖ
ە
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(3.54)
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where  is the cutoff distance (typically 7 Å in GNM calculations). Its non-zero offdiagonal terms are the interacting pairs and the diagonal terms are the coordination
number of the residue. The contact topology matrix * totally determines the dynamics,
since *-1 defines the mean square fluctuations of each node (diagonal elements) and the
cross-correlations of each pair of nodes (off-diagonal elements). The equilibrium positions
coincide with the coordinates of the input model, e.g. crystallographic structure.
The GNM approach allows decomposing the global motion of the protein in a set of
normal modes of motion. These GNM modes are obtained by eigenvalue decomposition
of * and its contribution to the global motion is expressed as:

ൣΔ܀ଶ ൧ ൌ

͵݇ ܶ ሺܝ ሻଶ
ߣ
ߛ

(3.55)

where O and  are the kth eigenvalue (mode frequency) and eigenvector (shape of mode)
respectively. The ሺ
ሻ term defines the mobility of residue i along the kth mode. The lowfrequency modes are those that have the highest degree of collectivity and can provide
insights into cooperative motions that give rise to the biological function. These modes
are those that make the largest contribution to the mean-square-fluctuations, which are
directly related to crystallographic B-factors.
Overall GNM provides information on the relative size of motion of the residues, but not
on the directionality of these motions as fluctuations in this model are assumed to be
isotropic. The 3D characterization of the normal modes is provided by the Anisotropic
Network Model.
Anisotropic Network Model (ANM)
The ANM potential is a function of the scalar distance between the interacting pair of
nodes, as opposed to the vectorial distance used in GNM, and is given by:
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Both GNM and ANM penalize inter-residue distance changes, but GNM also accounts
for the orientational deformation of the inter-residue vector. For this reason, the residue
fluctuations obtained by means of ANM tend to be higher than with GNM, so that a
larger cutoff is used (15 Å) to obtain better agreement with crystallographic B-factors.
A normal mode analysis can be carried out from the 3N x 3N Hessian matrix of the
ANM potential. The modes of motion and its frequencies are extracted thus from
diagonalisation of yielding 3N-6 non-zero modes, as opposed to N-1 modes in GNM.
A given ANM mode contains the x-, y- and z- components of the motion of each residue
providing directionality to the normal modes. The directionality of the modes provided
by ANM can be used to generate deformed structures.
Other ENMs following different approximations have also been developed. Hinsen [48]
introduced a variation in ANM by using a force constant that, instead of being uniform
among all pairs of interacting nodes, is a parameterized function k(r) that decays with the
inter-residue distance. More recently, the ed-ENM model [49], which was trained against
a database of molecular dynamics trajectories, includes also a definition of the force
constant that depends both on the Cartesian and sequence distance of residue pairs.
Other methods are devised to analyze very large structures, such as the RotationsTranslation of Blocks (RTB) [50] and the Block Normal Mode (BNM) [51] models,
which are based on partitioning the protein into a set of blocks, which define the degree
of coarse-graining.

Analytical tools with normal modes
With the normal modes of motion in hand, one can extract useful information with a set
of algebraic operations. For instance, to ascertain which normal modes are more relevant
to protein function, one can determine the overlap between each mode and an
experimentally observed conformational change, e.g. deformation between apo and holo
protein states. Moreover, the degree of similarity between the conformational spaces
accessible by two systems can be quantified by the overlap between the subspaces
described by a given subset of modes (subspace overlap). To identify rigid-body motions
of parts of the system, the use of distance variation maps is particularly helpful. In
addition, to understand how the dynamics of a protein region is affected by the rest of the
system, the use of an effective hessian for the subsystem of interest in the normal mode
analysis is very useful in a variety of applications, e.g. oligomerization effects in the
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dynamics of subunits or comparing the dynamics of proteins with different sequences but
similar in structure. These are some examples of the analysis performed in the course of
this thesis and that are summarized in the articles.
Network models of protein communication
Chennubhotla and Bahar developed a Markov-based model of network communication
[52,53] to analyze signal transduction events among protein residues. A Markov process is
a stochastic process in which the probability of occurring an event depends merely on the
immediately previous event.
This Markov-based model was inspired in the aforementioned Gaussian Network Model.
In this model, the interaction between pairs of residues is defined with an affinity matrix,
A, whose Aij elements are calculated as:

ܣ ൌ

ܰ
ඥܰ ܰ

(3.57)

where  is the number of atom-atom contacts between residues i and j within a cutoff
distance of 4 Å and ǡ are the number of heavy atoms of both residues. From the
affinity matrix it is defined the degree diagonal matrix ۲ ൌ ሼ݀ ሽ where ݀ ൌ σே
ୀଵ ܣ
and reflects the packing density at each residue.
A Markov process of communication across the network requires the definition of the
Markov transition matrix , where ܯ ൌ ܣ Ȁ݀ is the conditional probability of
transmitting a signal from residue j to residue i in one time step. By defining Ȃሺሻ as
the distance between two residues, in terms of communication, it can be built the
maximum-likelihood path that communicates either residue pair using Dijkstra’s shortest
path algorithm [54]. This communication pathway provides information about which
residues are involved in the transmission of signals between residues.
From the affinity and degree matrices, the Kirchhoff matrix associated to the topology of
the network is defined as: * = D – A. Indeed, the Kirchhoff matrix in GNM is built in
the same manner, but simplifies the pair-wise interactions by setting Aij = 1 for those
residue pairs within the cutoff distance. This Markovian description of signal
transmission allows determining two basic communication properties: hitting time and
commute time [53]. Hitting time ܪ is the number of steps it takes to send information
from residue i to residue j, whereas commute time ܥ is the sum: ܪ  ܪ , so that it
refers to the number of steps it takes to close a cycle of communication between a residue
pair. Both properties are directly related to the inverse of the Kirchhoff matrix and the
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local density at each residue:
ே
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(3.58)
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Likewise GNM, *-1 contains the information on the dynamics of the system, so that both
expressions establish a crucial link between intrinsic protein dynamics and its inherent
ability to transmit signals across the structure [53]. See the original publication for details
on how Eqs. (3.58) and (3.59) are obtained.
3.4.3.2. Brownian Dynamics
We have already seen that standard molecular dynamics have the limitation of describing
protein dynamics up to the nanosecond time scale, which implies that the information on
large-amplitude motions is inaccessible and thus alternative techniques are required to
achieve enhanced sampling. For computational reasons, another dynamic process
describing protein behavior that molecular dynamics cannot describe is the diffusion in
concentrated protein solutions, where the size of the system to consider is extremely large
and the time scales of interest much longer (microseconds) [55]. There are MD studies
describing the association process of two proteins in solution, but what is limiting is the
description of diffusional properties in crowded solutions where the interactions with
many other protein molecules affect the translational and rotational diffusive behavior.
For this purpose, Brownian dynamics simulations are well suited to describe diffusional
properties taking into account interactions among hundreds of molecules at time scales
ranging from nanoseconds to milliseconds [56,57]. Several assumptions are made in this
kind of simulations and it is important to be aware of their impact in the results.
Theoretical framework
The Brownian motion was first identified by Robert Brown who observed the irregular
motion of fine particles immersed in a fluid due to collisions with the much smaller
solvent molecules. It was Einstein who described the physics behind this kind of motion.
The basic assumption in Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations lies in setting a parallelism
between the motion of protein molecules in solution, which are much larger than solvent
molecules, and this kind of motion (Brownian). This implies adopting an implicit
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description of the solvent to take into account electrostatic screening effects. The second
assumption is the treatment of protein molecules as rigid bodies, so that the only type of
motions considered are overall translations and rotations. Of course, the absence of
explicit water molecules along with a rigid-body description of the protein molecule
drastically reduce the number of degrees of freedom of the system providing access to
much longer time scales than with MD.
The algorithm to integrate the Brownian motion was described by Ermak and
McCammon [58]:

ܚሺ ݐ οݐሻ ൌ ܚሺݐሻ 

ܦ۴ሺݐሻ
 ܀ሺሻ
݇ ܶ

(3.60)

where  is the position of the center of mass of the molecule,  is the translational
diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution, is the force acting on the molecule,  is a
random displacement vector and 't the time step. An analogous expression to Eq. (3.60)
is described for rotational diffusion. The algorithm only considers the positions at each
time step and no information on velocities is required. Since the internal dynamics of the
protein is neglected, larger time steps than in MD can be adopted, typically being 1-2 ps.
The force acting on the protein is generally attributed to electrostatic interactions and
steric effects due to the excluded volume originated from the presence of other molecules
in the system. In what follows, we describe the energy model adopted by Elcock and coworkers for the simulation of crowded protein solutions [56,57].
Electrostatic interactions
For the calculation of the electrostatic interaction between two protein molecules in
solution, the protein is treated as a body with a low dielectric constant and the solvent
(water) is modeled as a continuum with high dielectric constant. In such a case, where the
dielectric constant in the system is not uniform, the Coulomb law cannot be applied.
Indeed, the Coulomb law is a particular case of the more general Poisson equation
describing the relationship between the charge density (Uሺሻ), a non-uniform dielectric
constant (Hሺሻ) and the potential (Iሺሻ).
ɂሺܚሻ  Ԅሺܚሻ ൌ െͶߨɏሺܚሻ

(3.61)

When electrolytes are present in the medium, the Poisson equation includes an additional
term resulting in the Poisson-Boltzmann equation:
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ɂሺܚሻ  Ԅሺܚሻ െ ɂሺܚሻɉሺܚሻߢ ଶ
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݇ ܶ
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 ቈ
݇ ܶ
ݍ

ሺ͵Ǥʹሻ

where  is the charge of the electrolytes, Oሺሻ is a switching function that is zero in
regions inaccessible to the ions and one otherwise, and N is the inverse of the Debye
length which depends on the ionic strength. This is a non-linear differential equation that
is particularly difficult to solve. At low ionic strength, it can be simplified by using a
truncated expansion of the hyperbolic sine, giving the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann
equation:
ɂሺܚሻ  Ԅሺܚሻ െ ɂሺܚሻɉሺܚሻߢ ଶ Ԅሺܚሻ ൌ െͶߨɏሺܚሻ

(3.63)

For the solution of both linear and non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann equations, several
numerical methods have been developed, namely based on finite-differences [59]. The
numerical solution provides the electrostatic potential of the molecule in a grid. The size
of the grid must be large enough so that at the extremes the potential is zero. It is also
important to compute the grid with high resolution to capture more fine details of the
electrostatic potential. The atomic charges from which the electrostatic potential is
calculated are taken from a force field considering the more likely protonation states at a
given pH.
In the course of the simulation, the electrostatic interaction between the atomic charges of
one protein and the electrostatic potential of a second protein should be calculated by
numerical solution of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation at each time step. However, the
computational expense of such calculation makes it unpractical for a simulation with
thousands of steps. To alleviate this problem, Gabdoulline and Wade developed a method
to derive effective charges [60] in a uniform dielectric environment that permit to speed up
the calculation of the electrostatic interactions. The idea is to replace the atomic charges
of the protein by a smaller number of effective charges that, in a uniform solvent
dielectric, reproduce the aforementioned electrostatic potential grid already computed
with the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The effective charges are obtained then by
minimizing the following functional:

ൌ න ଷ  ܚอȰሺሻ ሺܚሻ െ  ݍୣ

ି୩౩ หܚିܚೕ ห
ɂୱ ห ܚെ ܚ ห

อ

(3.64)
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where )ሺͲሻሺሻ is the electrostatic potential calculated by solution of the PoissonBoltzmann equation,  the effective charges,  the Debye-Hückel inverse length of the
solvent with dissolved ions and Hs the dielectric constant of the solvent. Note in the
expression that the electrostatic potential exerted by the effective charges is calculated
according to the Debye-Hückel model, which describes a charge immersed in a solvent
with a given ionic strength and at a given temperature. The idea to speed up the BD
simulation is to use the same pre-computed effective charges and electrostatic potential to
calculate electrostatic interactions over all simulation steps. This obviously neglects
polarization effects due to encounters between protein molecules, but it is found to
provide reasonable results in comparison with more rigorous simulations recalculating the
potential [55].
Van der Waals interactions
The other important interactions to consider are the Van der Waals interactions, which
mediate steric effects as well as stabilizing hydrophobic and dispersion interactions. These
interactions are modeled with a Lennard-Jones potential in which the depth of the energy
well, H, must be adequately parameterized. This is the only adjustable parameter of the
energy model, which is usually calibrated by fitting experimental data such as the secondvirial coefficient or the self-diffusion coefficient. In this regard, care must be taken when
giving a physical meaning to the parameterized value H, since the calibration will
implicitly incorporate a correction for some deficiencies of the energy model in describing
properly the physical property used in the calibration.
Running the simulation
In the same way as in MD, the system is simulated under periodic boundary conditions.
The simulation starts with an equilibration phase in which the potential energy of the
system must reach a stable value. Once the energy is stabilized the production phase can
start. With the Ermak-McCammon algorithm the simulation can be easily restarted by
simply knowing the center-of-mass positions of all molecules in the system and their
orientations.
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3.5. Calculation of Elastic Incoherent Neutron Scattering properties
Neutron scattering experiments obtain information of the atomic motions in a sample by
measuring the exchange of momentum (Q) and energy () of the incident neutrons in a
scattering process with the nuclei [61]. As neutrons do not have electric charge they can
penetrate matter deeper than electric particles and interact with the atomic nucleus via
nuclear forces, which are short-ranged. What these experiments measure is the dynamic
structure factor ሺǡ ɘሻ. It arises from the constructive interference of neutron waves
scattered from the nuclei of the sample. This function contains two types of information
on the dynamics of the system: (1) coherent which results from the interference of
neutrons scattered by different nuclei at different times and describe cross-correlations of
atomic motions; (2) incoherent, which instead describe single-atomic motions, as arise
from the interference of the neutron wave scattered by one nucleus with the wave
scattered by the same nucleus after an elapsed time. The incoherent part is the dominant
contribution to the scattering of the sample when hydrogen atoms are present, so herein
we will focus on incoherent neutron scattering.
The dynamic structure factor gives information on the dynamics of the sample because is
a Fourier transform of a time autocorrelation function of atomic positions, which is called
the intermediate scattering function  ሺǡሻ:

୧୬ୡ ሺǡ ɘሻ ൌ

୧୬ୡ ሺܳǡ ݐሻ

ൌ

ͳ ஶ
න
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୧୬ୡ ሺܳǡ ሻ
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ͳ
ଶ
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(3.65)

(3.66)



where Dሺሻ and DሺͲሻ are position vectors of atom Ƚ,  the momentum transfer vector,
Q the modulus of the  vector, Dǡ the incoherent scattering length and N the total
number of atoms. The scattering length of non-hydrogen atoms is very low compared to
hydrogen atoms, so that incoherent scattering only probes the motion of hydrogens. This
gives an average measure of the dynamics of the sample as hydrogen atoms are
homogeneously distributed throughout a protein structure.
In the experiment, the energies of incident neutrons are distributed around an average
value. This energy distribution, or energy resolution function (R()), determines the
smallest energy exchange that can be measured and depends on the neutron spectrometer.
Typically R() takes the form of a Gaussian, a Lorentzian or triangle function depending
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on the spectrometer. Thus, the measured structure factor should be deconvoluted by the
energy resolution to get the theoretical structure factor. Put it in another way, the
convolution of the theoretical ሺǡɘሻ with the energy resolution function R() is
necessary in order to compare with the experiment.
ஶ

୫ୣୟୱ ሺǡ ɘሻ ൌ ୧୬ୡ ሺǡ ɘሻ ۪ ሺɘሻ ൌ න ୧୬ୡ ሺǡ ɘԢሻ  ሺɘ െ ɘᇱ ሻ ɘԢ

(3.67)

ିஶ

The width of ሺɘሻ determines the time scale of motions accessible by the instrument,
with narrower widths corresponding to longer time scales. The momentum transfer, on
the other hand, defines the spatial scale of motions accessible by the instrument.
Therefore, ୫ୣୟୱ ሺܳǡ ߱ሻ gives information on the dynamics of the sample within a welldefined space-time window of observation. This window usually probes motions of few
angstroms in time scales ranging from picoseconds to few nanoseconds.
In neutron scattering experiments, the elastic peak corresponds to the structure factor
measured without exchange of energy, ሺܳǡ ɘ ൌ Ͳሻ. Ideally, neutrons with perfectly
defined energy would give an elastic peak like a Dirac delta function. Because of the finite
energy resolution, the elastic peak has the width of the energy resolution function ('ɘ)
and should be expressed as ሺܳǡ Ͳ േ ο߱ሻ. When doing elastic incoherent neutron
scattering experiments, the Gaussian approximation is usually employed for extracting the
mean-square-displacement of the sample. The elastic intensity is Q-dependent and for
confined motions takes the following form:
ଵ మ మ
୕ۄ ୳ۃ

ሺǡ ɘ ൌ Ͳሻ ൌ ି

(3.68)

where ൏ʹ is the mean-square-displacement (MSD) averaged over the atoms in the
protein. Linearization of Eq. (3.69) by taking the slope of a natural log plot of
ሺܳǡ ߱ ൌ Ͳሻ vs 2 (Guinier plot) allows obtaining ൏ʹ. The Gaussian approximation
makes two important assumptions [62]. Firstly, it expands the average autocorrelation
function and takes the first term:
ଵ

ۃ୧ܙሺ܀ሺ୲ሻି܀ሺሻሻ  ۄൌ ିଶۃሼܙሺ܀ሺ୲ሻି܀ሺሻሻሽ

 ۄേ ǥ

(3.69)

The validity of this truncation is limited to low values of the exponent, which implies low
-values and/or small amplitude motions, e.g. short-time dynamics, confined or
harmonic motions. Secondly, the mean-square-displacement of all the atoms in the
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sample is assumed to be the same, thus, overseeing that there is a distribution of meansquare-displacements in the protein (motional heterogeneity).
Comparison between simulations and experiment
The analytical relationship between the time-dependence of atomic positions and the
measured structure factor makes molecular simulations and ideal tool to reproduce
neutron scattering experiments. Moreover, the motions probed by neutron scattering
occur in fast time scales that are easily covered by molecular dynamics.
The energy resolution function and the range of  values used in the experiment are
needed to properly analyse the simulated trajectory. Several steps require to be followed in
the analysis [62]:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Calculation of the intermediate scattering function
Fourier-transformation to get the dynamic structure factor
Convolution of S(,ɘ) with the energy resolution function
Apply Gaussian approximation

The simulated trajectory must be long enough to converge the description of the atomic
motions occurring at the time scale probed by the energy resolution function. Moreover,
the time separation between consecutive snapshots of the trajectory must be short to
describe with high resolution the atomic motions at the experimental time scale. For
instance, the IN13 instrument probes motions at ~100 ps, so that a trajectory of 2 ns
length saved every 1ps provides a good description of the atomic motions of interest.
For each experimental -value, ୧୬ୡ ሺܳǡ ݐሻ is computed with Eq. (3.66) and averaged over
a number of -vectors with random orientations and the same modulus ܳ ൌ ȁܙȁ.
Therefore ୧୬ୡ ሺܳǡ ݐሻ must be averaged over a number of -vectors to guarantee an
isotropic distribution of -vectors. At this stage there are indeed two possible ways to get
the convoluted structure factor. First, as shown above, one can make a Fourier
transformation of ୧୬ୡ ሺܳǡ ݐሻ and subsequently a convolution of the resultant ሺܳǡ ߱ሻ
with the energy resolution function. A second possibility is to take advantage of the
property of the Fourier transformation that the convolution in frequency domain equals
the product in time domain:
࣠ ሼ݂ ሽ۪ ࣠ ሼ݃ ሽ ൌ ࣠ ሼ݂  ݃ ሽ

(3.70)

where ࣠ stands for Fourier transform, and  and  are functions in the time domain.
Thus, one can make the Fourier transform of the product ୧୬ୡ ሺܳǡ ݐሻ  ሺݐሻ, where ሺሻ is
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the Fourier transform of the energy resolution function ሺɘሻ, to obtain the convoluted
ሺǡɘሻ. Computationally this second way of calculating ሺǡɘሻ is more efficient, as it
avoids evaluating the convolution explicitly, and thus is the usual method of choice.
Finally, by taking the value of ሺǡͲሻ in the studied -range the Gaussian approximation
can be used to obtain the mean-square-displacement ൏ʹ. It is important to underscore
the difference between the ൏ʹ obtained in this way, by calculation of neutron
scattering properties, and the theoretical definition of the mean-square-displacement,
which is written as:
ே ்ିο௧

ͳ
ሺοݐሻ ൌ
  ሾܴ ሺ ݐ οݐሻ െ ܴ ሺݐሻሿଶ
ܰሺܶ െ ο ݐ ͳሻ


௧ୀ

where  is averaged over N atoms and the number of frames separated by '.

(3.71)
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS

The results presented in this thesis are divided into three parts that are devoted to
different aspects of the enzymatic function. The first part focuses on reactivity in the
context of phosphoryl transfer reactions. The second part concentrates on dynamical
properties associated to substrate binding and allosteric regulation of the activity. The
third, and last part, is concerned on the thermal stability of enzymes and, in particular, on
the dynamical properties of two enzymes with different thermal behavior. A brief
summary of each study is presented and followed by the corresponding publication.
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Results

4.1. Phosphoryl transfer reactions
Rationalizing and predicting the reaction mechanism of phosphoryl transfer reactions in
enzymes requires to understand the factors that determine the stability of the
pentacoordinated phosphorus species that can be formed in the course of the reaction. In
this section, we present our results on phosphorane model systems, the methodology
required for their description and the application of this knowledge to characterize the
controversial mechanism of the E-phosphoglucomutase enzyme.

4.1.1. Pentacoordinated Phosphorus: structure, reactivity and biological
implications
By systematically studying small phosphorane compounds (Figure 1), we first explored
how the electrodonor character of both equatorial and apical groups determines the
mechanism of a phophoryl transfer reaction as well as the geometry of pentacoordinated
intermediates. We have made special emphasis on the apical bond throughout this study
as it determines the direction of the reaction, involving the nucleophilic and leaving
groups. Therefore we have characterized the apical bond by wave function analysis
methods.

R1
R4

R5

P
R2

R3

Figure 1. Structure of a pentacoordinated phosphorus. R1, R2 and R3 are termed
equatorial groups, and R4 and R5 correspond to the apical groups (nucleophile and leaving
group).
From this systematic study, we observed two trends: (1) the more electrodonor the
character of the equatorial group the longer the apical bond distance ; (2) the more
electrodonor character of the apical group the shorter the apical bond distance. The
observed variations in the apical bond distances are within 0.2 Å, which illustrates the
sensitivity of the apical bond to inductive effects. Interestingly, when the two apical
groups are different, the group with stronger electrodonor character shortens the bond
distance at the expense of lengthening the bond distance of the other apical group with
weaker electrodonor character. In general, we found that important differences in the
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character of the two apical groups tend to destabilize the pentacoordinated phosphorus
species.
All of the above already shows that the apical bond is highly polarizable, but it was the
study of the compound shown in Figure 1A that revealed the extent to which the apical
bond can be polarized.

A
O
H

1.695

O

B

-

O
1.910

O

H
O

P
O
H

H

1.722

H 3CO
H

H
1.948

O

P
O

O

O

H

Figure 2. Structure of phosphorane models with strong polarization. (A) the source of
polarization arises from the orientation of equatorial groups, whereas in (B) the
polarization is induced by the different character of the apical groups
The asymmetrical orientation of the equatorial OH groups polarizes the apical bond
lengthening the bond distance in 0.15 Å, with respect to the symmetrical compound.
This emphasizes the ionic character of the apical bond. The natural implication of this
effect is that anisotropic electrostatic effects from the environment can easily polarize the
molecule and thus alter its geometry and stability. To explore this idea, we studied the
effect of electric fields applied in the apical direction of a set of pentacoordinated
phosphorus compounds. Interestingly, electric fields applied in the apical direction
notoriously change the apical bond distance. Depending on the magnitude and direction
of this electric field those compounds with low stability can dissociate or, on the contrary,
become more stable. Such sensitivity of putative pentacoordinated intermediates in a
phosphoryl transfer implies that the reaction mechanism can be strongly influenced by
external electric fields. As an example, we have studied how the reaction mechanism
yielding the compound shown in Figure 2B changes with the electric field (Figure 3).
Without electric field, the reaction proceeds through a step-wise mechanism. The
pentacoordinated intermediate is kinetically very unstable as is markedly asymmetric,
being the dissociation energy barrier of the weaker apical bond 16 kcal/mol lower than
that of the stronger one. By applying an electric field in one direction, the intermediate is
not stable anymore, so that the lower barrier disappears turning the mechanism into a
concerted process. An electric field in the opposite direction, instead, strengthens the
weaker bond to the extent that the dissociation barrier increases 9 kcal/mol, with respect
to the intermediate species, at the expense of reducing the dissociation barrier of the
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stronger bond in 8 kcal/mol. On balance, the kinetic stability of the intermediate, in this
case, is enhanced by the electric field.

E/kcal·mol-1

G
F

7
8

0

F = 0.000 au
F = 0.006 au
F = -0.002 au

Reaction Path

Figure 3. Scheme of the reaction profile calculated in the presence of electric fields of different
magnitude applied to the apical direction.

This study illustrates the polarizable character of the apical bond in pentacoordinated
phosphorus compounds. Furthermore, the notable polarizability of this bond is
manifested in the capacity of external electric fields in modifying the geometry and
reactivity of pentacoordinated phosphorus. The sensitivity of these species to electric
fields can have important consequences in reactions catalyzed by enzymes where the
charge distribution of the active site is very heterogeneous leading to electrostatic fields
important for catalysis.
A detailed presentation of the results and methodologies used in this study can be found
in the article: Inductive and External Electric Field Effects in Pentacoordinated Phosphorus
Compounds. (2008) J. Chem. Theory Comput. 4:49-63
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4.1.2. Pentacoordinated Phosphorus: methodologies to describe polarization
effects
After having observed, in the previous study, the relevance of electric field effects in
phosphoryl transfer reactions, it is clear that, from the methodological point of view,
modeling this kind of reactions requires the use of computational methods able to
describe how electric fields affect the geometry and reactivity. Given the implications this
might have in enzyme active sites and the large size of such systems, it is necessary to find
computationally efficient methods providing a reasonable description of these effects.
We first aimed to find the basis set with best compromise between computational cost
and accuracy for use in conjunction with the mPWPW91 functional, which has a good
performance in describing pentacoordinated phosphorus species and was used in the
previous study. We chose two pentacoordinated phosphorus models to test the accuracy
of different basis sets in describing the electric field effects on geometry and reactivity. In
particular, we focused on the electric field dependence of the apical bond distances and
the dissociation energy barrier of the two apical bonds. As a reference we used the 6311+G(3df,3pd) basis set and found that the 6-31+G(d) was the best choice.
Taking into account the importance of polarization and diffuse functions in modeling
these effects, we questioned whether semi-empirical methods, which use minimal basis
sets and are widely used to study enzymatic reaction mechanisms with QM/MM
approaches, are able to describe the polarization of pentacoordinated phosphorus. To this
aim, we made a systematic study on the performance of a wide range of semi-empiricals
(with and without d orbitals). Among them, the AM1/d-PhoT developed by Nam and
co-workers for phosphoryl transfer reactions was the best choice for reproducing electric
field effects, in comparison with DFT. It is worth pointing out that the most popular
AM1 and PM3 methods exhibit bad performance. Therefore, the recommendation when
modeling enzymatic phosphoryl transfer reactions is the use of the semi-empirical
AM1/d-PhoT.
We previously hypothesized that these electric field effects could have some relevance in
enzyme active sites, since the spatial distribution of polar amino acid residues generates a
net electric field. We wondered whether enzyme electric fields are strong enough to
produce similar effects to those observed in the tested models. To this aim, we calculated
the electric field in three different enzymes involved in a phosphoryl transfer reaction: Ephosphoglucomutase, fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase and N-Acetyl-Glutamate Kinase. We
focused on the projection of the net electric field in the apical direction of the
phosphorylation reactions. The values we obtained for the X-ray structures of these
enzymes were in the range of 0.002-0.005 au, which falls in the range of intensities
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considered in the models. Therefore, it is plausible that electric fields present in enzyme
active sites can affect the reaction profile in enzymes.
A detailed presentation of the results and methodologies used in this study can be found
in the article: Description of pentacoordinated phosphorus under an external electric field:
which basis sets and semi-empirical methods are needed? (2008) Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys.,
10, 2442-2450.
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4.1.3. Pentacoordinated Phosphorus in E-phosphoglucomutase
So far we have studied small compounds of pentacoordinated phosphorus as models of
putative intermediates in phosphoryl transfer reactions. The experience acquired in the
two previous studies provided some predictive power on the likelihood of formation of
stable pentacoordinated phosphorus species, so that the next step was the application of
this knowledge to an enzymatic reaction of interest. As mentioned in the introduction,
the first report of a X-ray structure of a phosphorane intermediate formed in the course of
an enzymatic reaction (E-phosphoglucomutase) was polemical from the very beginning1.
Several authors questioned the nature of the pentacoordinated species observed in the
crystal (Figure 4) and suggested that a MgF3- salt mimicking the phosphoryl moiety was
present in the structure as a transition state analogue. This was an interesting case for
applying our background with the aim to shed light into this controversy.

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the X-ray structure of the pentacoordinated
intermediate of the E-phosphoglucomutase enzyme1.
A qualitative and preliminary inspection of the ligands of the putative pentacoordinated
phosphorus suggests that the formation of a stable phosphorane was unlikely for two
reasons. Firstly, the difference in the electrodonor character between the two apical
groups (an alcohol and a carboxylic group bound to a Mg2+ cofactor) made questionable
the observation in the X-ray structure that the two apical distances are very similar. This
skepticism was based on our previous observations in small phosphorane compounds that
important differences in the electrodonor character of the two apical groups make the two
apical bond distances markedly different. Secondly, in the X-ray structure, the P-O bond
distances in the equatorial plane were ~1.7 Å, whereas P-O bonds in phosphoranes are

1

Lahiri S.D. et al. (2003) Science 299: 2067
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typically ~1.5 Å in length and Mg-F bond distances are ~ 1.9 Å. This again questioned
the identity of the actual species in the structure.
To provide a clear understanding of the reaction mechanism, we calculated the reaction
path of the phosphoryl transfer step that may involve the observed phosphorane with the
QM/MM formalism. The mechanism turns out to be concerted (not step-wise) with an
energy barrier in agreement with kinetic experiments. Furthermore, a MgF3- salt in the
position of the equatorial PO3- fragment was found to be stable exhibiting apical distances
very close to those observed in the aforementioned X-ray structure pointing to an efficient
transition state analogue. Then, how could the phosphorane be wrongly assigned in the
original X-ray structure? To answer this question, we refined the original diffraction map
placing a MgF3- in the position of the equatorial PO3- fragment without constraining its
bond distances. The fit was improved with respect to the original one, being the Mg-F
bond distances ~ 1.9 Å. This confirms the idea that the anomalous P-O equatorial bond
distances of the original X-ray structure resulted from fitting the diffraction map of a
MgF3- with a phosphoryl moiety, falling the bond distances somewhere in between.
Overall, our results confirm the idea that the phosphorane had been wrongly assigned in
the original X-ray structure.
A detailed presentation of the results and methodologies used in this study can be found
in the article: Pentacoordinated phosphorus revisited by high-level QM/MM calculations
(2010) Proteins, 78, 2405-2411
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
QM/MM calculations
In this section we provide a detailed description of the methods used and justify our
confidence in the best results, reported in the main text. Table S1 displays the results. All
calculation codes m 1–10 in this section refer to this table.
Choice of functional:
The mPWPW functional underestimates the energy barrier, as can be seen in m1.
Optimisation with its hybrid version, mPW1PW, gives geometries that are very close (see
table S2) and an energy difference that is very similar to the one obtained using the
mPWPW geometry (cf. m 2 with m3).
Choice of basis set:
Expansion of the basis set from b1 to b2 with DFT methods does not change
considerably the energy barrier (Compare m 2 with m4). It is also well known that
geometries are less sensitive to basis sets than energies. Ab initio correlated methods, such
as MP2, do need larger basis sets, and the b1 result shows a significant discrepancy with
the b2 result, justifying the use of the larger basis set for these calculations. m6 therefore
is much more reliable than m5, the latter being displayed for the sake of coherence.
Comparison of m2 and m4 shows that a larger basis set does not render the
pentacoordinated structure stable enough to become an intermediate, and thus, that the
inability to locate a phosphorane is not a limitation of the basis set. In our previous work,
we showed that a split-valence basis set with polarisation functions on oxygens and
phosphorus gave correct geometries for stable phosphoranes and transition states1.
Choice of QM region:
Expanding the QM region to include further residues will improve the result, but the
numbers do not change significantly. Compare m4 with m7, and m 6 with m 8.
Overall:
Our best methods are m 7 and m8. We have shown that the error for each method
arising from the basis set and the QM region is around 1-2 kJ/mol. The barriers for m7
and m 8 also differ by a similar amount (1.4 kJ/mol difference).The exothermicity is
slightly larger for SCS-MP2 (-29.7 vs -35.0 kJ/mol). SCS-MP2 is considered a more
reliable method but we have no benchmarks to compare with. A difference of 5.3 kJ/mol,
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however, should be considered small when all the approximations of the computational
setup are taken into account.

Table S1. Relative energies of reactants, TS and products in kJ mol-1.
Method[a]

Reactants

TS[b]

Products

m1[d]

mPWPW/b1/q1

0.0

7.2

–31.1

m2

mPW1PW/b1/q1

0.0

24.2

–31.2

m3

mPW1PW/b1/q1[c]

0.0

-

–32.4

m4

mPW1PW/b2/q1

0.0

25.0

–30.6

m5[d]

SCS-MP2/b1/q1

0.0

17.3

–36.4

m6

SCS-MP2/b2/q1

0.0

26.0

–36.6

m7[e]

mPW1PW/b2/q2

0.0

25.5

–29.7

m8[e]

SCS-MP2/b2/q2

0.0

24.9

–35.0

[a] The QM method, the basis set and the QM region used for single-point calculations at the
geometries optimized with the mPWPW/b1/q1 scheme are indicated. [b] The energy of structure 10
of the reaction path. [c] Geometry of the reactants and products optimized with the
mPW1PW/b1/q1 scheme. [d] These are results of limited value. See text. [e] These are the most
reliable results. See main text.

Table S2. Relevant distances in the optimized reactant and product structures in Angstroms.
Method [a]

d (Asp10-H [d])

d (H[d]-glucose)

d (glucose-P)

d (P-Asp8)

R[b]

P[c]

R

P

R

P

R

P

mPWPW/b1/q1

2.73

1.76

1.86

2.90

1.64

1.05

1.02

1.52

mPW1PW/b1/q1

2.79

1.73

1.81

2.89

1.67

1.02

1.00

1.54

[a] The QM method, the basis set and the QM region used is shown. [b] Reactants. [c] Products.
[d] The hydrogen atom that is transferred from Glucose to Asp10 along the reaction path.

NMR chemical Shifts
We have calculated the NMR chemical shifts with the IGLO method2,3. We used
the B3LYP functional, and the IGLOIII basis set for all atoms except for Mg, for which it
is not defined. Instead we substituted the TVZP basis set. The calculation was done with
the q2 definition of the QM/MM region. The reference was CFCl3, which was optimized
with the SVP basis set and a COSMO solvation model4,5 and the fluorine chemical
displacement was calculated with B3LYP/IGLOIII.
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Figure S1. Representation of the first 14 molecules surrounding a given E-PGM molecule (in
green) in the crystal under study. This first shell of proteins was generated with Pymol. For these
molecules the OPLS-AA MM charges of all atoms were included. A homogeneous background
charge was added to make the system neutral. For additional images, 6 cells in each of the (i,j,k)
directions were considered. To reduce the computational cost, the dipole moment of each chain
was calculated and represented by two equivalent point charges. The unit cell contains 4 molecules
and so the total number of dipoles added was (6x2)3x4-15=6897. Because the energy changes
introduced by this shell were negligible, we did not consider any more distant crystallographic
images.
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Figure S2. Representation of the calculated structures for the transition state of the phosphoryl
transfer and the MgF3- complex. Striking similarities are observed in the position of active site
residues, thus supporting the efficiency of the MgF3- ion as a transition state analogue.






Figure S3. 2Fo-Fc electron density map fitting of the MgF3- region.
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4.2. Dynamical properties of the Amino Acid Kinase family
The previous section focuses on phosphoryl transfer reactions and, in particular, on some
factors determining the reaction mechanism with special emphasis on the putative
pentacoordinated phosphorus intermediate in enzymes. This was necessary for a clear
understanding of how the phosphoryl transfer reaction can proceed in enzymes. In this
section, we are also focused on phosphoryl transfer enzymes but covering another aspect
extremely important for enzymatic function: large-amplitude dynamics, also known as slow
conformational dynamics. We have studied how large-amplitude motions necessary for
the catalytic process emerge from the 3D-protein structure. For this purpose, we have
investigated the large-amplitude motions of the Amino Acid Kinase (AAK) family of
enzymes. In particular, this focuses on slow conformational motions linked to substrate
binding and allosteric regulation. Interestingly, AAK members present different
oligomeric states, so that this family represents, in addition, a suitable case for exploring
the role of the oligomeric architecture in determining functional motions. This family of
enzymes has been widely characterized with X-ray crystallography by our collaborators
Rubio and co-workers at the Instituto de Biomedicina de Valencia (CSIC). To study
large-amplitude motions we have applied the broadly used Elastic Network Models
developed by Bahar and co-workers at University of Pittsburgh.

4.2.1. NAGK as a paradigm of large-amplitude motions in the Amino Acid
Kinase family
The homodimeric enzyme N-Acetyl-Glutamate kinase from E. Coli (EcNAGK) is
regarded as the structural paradigm of the AAK family, so we decided to study the largeamplitude dynamics (low-frequency modes) of this enzyme and compare it with other
family members: carbamate kinase (CK), UMP kinase (UMPK) and hexameric NAGK.
We first analyzed the low-frequency modes of motion of EcNAGK and found that the
intrinsic dynamics strongly correlates with the conformational transition between the
bound and unbound forms of the enzyme as observed by crystallography. This
demonstrates that the conformational change in NAGK necessary for ATP and NAG
binding is encoded in the enzyme fold. As a second goal, we evaluated the degree to
which the low-frequency modes of the other AAK enzymes considered in this study
resemble those of NAGK. We found that AAK members exhibit well-defined dynamic
patterns that are encoded in their shared arquitecture pointing to similar mechanisms of
function as originally purposed by Rubio and co-workers. The developed approach is
readily applicable to other families of proteins and indeed permits to identify dynamic
fingerprints.
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A detailed presentation of the results and methodologies used in this study can be found
in the article: On the conservation of the slow conformational dynamics within the Amino
Acid Kinase family: NAGK the paradigm (2010) PLoS Comput. Biol., 6:e1000738.
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4.2.2. Oligomerization effecs on large-amplitude dynamics
A similar approach to that used for comparing low-frequency modes in the previous study
was adopted to analyze the effects of oligomerization on the dynamics of AAK members,
which exhibit different oligomeric states (dimeric and hexameric). This study showed how
the oligomerization confers new cooperative modes of motion that exploit the intrinsic
dynamics of the subunits and shed light into the allosteric regulation of hexameric NAGK
and UMPK.
By comparing the low-frequency modes of the component subunits of EcNAGK, CK and
hexameric NAGK with those of the oligomer, we found that large-amplitude motions
intrinsically accessible by the subunits are preserved in the oligomeric state in a high
extent. Furthermore, new cooperative modes provided by the design of the interface
between subunits are found in the oligomer In particular, the conformational change
associated to the allosteric regulation of hexameric NAGK, which involves rigid-body
motions of the dimeric subunits, is determined by the structure of the interface between
the EcNAGK-like dimers that build the hexamer.
Another case of interest was that of UMPK (hexamer) which presents an assembly of the
dimeric subunits that is strikingly different to that present in the rest of the AAK family.
By studying the low-frequency modes of the dimeric subunit we found that the unique
interface displayed by UMPK allows rigid-body motions of the monomeric subunits,
which are not allowed by the EcNAGK-like dimeric arquitecture and have been observed
to be involved in the allosteric regulation of the enzyme.
A detailed presentation of the results and methodologies used in this study can be found
in the article: Changes in dynamics upon oligomerization regulate substrate binding and
allostery in Amino Acid Kinase family members (2011) PLoS Comput. Biol., 7: e1002201.
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4.3. Thermal stability of enzymes
So far we have considered the reactive and dynamical properties of enzymes. However, as
we have pointed out in the introduction, an important aspect of enzymes is that they have
evolved to perform their function under very specific environmental conditions. Of great
interest are the enzymes working at high temperatures (thermophilic) for their potential
biotechnological applications. In this section, we have studied how thermal adaptation
can determine the dynamical properties of an enzyme. Put it in a broader context, this
study on conformational and diffusive motions at short time scales complements our view
on enzyme dynamics extracted from the previous section on slow conformational
motions.

4.3.1. Flexibility and diffusion observed by neutron scattering
To better understand the stability mechanisms of thermophilic proteins, we have focused
on a neutron scattering experiment2 that set a new paradigm on the relationship between
thermostability and flexibility. From the experiment, the authors suggested that the
adaptation of thermophilic proteins to high temperatures lies in the lower sensitivity of
their internal flexibility (at short time scales) to temperature changes (Figure 5).
Amazingly, they also found that, at low temperature, the thermophilic enzyme is more
flexible and less active, which is in sharp contrast to the traditional view of thermostable
proteins as more rigid entities.

Figure 5. Mean-square-displacements (<u2>) measured by elastic incoherent neutron
scattering2. Data for thermophilic malate dehydrogenase (circles) and mesophilic lactate
dehydrogenase (triangles) enzymes.

2

Tehei M. et al. (2005) J Biol Chem 280: 40974
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The authors compared the dynamical properties of two tetrameric enzymes adapted to
very different temperatures, i.e. hyperthermophilic malate dehydrogenase (100ºC) and a
mesophilic lactate dehydrogenase (30ºC) that is very similar in terms of sequence and
structure. Our aim was to elucidate the rationale behind that finding. Since the meansquare-displacement measured by neutron scattering can, in principle, include
contributions from intramolecular dynamics and diffusion, we performed long molecular
dynamics simulations (~200 ns) for describing the intramolecular motions of both
enzymes and Brownian dynamics for their diffusion with a 1000-molecule box to account
for crowding effects like in the experiment. Simulations were in agreement with the
experimental observations, but only when taking into account the diffusion contribution.
This study thus has implications on the interpretation of past and future neutron
scattering experiments performed in solution. In addition, these results showed evidence
that under crowding conditions, like in vivo, thermophilic and homologue mesophilic
proteins have diffusional properties with different thermal behavior due to their different
surface composition. The more intense electrostatic potential at the surface of the
thermophilic protein, due to the larger number of charged residues, entails stronger
electrostatic inter-protein interactions in solution that affect the diffusional behavior. This
study opens up opportunities to further studies to ascertain whether this is a general trend
and, if so, which biological implications might have.
A detailed presentation of the results and methodologies used in this study can be found
in the article: Crowding induces differences in the diffusion of thermophilic and mesophilic
proteins: a new look at neutron scattering results (2011) Biophys. J. 101: 2782-2789. A
“New and Notable” comment on this article has been published in the same issue.
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SUPPORTING MATERIAL

Crowding Induces Differences in the Diffusion of Thermophilic
and Mesophilic proteins: a New Look at Neutron Scattering
Results

Enrique Marcos, Pau Mestres and Ramon Crehuet*
Department of Biological Chemistry and Molecular Modeling, Catalan Institute
of Advanced Chemistry (IQAC - CSIC), E-08034 Barcelona, Spain
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B

Residue

Residue
Figure S1. Representation of the mean-square-displacement (MSD) of all the atoms of the
thermophilic (red) and mesophilic (blue) proteins residues at (A) 280 K and (B) 320 K. The MSD
is computed with Eq. 3 (see Materials and Methods) at the time scale of 100 ps and is averaged over
the 4 chains. For better comparison, the residues of both proteins have been structurally aligned
with DALI [1].
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Temperature (K)
Figure S2. Representation of the simulated <u2> for the thermophilic (squares and solid lines) and
mesophilic (triangles and dashed lines) proteins taking into account different contributions:
internal dynamics (red), internal dynamics + rotational diffusion (green), internal dynamics +
translational diffusion (blue) and internal dynamics + translational + rotational diffusion (black).
Note that the different dynamical contributions to <u2> are not additive, since there is not a linear
relationship between the atomic displacement and the scattering function from which <u2> is
calculated (see Materials and Methods)
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Figure S3. Average electrostatic energy over the 8 Ps production-phase of BD simulations for the
thermophilic (red bars) and mesophilic (blue bars) protein systems at 280, 300 and 320 K. The yaxis is broken for better visualization of the different trends obtained for both protein systems.
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Table S1. <u2> values (with uncertainties) computed for the thermophilic and mesophilic proteins
considering internal dynamics and the diffusion contribution.

Mesophilic

Thermophilic

Internal

Internal+Diffusion

Internal

Internal+Diffusion

<u2>

<u2>

<u2>

<u2>

280

0.7950.003

1.7140.068

0.9250.015

1.9290.080

300

0.9100.011

2.1270.111

1.0330.030

2.2610.117

320

1.0000.020

2.4200.143

1.1450.032

2.5330.145

d<u2>/dT

0.0050.000

0.0180.004

0.0050.000

0.0150.004

Temperature

We have done the one-tailed Student’s test on the hypothesis that d<u2>/dT (mesophilic)
> d<u2>/dT (thermophilic). This hypothesis turns out to be true with a confidence of
70%. Despite such statistical confidence is not very large, the d<u2>/dT values already
reflect a different thermal behavior that, when analysed in terms of the actual MSD as
computed with Eq. 3, becomes more accentuated (to be published). This is due to the
fact that instrumental resolution effects and approximations in the neutron scattering
analysis reduce the actual MSD, as shown by Hayward and Smith [2]
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Structural Data
The structures of the thermophilic (Malate Dehydrogenase from Methanococcus
Jannaschii) and mesophilic (Lactate Dehydrogenase from pig muscle) proteins were
obtained from the 1HYG [3] and 9LDT [4] entries in the Protein Data Bank,
respectively. Both structures are tetrameric and consist of 1252 and 1324 residues
respectively. In Zaccai’s study [5], instead, the source of the mesophilic lactate
dehydrogenase investigated in the experiments was Oryctolagus cunniculus, but as there is
no crystallographic structure available for this protein they used the homologue (90%
sequence identity) from pig-muscle to explain the structural basis of their finding. Because
we need a crystallographic structure as a starting point of the simulations we have used
the latter structure.

Brownian Dynamics simulations
We performed the Brownian Dynamics simulation (BD) with a code developed by Elcock
and co-workers [6] in a previous work for the simulation of concentrated protein
solutions. We have followed the same setup as Elcock and co-workers [7]. In short,
atomic partial charges and protonation states of protein residues were determined with
the PDB2PQR server [8] using PropKa [9]. This gives a total charge of -24e and 6e for
the thermophilic and mesophilic proteins at pH=7.5, the same pH as in the neutron
scattering experiment. For the calculation of electrostatic interactions we first computed
protein electrostatic potentials. To this aim, APBS calculations [10,11] have been
performed with a focussing grid of 4 Å and 2 Å. The ion concentration was set to 35
mM, the same as in the neutron scattering experiment [5] (considering KCl at 20 mM
and the ion concentration from the added Tris-HCl solution at pH=7.5), with a radius of
2.0 Å. Subsequently, we used the SDA software to derive effective charges [12,13] from
these electrostatic potentials to compute electrostatic interactions. BD simulations need
infinite-dilution translational and rotational diffusion coefficients as input parameters
and, as they have not been measured experimentally, these were calculated with the
Hydropro software [14] using default parameters. The strength of hydrophobic
interactions is described with the LJ parameter of a Lennard-Jones potential and was set
to 0.185 and 0.285 kcal/mol for the thermophilic and mesophilic proteins (see below for
calibration procedure). The protein model used for BD simulations includes, in addition
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to effective charges, all non-hydrogen atoms exposed to the solvent, which were
determined with a 4 Å solvent probe using MMTK [15]. The APBS, SDA and Hydropro
calculations have been performed independently at the three temperatures studied (280,
300 and 320 K). The dielectric constant of water has been set to 85.05, 77.70 and 70.94
at 280, 300 and 320 K respectively [16]. The water viscosity has been set to 1.47, 0.89
and 0.58 cP at 280, 300 and 320 K respectively [16].

Calibration of HLJ for Brownian dynamics simulations
The strength of hydrophobic interactions, HLJ, is the only adjustable parameter of the
energy model. It is usually calibrated by fitting experimental data such as the second virial
coefficient or the self-diffusion coefficient. Therefore, it implicitly corrects for deficiencies
of the model in describing intermolecular interactions.
For the thermophilic protein, the only available experimental data suitable for HLJ
calibration is the concentration dependence of the radius of gyration obtained by smallangle neutron scattering (SANS) [17]. Because the radius of gyration, Rg, measured by
SANS arises from the radial distribution function, g(r), (see section below on SANS),
which is an equilibrium property, this calibration guarantees that the energy model
describes properly the system thermodynamics. BD simulations were run at two
concentrations (3.3 and 10 mg/mL) and under the same experimental conditions
(T=298.15K, pH=8.0, 100 mM KCl). For computing the SANS spectra of these
simulations, it is worth pointing out that the integral in Eq. 2 to compute the structure
factor, S(Q), is very sensitive to small deviations of g(r) at long distances due to the r
dependence. For this reason, we have run very long simulations (50 μs) to achieve as
much convergence as possible of g(r) at long distances and the integral was computed up
to 350 Å. We used the form factor, P(Q), of a sphere with a radius fitting the
experimental value of Rg extrapolated to zero concentration. The Q-range used was the
same as in the experiment: (Rgapp·Q = 0.3-1.3). We tested different values of the HLJ
parameter (0.150, 0.185 and 0.200 kcal/mol) and the corresponding results are plotted in
Figure S4. The HLJ value of 0.185 kcal/mol was found to have the best agreement with the
experimental value, which is close to previously reported HLJ values used for other proteins
[6,7].
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HLJ=0.200

dRg/dc (Å2mg1mL)
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HLJ=0.185
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0.05

HLJ=0.150

0.00

Figure S4. Representation of the dRg/dc values obtained from BD simulations testing
different HLJ parameters. The horizontal line sets the experimental value.
We have also calibrated HLJ with the same experimental data at 343.15 K to test the
temperature-dependence of this parameter. By running BD simulations as before, we
found that HLJ,343 = 0.275 kcal/mol matches the experimental data pointing to a strong
temperature-dependence of the parameter. To have an estimation of the values of HLJ that
should be adopted at the three temperatures under study we have interpolated HLJ at 280,
300 and 320 K (HLJ,280K = 0.135 kcal/mol; HLJ,300K = 0.180 kcal/mol; HLJ,320K = 0.225
kcal/mol). By running BD simulations of the crowded solution with these parameters, we
observe that these new parameter values have mild changes in the diffusion coefficient
and, thus, <u2>. Thus we have decided to adopt the initial value of HLJ = 0.185 kcal/mol
for the simulations at the three studied temperatures.
For the mesophilic protein, there is no experimental data available for calibration so that
we have used the value of HLJ = 0.285 kcal/mol as in ref [7], which was shown to be
adequate to reproduce the experimental self-diffusion coefficient of the Green Fluorescent
Protein in E. coli cells. We have adopted the same parameter value at the three
temperatures studied and show that fits remarkably well the temperature-dependence of
<u2>, as shown in the main text.
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Small-Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS)
SANS provides information on the molecular weight, shape and intermolecular
interactions in solution. The scattering intensity from small-angle neutron scattering
experiments, I(Q), is given by the product of the structure factor, S(Q), the form factor,
P(Q), and the protein concentration, U [18]:
ሺሻ ൌ ሺሻሺሻ

(1)

The form factor depends on the shape of a single molecule. It can be obtained from
analytical functions that have been developed for some geometrical shapes or from
computer programs like CRYSON [19]. The structure factor, on the other hand, provides
information on intermolecular interactions as is related to the radial distribution function,
g(r), of intermolecular distances [18]:
∞
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(2)

where r is the inter-protein distance and Q the modulus of the scattering vector.
From the scattering intensity, I(Q), one can extract the effective radius of gyration (Rg)
under the Guinier approximation provided that Rg·Q d 1:
ଵ మ మ

ሺሻ ൌ ሺͲሻିଷୖౝ ୕

(3)

The slope of a natural log plot of I(Q) vs Q2 gives Rg. The radius of gyration obtained in
this way provides an average measure of intermolecular interactions. When Rg increases
with sample concentration, this is indicative of attractive intermolecular interactions.
The radial distribution function, g(r), can be easily obtained from Brownian dynamics
simulations by averaging intermolecular distances over the total simulation length and
number of molecules. For the calculation of S(Q) from g(r) the integration over long
distances is troublesome because of the limited size of the simulation box and poorer
statistics at long distances.
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4.3.2. Intramolecular dynamics of the thermo-mesophilic pair of enzymes
After having analyzed the contributions to the overall flexibility as measured by neutron
scattering, we aimed to identify differences in the internal dynamics linked to thermal
adaptation. In the previous study we showed that the internal flexibility (MSD) of the
thermophilic was higher than that of the mesophilic homologue, but the temperaturedependence of MSD was strikingly similar in the two proteins. Given that this analysis
probed atomic motions at the 100 ps time scale, as in the experiment, here we explored a
broader range of time scales.
Our first observation was that the higher flexibility of the thermophilic enzyme extends to
the ns time scale at the three temperatures studied (280, 300 and 320 K). Of particular
importance, however, is the fact that the temperature-dependence of MSD (dMSD/dT)
increases with the time scale. Interestingly, such sensitivity of MSD to temperature
changes is very similar in the two proteins at time scales below 300 ps, but it is at longer
time scales that the dMSD/dT of the mesophilic increases more rapidly than that of the
thermophilic homologue. This supports the fundamental idea originally proposed by
Zaccai and co-workers regarding the higher temperature-dependence of the internal
flexibility of the mesophilic enzyme, but at longer time scales.
We studied two possible origins for the different thermal behavior of the two proteins:
structure and salt-bridge interactions. First, we note that the flexibility of residues located
in coil regions (loops, turns or random coils) tends to be more temperature-dependent.
Therefore, the less compact structure of the mesophilic enzyme and its higher content on
loop residues makes the flexibility of the protein structure more temperature-dependent
than in the thermophilic homologue. Second, salt-bridge interactions between oppositely
charged residues strengthen with temperature due to a reduction of the desolvation
penalty required for salt-bridge formation. We show that the larger proportion of charged
residues (especially at the surface) of the thermophilic protein enables the formation of a
larger number of interactions that are stabilized with temperature and thus provide more
robustness to the structure at high temperature. This mechanism enables some regions of
the thermophilic protein to reduce their flexibility upon increasing temperature.
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Besides the different temperature-dependence of MSD between the two proteins, we note
that the distribution of residue mobilities is significantly different. The mesophilic
enzyme exhibits a broader distribution of mobilities relative to the thermophilic
homologue, which means a higher dynamical heterogeneity. The reason for this lies also
in the lower packing of the structure. In relation to this, we show that the main
conformational fluctuations of the mesophilic protein have a more local character,
whereas the motions in the thermophilic homologue tend to be more collective. As a
result of this, we suggest that the motions of the thermophilic protein emerge from
broader energy landscapes.
A more detailed presentation of these results is given in the following article: Dynamic
fingerprints of protein thermostability revealed by long molecular dynamics. Submitted to J.
Chem.Theory Comput.
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Dynamic fingerprints of protein thermostability revealed
by long molecular dynamics

Enrique Marcos, Aurora Jiménez and Ramon Crehuet*
Department of Biological Chemistry and Molecular Modelling, Institute of
Advanced Chemistry of Catalonia (IQAC - CSIC), E-08034 Barcelona, Spain

INTRODUCTION
Enzymes achieve their outstanding efficiency under very specific environmental
conditions. Factors like temperature, pressure or salt concentration have a tremendous
impact on enzyme activity, but the broad versatility of evolution allows finding enzymes
adapted to extremely diverse environments. Of particular interest are thermophilic and
hyperthermophilic proteins from organisms that grow at very high temperatures ranging
from 50 to 120ºC. Such adaptation to high temperatures requires very resistant proteins
to heat denaturation and elucidating the origin of this resistance will provide clues for
designing proteins with enhanced thermal stability for a wide range of applications.
There has been a surge of experimental and computational studies comparing
thermophilic proteins with their corresponding homologs working at room temperature,
known as mesophilic. From studies in the last 20 years, it seems that there is not a unique
strategy adopted by evolution to thermostabilize proteins. Structural and amino acid
sequence comparisons between a vast range of thermophilic and mesophilic proteins point
to some features that correlate with increased thermostability, namely larger proportion of
charged residues, more compact hydrophobic core and shortened loops at the surface [13]. The dynamical requirements for protein thermostability, however, are more
controversial. Since thermophilic proteins unfold at higher temperature and are less active
than their mesophilic homologs at lower temperature, thermophilic proteins have been
traditionally considered more rigid. According to the corresponding states hypothesis,
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thermophilic and mesophilic proteins achieve similar flexibility at their respective
temperatures for maximum activity. Nevertheless, experimental and simulation
techniques able to explore atomic motions at different time scales have indicated that the
panorama is more complex and that there is not a unique strategy for protein
thermostability. Some of these studies found thermophilic proteins to be more rigid than
their mesophilic homologs [4-8], whereas others showed the opposite [9-14]. This lack of
consensus stems from the absence of a unique mechanism of thermostability and, on the
other hand, from the fact that these techniques explore different aspects of protein
dynamics among the vast diversity of dynamic events that occur in a broad range of time
scales. Enhanced flexibility in thermophilic proteins [9, 11] can entail an increase in
conformational entropy of the native state that lowers the entropy change upon unfolding
providing more stability [15]. On the other hand, NMR relaxation experiments [8] show
that large-amplitude motions in a thermophilic adenylate kinase do not occur as
frequently as in a mesophilic homolog at low temperature, which supports the
corresponding states hypothesis. This is a clear indication that a proper definition of
flexibility requires the specification of time scale and type of motion. For this reason, the
flexibility regarding different dynamic events is not directly comparable and, ultimately,
their linkage to stability and function does not have to be necessarily the same.
One of the most intriguing dynamical mechanisms of protein thermostability was put
forward few years ago by Zaccai and co-workers based on elastic neutron scattering
experiments [11]. They observed that the mean-square-displacement (MSD) at short time
scales (~100 ps) of a thermophilic enzyme was less sensitive to temperature changes than
the corresponding mesophilic homolog. These results motivated the authors to suggest
that this can be a plausible mechanism for thermophilic proteins to control the structural
fluctuations at high temperature to avoid unfolding. In a recent work [16], however, we
have shown that such amazing difference in the thermal behavior of MSD between the
two proteins, indeed, arises to a large extent from significant differences in diffusion
under crowding conditions. After having rationalized the mechanism behind the
experimental observation, in this work we aim to explore a broader range of time scales
than in the experiment and characterize fundamental differences in the intramolecular
dynamics of both proteins by means of molecular dynamics simulations (MD). In
particular, we have focused on understanding the factors that determine a different
sensitivity of intramolecular protein motions to temperature changes, which is strongly
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linked to thermal adaptation. We have performed 200 ns simulations of each protein at
three different temperatures (280, 300 and 320 K), adding to a total simulation time of
1.2 Ps. This exceeds the time scales explored in previous MD studies comparing other
themo-mesophilic pairs of proteins.

METHODS
Structural data
The homotetrameric structures of the thermophilic enzyme (malate dehydrogenase from
the Methanococcus Jannaschii archaea) and its mesophilic homolog (lactate dehydrogenase
from pig muscle) were obtained from the 1HYG [17] and 9LDT [18] entries in the
Protein Data Bank, respectively. Both structures have 313 and 331 residues per chain,
respectively, and have a 28% sequence identity.
Molecular Dynamics (MD)
All MD simulations were performed with the Gromacs simulation package (version 4.0.5)
[19]. Each protein was simulated under periodic boundary conditions using a rhombic
dodecahedral water box. Standard protonation states were assigned to all protein residues,
being -16 and 8 electronic units the total charge of the thermophilic and mesophilic
proteins respectively. The electric neutrality of the systems was achieved by adding Na+
counterions to the thermophilic protein system and Cl- counterions to the mesophilic
one. Substrates bound to the crystallographic structures were removed. The total numbers
of atoms in the simulations of the thermophilic and mesophilic proteins is 89229 and
90393 respectively.
The two solvated systems under study were subjected to 200 ns simulations at
temperatures set to 280, 300 and 320 K. We used the OPLS all-atom force-field [20] for
describing protein interactions and TIP3P [21] to model water molecules. Short-range
electrostatic interactions were calculated explicitly with a 10 Å cutoff and long-range
electrostatic interactions were computed via the Particle Mesh Ewald method [22] using a
grid spacing of 1.2 Å and a 4th order spline interpolation. Lennard-Jones interactions were
calculated using a switch function between 0.8 and 0.9 nm. An integration time step of 2
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fs was used by constraining all bonds with LINCS [23]. The temperature was controlled
with the Berendsen thermostat [24] using a coupling time constant of 0.1 ps. The
pressure was kept constant at 1 bar via the Berendsen barostat [24] using an isotropic
compressibility of 4.5·10-5 bar-1 and a coupling constant of 0.5 ps. Before production runs
were started, the structure of the solvated protein was energy minimized with the steepest
descent algorithm. Next, solvent surrounding the protein was equilibrated by running a
MD simulation at the target temperature using harmonic position restraints on the heavy
atoms of the protein with a force constant of 1000 kJ mol-1 nm-2. Finally, a 200 ns
trajectory was carried out and the last 160 ns were used for production. Snapshots were
saved every 20 ps for subsequent analysis. In this work, we have only considered
intramolecular protein motions. Translational and rotational diffusive motions were
removed by superimposing every frame into the first frame.
Time scale dependence of protein dynamics
The time-dependent mean-square-displacement, MSD ('t), was calculated from timetrajectories as:

MSD('t)

N T 't
1
2
> R i (t  't )  R i (t )@
¦
¦
N (T  't  1) i t 0

(1)

where Ri is the position vector of atom i, N the number of atoms, T the time length of
the trajectory and 't the time separation between saved frames.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
It is possible to describe the conformational fluctuations in terms of collective variables
that concentrate the most important dynamic information from the trajectory and filter
out the noise from irrelevant local motions. This can be done by doing a principal
component analysis (PCA) of MD trajectories, also known as essential dynamics [25].
First, the covariance matrix from the fluctuations of atomic positions is built as:

Cij

qi  qi

qj  qj

(2)
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where qk is the k component of vector q

^q1 ,..., q3 N `

which defines the coordinates of

the system of N atoms. C is a symmetric 3N x 3N matrix, whose diagonal elements
represent the atomic mean-square-fluctuations and the off-diagonal elements the
correlation between two variables. The eigenvectors of C are 3N-dimensional vectors that
indicate the direction of motion of the principal components or essential modes and the
corresponding eigenvalues correspond to the mean-square-fluctuations associated to the
mode. Each eigenvector defines the direction of motion as a displacement from the
average structure. The trajectory can be projected into a principal mode k (vvk) as:

p k (t)

v kt  q(t)  q . Such analysis is particularly useful for characterizing

conformational transitions with different amplitudes occurring in the course of the
simulation.
The projection p k (t) has short-term fluctuations around the global trend determined by
the direction of principal component k. To quantify the amplitude of these fluctuations,
we have first determined the trend of the projection at each time t by calculating a
moving average pk (t) , which have been calculated as:

pk (t)

1 tn
¦ p k ( m)
2n m t  n

(3)

where pk (t) is an average over all frames between t+n and t-n. We have set n to 227
points, which implies taking the average over 4.54 ns. Subsequently we have calculated
the deviation of p k (t) from the trend pk (t) as a variance (V2):

V2

1 T n
2
> pk (t)  pk (t)@
¦
T  2n t n

(4)

where T is the total number of frames
Calculation of degree of packing
To describe the packing density at each protein residue, we have adopted the definition of
Chennubhotla and Bahar [26] originally introduced in a Markov model of
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communication among residues. The interaction between pairs of residues is defined with
an affinity matrix, A, whose Aij elements are calculated as:

aij

N ij

(5)

Ni N j

where Nij is the number of atom-atom contacts between residues i and j within a cutoff
distance of 4 Å and Ni,Nj are the number of heavy atoms of both residues. From the
affinity matrix it is defined the degree diagonal matrix D

^d i `

where di =

¦

N
j=1

aij

and reflects the packing density at each residue.

Collectivity of modes of motion
The collectivity index [27] of a given mode of motion, e.g. normal mode or principal
component, gives a measure of how many atoms contribute to this mode. We have used
this index to characterize the dynamical heterogeneity associated to the principal
components. The collectivity (ki) of a given mode ri is defined as:

ki

1
 N 2
2 ½
exp ®¦ u i,n
log u i,n
¾
N
¯ n1
¿

(6)

where i is the mode index, n run over N atoms and

u

2
i,n

D

ri,n

2

(7)

mn

where mn is the mass of atom n and D is a normalization constant to give

¦

N
n=1

2
u i,n

1.

The collectivity tends to decrease for local motions (high-frequency modes), which means
that a lower number of atoms contribute to the motion described by the mode. Highly
collective or cooperative motions, on the other hand, are those in which a large proportion
of atoms participate.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Overall flexibility at different time scales and temperatures
First, we have explored how the thermophilic and mesophilic proteins differ in both the
time scale- and temperature-dependence of their conformational fluctuations. In the
present investigation, this has been determined with the mean-square-displacement
(MSD), as given by Eq. 1, at time scales ranging from 20 ps to 160 ns at temperatures set
to 280, 300 and 320 K. The results are summarized in Figure 1. Panel a shows the MSDs
taking into account the full trajectories, whereas panel b focuses on time scales up to 50
ns including an approximation to the error. The errors of each curve have been
determined with the bootstrapping method by calculating the MSD of 100 randomly
generated 50 ns-chunks of each 160 ns trajectory.

(a)

MSD (Å2)

MSD (Å2)

(b)

Time scale (ns)

Time scale (ns)

Figure 1. Mean square displacements of the thermophilic (solid lines) and mesophilic (dashed
lines) over the 0-160 ns time scales range at three different temperatures: 280 K (blue), 300 K
(green), 320 K (red). Panel b shows the 0-30 ns range of panel A. MSD values are averaged over all
backbone atoms. We have computed the errors bars in panel b with the bootstrapping statistical
method, which implies computing the MSD from randomly generated chunks of the trajectory.

At time scales below 5 ns (see Figure 1b), the MSD values of the thermophilic protein are
above the mesophilic one at the three temperatures studied. In other words, the
thermophilic protein is more flexible than the mesophilic one at short time scales. This
shows that the observation in our previous theoretical study [16] that the thermophilic
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protein is more mobile than the mesophilic one at the 100 ps time scale also applies to a
broader range of time scales. Interestingly, at the highest temperature (320 K) and beyond
the 5 ns time scale, the MSD of the mesophilic protein approaches that of the
thermophilic protein. Thus the increase in flexibility with temperature and time scale
differs between the two proteins. Nevertheless, for longer time scales it is not possible to
ascertain if the mesophilic protein turns out to be even more flexible than the
thermophilic one, since a 160 ns trajectory does not provide enough statistics to
characterize atomic motions beyond the 10-20 ns time scale. This could be done by
lengthening the simulation an order of magnitude at least.
The fact that at 320 K the mesophilic protein achieves similar flexibility to that of the
thermophilic protein at the ~5 ns time scale is indicative of a different sensitivity to
temperature changes in the two proteins. Figure 2 shows the temperature-dependence of
MSD (dMSD/dT) at different time scales. The dMSD/dT quantity has been determined
by taking the slope of a linear fit of MSD versus temperature at each time scale. Figure 2
clearly illustrates how the temperature-dependence of MSD increases with the time scale
in both proteins, being this increase of dMSD/dT more accentuated in the mesophilic
protein. At time scales ranging from 20 ps to 100-200 ps, dMSD/dT is very similar in the
two proteins, but it is beyond the 300 ps time scale that the difference in dMSD/dT is
manifested. The key message conveyed by this figure is that experimental techniques
probing atomic motions at different time scales would show a different thermal behavior
of intramolecular dynamics, which is a key aspect for studying the basis of protein
thermostability. It is worth mentioning that dMSD/dT is a quantity routinely determined
by elastic neutron scattering experiments at the picoseconds time scale and thus
information on the dynamics at longer time scales would be an ideal complement.
The lower tendency of the thermophilic enzyme of increasing its mobility with
temperature can have important implications for thermostability, since this can protect
the structure from undergoing conformational motions related to unfolding events.
Zaccai and co-workers based on neutron scattering experiments [11] at the 100 ps time
scale had already proposed this idea as the dynamical basis underlying the higher thermal
stability of thermophilic proteins. Although in our previous study [16] we showed that a
contribution of diffusion to the observed overall dynamics plays a role in interpreting
their data, here we support the fundamental essence of their idea. Below we address some
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of the reasons of such difference in dMSD/dT between the two proteins. It is intriguing
the fact that the different dMSD/dT observed for both proteins at the ps-ns time scales
apparently indicates a fingerprint of thermostability, taking into account that the
unfolding process, which is a rare event, takes place at much longer time scales.

Figure 2. Representation of the temperature-dependence of MSD from backbone atoms of the
thermophilic (red) and mesophilic proteins (blue) at different time scales (from 20 ps to 10 ns).
We have computed the errors bars with the bootstrapping statistical method, which implies
computing the MSD from randomly generated chunks of the trajectory.

Dynamical heterogeneity
Does the higher flexibility of the thermophilic protein apply to all residues or some
specific regions? Of course, the protein surface tends to be more mobile than those
regions buried at the protein core, which is subjected to larger spatial constraints. This
makes the protein structure dynamically heterogeneous. Is the dynamical heterogeneity of
the thermophilic protein different to that of the mesophilic homolog? To gain insights
into this matter, now we turn our attention to the contribution of residues to the overall
flexibility.
Figure 3 shows the MSD of each residue (averaged over the four chains) of the
thermophilic and mesophilic proteins (panel a). The most flexible parts of the two
proteins correspond to surface loops, turns connecting secondary structure elements and
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chain extremes, whereas the most rigid residues are located at the protein core. In
particular, the N and C termini exhibit much higher mobilities in the mesophilic protein
(see arrows in Figure 3a) in support to the general observation that chain extremes are
better anchored in thermophilic homologs [1]. Figures 3c and 3d illustrate this
heterogeneous distribution of residue mobilities with a color-coded diagram of both
protein structures. Despite the lower overall flexibility of the mesophilic protein, some of
its regions of the former display very high mobilities not accessible by the thermophilic
homolog, which is indicative of different distributions of mobilities as will be shown
below.

Figure 3. Residue mobilities at 280 K and at the 1 ns time scale. (a) MSD of each residue of the
thermophilic and mesophilic proteins respectively. (b) MSD of structurally aligned residues. (c,d)
ribbon diagrams that are color-coded according to the MSD value of each residue of the
thermophilic and mesophilic proteins respectively. From red to blue the MSD increases. The MSD
of each residue has been computed as an average over the MSD of all backbone atoms of the same
residue.
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To compare the flexibility of structurally analogous regions of the two proteins, we have
structurally aligned both protein structures with DALI [28]. Figure 3b shows the MSD of
aligned residues. The mobility of the thermophilic protein is higher in all aligned residues
except for the C terminal extreme. Note that the whole N terminal part of the mesophilic
protein and the loop defined by residues 217-225, which are very flexible (see Figure 3a),
have not been aligned and, thus, do not appear as high maxima in Figure 3b. It is
remarkable that most rigid regions of the thermophilic protein (local minima in the MSD
profile) exhibit a higher mobility than the most rigid residues of the mesophilic homolog.
Figure 4a clearly illustrates the broader distribution of MSD values in the mesophilic
protein (blue curve) with respect to the thermophilic one (red curve). The inset of Figure
4a shows that very high MSD values are only adopted by the mesophilic protein.
(b)

V (MSD) (Å2)

Probability density

(a)

MSD (Å2)

Time scale (ps)

Figure 4. Dynamical heterogeneity of the thermophilic (red) and mesophilic (blue) proteins. (a)
Normalized histograms of residue mobility at 1 ns and 280 K. The area common to both proteins
is colored in violet to highlight the differences in their distributions. The inset shows the
population of the highest MSD values. Dashed lines correspond to Weibull fits. (b) Standard
deviation (V) of MSD residues at different time scales and temperatures (280 K, solid lines; 320 K,
dotted lines).

The different dynamical heterogeneity of both proteins has consequences in the
interpretation of neutron scattering data. In particular, elastic incoherent neutron
scattering (EINS) provides a measure of the MSD of the sample by using the gaussian
approximation, which assumes that all atomic displacements are equal, ignoring
dynamical heterogeneity [29]. Therefore, when comparing the dynamics of two proteins,
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their different dynamical heterogeneity will introduce different errors in the MSD
obtained from the gaussian approximation. Smith and co-workers [30] suggested a
solution to this problem by modeling a Weibull distribution of atomic displacements
when comparing the dynamics of a thermo-mesophilic pair of dihydrofolate reductases.
By performing EINS experiments they found a broader distribution of MSD mobilities in
the thermophilic protein, in contrast to our results. To gain insight into this discrepancy,
we have fitted a Weibull function to each distribution (see dashed lines in Figure 4a) and,
subsequently, calculated the standard deviation (V) associated to the fitted functions (see
Supporting Information for details in this calculation). This analysis reveals that the V of
the fit to the mesophile’s distribution is now lower to that of the thermophile (0.24 vs
0.32 Å2), which is in contrast to the results obtained with the original data (0.75 vs 0.47
Å2). Note in Figure 4a the larger width of the fitted function of the thermophile. This
apparent contradiction is reconciled by the fact that the tail of the Weibull fit to the
mesophile’s distribution does not include the most flexible residues, which contribute to
increase V substantially. The inability of the Weibull function to include the most flexible
residues therefore masks the heterogeneous character of the distribution. Thus we can
argue that our observation of a higher dynamical heterogeneity in the mesophilic protein
is fully consistent with the results obtained by Smith and co-workers [29].
We have quantified this dispersion of MSD values with the standard deviation (V) over all
residues at different time scales and temperatures (see Figure 4b). The figure shows that V
increases with time scale and temperature in both proteins, but this increase turns out to
be more accentuated for the mesophilic protein. Figure 4b also shows that V of the
mesophilic protein is larger than that of the thermophilic one in the range of time scales
studied and, in addition, increases with temperature to a higher extent. We wonder
whether the dispersion in residue mobilities can be regarded as a dynamic fingerprint
distinguishing thermophilic proteins from mesophilic ones. If so, a MD simulation at a
single temperature would find wide use in distinguishing proteins with different thermal
adaptation.
How correlated is the dynamics at different time scales and temperatures?
Given that some experimental techniques only have access to short time scales, such as
neutron scattering, one wonders whether the conformational dynamics at short time
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scales (ps) correlate with that at longer time scales (ns or beyond), which involve different
types of motion. We have already seen that the overall flexibility increases with time scale
and temperature. Do all residues increase their mobilities with time scale and temperature
at the same rate? How do residue mobilities correlate between different time scales and
temperatures? In Figure 5 we have analyzed these issues. Figures 5a and S1 show that the
shape of the MSD profile is well conserved among different time scales. Figure 5b
illustrates this good correlation by comparing the MSDs between two different time scales
differing in three orders of magnitude (20 ps and 10 ns). Such smooth increase in
flexibility with time-scale, however, hinders the fact that the increase in flexibility is not
the same for all residues. For example, at 20ps regions 'a' and 'b' (see arrows in Figure 5a)
have similar flexibilities, whereas at much longer time scales (10 ns) region ‘b’ becomes far
more flexible than ‘a’. This can be clearly seen when normalizing the flexibilities at
different time-scales (see Figure S2). Note that the thermophilic protein has a more
conserved pattern than the mesophilic one. This implies that, in the mesophilic protein,
the rates of MSD increase with time scale are more residue-dependent or heterogeneous
throughout the structure. This can be viewed as an alternative manifestation of the higher
dynamical heterogeneity of the mesophilic protein. It is thus expected that these more
heterogeneous rates of MSD increase in the mesophilic protein result in distributions of
residues flexibilities with a steeper increase of V upon raising the time scale (Figure 4b).
The conserved pattern of the thermophile can be explained by its higher compactness and
collectivity of protein motions, as will be described below. Therefore, although the
general trend is that flexible regions remain flexible and fixed regions remain fixed, the
relative flexibilities among residues at different time scales does change. This has also been
reported from NMR experiments [7] that compared two different time-scales. Again, this
emphasizes the crux of this paper: that talking about dynamics without specifying a time
scale can result in contradictory conclusions.
Figure 5b also illustrates how the MSD of the mesophilic protein (in blue) at 320 K and a
time scale of 10 ns exhibits a sharper increase, with respect to 20 ps, than the
thermophilic homolog. The sharper increase in MSD of the most flexible residues of the
mesophilic protein compensates the lower mobility of its more rigid residues resulting in
an overall flexibility fairly similar to that of the thermophilic protein. This is a
complementary perspective of the observation from Figure 1 that the overall MSD of the
mesophilic protein at this temperature increases more rapidly with time scale to the extent
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that at ~5 ns reaches the MSD values of the thermophilic one. The corresponding
representations at the other temperatures are shown in Figure S3.

Figure 5. Flexibility at different time scales and temperatures. (a) MSD of the mesophilic protein
at 320 K and time scales: 20 ps (red), 100 ps (yellow), 1 ns (green) and 10 ns (blue). (b)
Correlation between the MSDs at 20 ps and 10 ns of the thermophilic (red crosses) and mesophilic
(blue crosses) proteins at 320 K. (c) MSD (10ns) of the thermophilic protein at 280 (blue), 300
(green) and 320 K (red). (d) Correlation between the MSDs (10 ns) at 280 and 320 K for the
thermophilic (red crosses) and mesophilic (blue crosses) proteins.

In Figure 2 we have given support to the thermostability mechanism of thermophilic
proteins suggested by Zaccai and co-workers [11], which is based on a reduced
temperature-dependence of the overall flexibility. To gain insights into the origin of our
results, here we aim to deconvolute the contribution of residues to this overall behavior of
the protein. With regard to the MSD variation with temperature, we have compared the
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residue flexibilities between different temperatures at the time scale of 10 ns. We note in
Figures 5C and S4 that all residues of both proteins, except for residues 50-58 and the Cterminal tail of the thermophilic protein (see arrows in Fig. 5C), tend to increase the
MSD with temperature. Figure 5d shows that this rate of increase is fairly similar among
all residues and that the slope of this linear trend is higher for the mesophilic protein in
line with Figure 2, which provides evidence of its larger dMSD/dT. This figure shows
that all residues contribute to increase dMSD/dT. To better illustrate the temperaturedependence of the MSD of each residue we have represented this quantity in Figure 6 as
the slope of a linear fit of MSD (at 10 ns) vs temperature. Now we turn our attention to
the factors that determine differences in the dMSD/dT of residues in the two proteins.

(b)

d(MSD) / dT (Å2· K-1)

d(MSD) / dT (Å2· K-1)

(a)

Residue

Residue

Figure 6. (a) Representation of the dMSD/dT values computed for the backbone atoms of each
residue of the thermophilic (red) and mesophilic (blue) proteins at the 10 ns time scales. (b) Same
representation as panel a, but for structurally aligned residues.

Structural differences between the mesophilic and thermophilic homologs
Figure 6b shows the dMSD/dT values shown in Figure 6a, but only for structurally
aligned residues. Figure 6b shows that the dMSD/dT values of the mesophilic protein are,
in general, above those of the thermophilic homolog. As noted above, even some residues
of the thermophilic protein (50-58 and the C-terminal tail) undergo a decrease in MSD
with temperature, in contrast to the mesophilic protein, the residues of which all have a
positive dMSD/dT. However, it is worth emphasizing that some regions display very
close similarity between the two proteins. To gain insights into the origin of these
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similarities and differences in the dMSD/dT of both proteins, it is instructive to evaluate
different contributions to the average dMSD/dT as shown in Table 1. Herein those
residues that do not form helices or E-sheets are termed coils, including loops, turns or
random coils.
Table 1. Contributions to the temperature-dependence of MSD at the 10 ns time scale
Thermophilic

Mesophilic

0.0081

0.0147

0.0082

0.0130

0.0069

0.0248

<dMSD/dT>(L)d

0.0082

0.0202

<dMSD/dT>(H/E)e

0.0081

0.0114

residues

34.8

39.4

% of aligned residues
forming helices/sheets

65.2

60.6

% of not aligned residues
forming coils

63.6

72.4

% of not aligned residues
forming helices/sheets

36.4

27.6

<dMSD/dT>a
<dMSD/dT>alignb
<dMSD/dT>notalign

% of aligned
forming coils

c

a

Average over all residues
Average over structurally aligned residues
c
Average over not structurally aligned residues
d
Average over residues forming coils (L)
e
Average over residues forming helices (H) or sheets (E)
b

The average of dMSD/dT over structurally aligned residues, <dMSD/dT>align, is still
higher for the mesophilic protein (0.0130 vs 0.0082 Å2·K-1). However, it is interesting to
note that the difference between both proteins is enlarged when comparing the average
over not aligned residues, <dMSD/dT>notalign, (0.0248 vs 0.0069 Å2·K-1). This separation
of the contributions from aligned and not aligned residues reveals that the flexibility of
structural features unique to the mesophilic protein is much more sensitive to changes in
temperature. In particular, a 72.4% of not aligned residues of the mesophilic protein form
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coils. In line with this, we show in Table 1 that the dMSD/dT of all coil regions,
<dMSD/dT>(L), of the mesophilic protein is notably larger than that of helices and Esheets, <dMSD/dT>(H/E), (0.0202 vs 0.0114 Å2·K-1). In contrast to this, the dMSD/dT of
the thermophilic protein proves to be practically insensitive to the secondary structure.
Thus the higher dMSD/dT of the mesophilic protein has an important structural reason.
Indeed, it is widely accepted that thermophilic proteins tend to exhibit shortened surface
loops to lower the entropy change of unfolding [31], which provides higher stability.
Here we show that this structural feature has implications on the sensitivity of protein
flexibility to temperature changes.
A related structural feature that has been associated to enhanced thermostability is an
improved packing [32, 33]. To explore further this idea we have quantified the
compactness of both proteins with a measure of packing, i.e. density at residue (di),
introduced by Chennubhotla and Bahar (see Methods) that averages the number of
contacts at each residue. We have averaged the density of all residues ( 1 N

¦

N
i=1

d i ) in

the crystal structures of both proteins. It turns out that the degree of packing is higher in
the thermophilic protein (6.8 vs 6.3). To characterize the distribution of packing across
the protein structure, Figure 7 displays the density averaged over residues at different
shells of the protein structure. We have divided the protein structure in five shells (si, i=15) as a function of distance to the center of mass with a 10 Å-width. For instance, s1 refers
to residues at a distance ranging from 0 to 10 Å from the center of mass. It is worth
reminding the reader that in the first 10 Å shell of the thermophilic protein there are no
residues due to the large central hole (see Figure 3c).
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Figure 7. Density of residues at different shells of the crystal structures of the thermophilic (red)
and mesophilic (blue) proteins. Horizontal dashed lines represent the average of each data series
over the five shells considered. The last shell corresponds to distances greater than 45 Å.

Figure 7 illustrates that the structure of the thermophilic protein is more compact than
the mesophilic homolog near the surface. This is consistent with the larger content of
residues forming coils, which have limited intra-protein contacts, at the surface of the
mesophilic protein. In addition, it is pertinent to note that the higher packing of the
thermophilic protein does not necessarily mean less flexibility. On the contrary, it turns
out to be more flexible, at least at the time scales here explored. What is even more
interesting is the fact that the higher density of the thermophilic protein structure
correlates with its higher dynamical homogeneity. Indeed, the more densely packed is the
structure the more efficient is expected to be the propagation of thermal fluctuations. The
low number of intra-protein contacts of longer coils at the surface of the mesophilic
protein enables large conformational fluctuations in these regions, but at the same time is
expected to hamper the propagation of such fluctuations to the rest of the structure. This
ultimately increases the gap between the most flexible and rigid residues of the protein
leading to a higher dynamical heterogeneity.
A structural index that is consistent with the higher flexibility of the thermophilic protein
is the Lindemann coefficient ('L) [34], which estimates the solid-liquid behaviour of a
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protein. The higher 'L is, the more liquid-like the protein structure is. In this case, 'L has
been calculated with FlexServ [35] and values of 0.131 and 0.118 have been obtained for
the thermophilic and mesophilic proteins respectively. Thus the fact that the thermophilic
protein turns out to be more liquid-like is consistent with its higher flexibility.
Salt bridge interactions
It is important to remark that the flexibility of structurally analogous regions is still
significantly more temperature-dependent in the mesophilic protein. Thus there has to be
another factor that determines the dMSD/dT in these regions. We now examine how the
larger proportion of charged residues generally observed in thermophilic proteins can
contribute to lowering dMSD/dT by forming salt bridge interactions. Previously we have
shown in Figure 6b that a striking difference in the thermal behavior of both proteins lies
in residues 50-58 and the C-terminal tail of the thermophilic protein, which undergo a
decrease in MSD with temperature. To rationalize the origin of this amazing behavior, we
have examined all salt bridges formed by charged residues of these two regions. In
particular, we determined the probability density of the distance of all salt bridges formed
between a given residue and oppositely charged residues within 20 Å. Figure 8 shows the
corresponding probability densities for residues R56 and K311, which is located at the Cterminal tail. It is evident from the figure that both residues exhibit an increase in the
probability of forming salt bridges at short distances upon increasing temperature. In
particular, the probability of finding a short salt bridge (with distance  4.5 Å), or
occupancy, is found to increase a 25% and a 23 % in R56 and K311, respectively, when
raising the temperature from 280 to 320 K. It is noteworthy that, in the case of residue
R56, increasing the temperature from 280 to 320 K entails the formation of new salt
bridges with residue R56, since at low temperature none short salt bridges are formed as
shown in Figure 8a (blue curve). Therefore, either the formation of new salt bridges or
the strengthening of already present salt bridges with temperature is likely to constrain the
motion of the specific residue and that of nearby residues. Taking into account that these
effects are induced by increases in temperature, the negative dMSD/dT observed in
Figure 6 for these regions is consistent with this idea. Indeed, such tightening of salt
bridges upon raising temperature has already been pointed out by others as a mechanism
for thermal stability [36-39]. As the temperature increase, the dielectric constant of water
decreases leading to a reduction of the desolvation penalty of salt bridge formation that
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ultimately strengthens this interaction and the robustness of the structure. Our present
observation is fully consistent with recent NMR studies by Vinther et al. on another
thermostable protein [39]. They revealed that, at the pico-nanoseconds time scale, the
backbone flexibility in different areas of the protein decreases with temperature as a result
of salt bridge tightening, which ultimately contributes to increase protein stability.

Probability density

(b)

Probability density

(a)

Distance (Å)

Distance (Å)

Figure 8. Probability distributions of all salt bridges integrating residues R56 (panel a) and K311
(panel b) of the thermophilic protein at 280 (blue), 300 (green) and 320 K (red). The occupancy
of the salt bridge is the integral of these distributions from 0-4.5 Å. The salt bridge distance is
defined between the CZ atom of Arg (and NZ atom of Lys) and the CG atom of Asp (and CD
atom of Glu).

In Figure 9a we show that the content in charged residues follows a similar trend as that
of the packing at different shells of the structure. The main difference in the content of
charged residues lies again near the surface, as commonly accepted [3]. While the
mesophilic protein presents a rather constant proportion of charged residues throughout
the structure, the thermophilic one steadily increases this proportion as the distance to the
surface is reduced. For instance, charged residues at the surface of the thermophilic
protein represent a 55%, whereas only a 32% in the mesophilic homolog. Regarding the
content on charged residues, it is interesting to note that the thermophilic protein
presents another signature of enhanced thermostability, that is the higher arginine-tolysine ratio [1, 40, 41] relative to the mesophilic homolog (0.66 vs 0.42).
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A clear manifestation of salt bridge tightening with temperature at the surface of the
thermophilic protein is the thermal behaviour of the radius of gyration (Rg), which is
sensitive to fluctuations of the surface. Figure 9b shows the time evolution of Rg at
different temperatures. While the radius of gyration of the mesophilic protein displays
modest variations with temperature, the thermophilic protein shows a significant decrease
of Rg upon increasing temperature. In particular, the central hole of the thermophilic
protein undergoes a contraction that entails a significant decrease in the solvent accessible
surface (SAS) of residues within 20 Å from the center of mass (second shell), as shown in
Figure S5 (panel a). In contrast, the SAS of the mesophilic protein (within this 20 Å shell)
is much less sensitive to temperature variations (see panel b in Figure S5). This implies
that upon increasing temperature, the thermophilic protein has a tendency to disrupt
protein-water interactions to enhance intra-protein interactions, as opposed to the
mesophilic homolog. Figure 9c shows that the thermophilic protein systematically
experiences salt bridge tightening in each shell, but that the major tightening occurs in
the second shell. In particular, we note that salt bridges involving R56, which is located
within this shell and has been highlighted in Figure 8a, are those that contribute the most
to the tightening of salt bridges in this shell. On the contrary, Figure 9d shows that the
salt bridge tightening with temperature undergone by the mesophilic protein is less
systematic in the different shells. In some cases an increase in temperature does not
necessarily involve an increase in the occupancy of salt bridges. The larger proportion of
charged residues (see Figure 9a) underscores the importance of the more efficient
tightening of salt bridges upon increasing temperature throughout the thermophilic
structure. Although we have identified two regions with a negative dMSD/dT, this does
not exclude the possibility that the motion of other regions is constrained due to
temperature increase. We suggest that the effect of salt bridge tightening in other regions
would be to partially counterbalance the natural increase of mobility with temperature.
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Figure 9. (a) Proportion of charged residues at different shells of the protein structure. Vertical
dotted lines denote the range of distances defining a shell. Horizontal dashed lines represent the
average of each data series over the five shells considered. The last shell corresponds to distances
greater than 45 Å. (b) Radius of gyration as a function of time at the three temperatures studied
(280 K, blue; 300 K, green; 320 K, red). (c) Average occupancy of all salt bridges of the
thermophilic protein within each shell si at the three temperatures (same color code as in panel b).
The protein structure is divided in 5 shells of a 10 Å-width as in Figure 7. (d) Same as panel c for
the mesophilic protein.

It is pertinent to note that the radius of gyration undergoes slow fluctuations, which is
indicative of a slowly convergent property. This makes necessary monitoring this property
at long time scales to allow meaningful interpretation. For instance, from the 40-50 ns
interval it would seem that the radius of gyration is converged (see Figure S6), whereas
the full 200 ns run reveals that the fluctuating Rg is unlikely to be converged and, thus,
much longer trajectories are required.
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In this work we provide evidence of two factors determining the thermal behavior of
MSD: structure and salt bridge interactions. Although both factors play a primary role at
the ps-ns time scales here explored, this does not rule out the contribution of other factors
underlying the difference in dMSD/dT between both proteins. Future work examining
longer time scales is expected to provide new insight into their different sensitivity of
protein motions to temperature changes.
Principal component analysis
We have carried out a principal component analysis of the trajectories at each temperature
to give insight into differences in collective motions between both proteins. We have
projected the trajectories obtained at each temperature into the first two PCs, which
describe a larger amount of variance. Figure 10 represents the contour plots of the
probability density of projections. It is evident from the figure that the conformational
fluctuations of the two proteins are distributed in a strikingly different fashion along the
first two PCs. At a given temperature, the thermophilic protein fluctuates in a higher
extent than the mesophilic one, when either moving within the same minimum or
between minima of the conformational space defined by the first two PCs. Of course, the
larger fluctuations observed in the thermophilic protein system are consistent with the
higher flexibility at short time scales as pointed out above. It is appealing the idea that the
largest conformational transitions occur through tight pathways in the mesophilic protein,
while in the thermophilic homolog broader routes are allowed. This ultimately provides
insight into a significant difference in topology of the energy landscape of both types of
proteins.
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Mesophilic (T=280K)

Mesophilic (T=320K)

Thermophilic (T=280K)

Thermophilic (T=320K)

Figure 10. Contour plots of the projection of trajectories into the first two principal components
at 280 and 320 K.

Taking into account such difference in the dispersion of conformational fluctuations of
the two systems along the first two PCs (Figure 11), we examined how this might be
linked to the difference in dynamical heterogeneity highlighted above. We scrutinized this
possibility with the collectivity [27] of each principal component (see Methods) to give a
measure of how many residues contribute to a given mode and thus characterize the
dynamical heterogeneity associated to each mode.
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Principal component

(d)

Principal component

V2

V2

(c)

k

k

(a)

Principal component

Principal component

Figure 11. Collectivity of the first 100 principal components at (a) 280 K and (b) 320 K. Variance
of the projection of trajectories into the first 100 PCs at (c) 280 K and (d) 320 K. This has been
computed with Eq. 4. Data series for the mesophilic and thermophilic proteins are depicted in
blue and red respectively.

Figure 11 displays the collectivity indices of the first 100 principal components at 280
(panel a) and 320 K (panel b). Interestingly, in the first PCs, the collectivity of the
mesophilic protein is notably lower than that of the thermophilic counterpart, being
remarkable the difference in collectivity of the first two PCs addressed above. These
results indicate that the main conformational fluctuations of the mesophilic protein have
a more local character than in the thermophilic one, which presents more cooperative
motions. Put it more succinctly, the higher dynamical heterogeneity of the mesophilic
protein suggested above is clearly manifested here by the low collectivity of the first
principal components. Given the marked difference in the cooperative nature of motions
in the two proteins, we wonder whether this might be related to the different topology of
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their energy landscapes as illustrated in Figure 10. Does the broader energy landscape of
the thermophilic protein describe more collective motions? There is an apparent
correlation when considering the first two PCs, but to explore further this idea we
examined the variance of the projection of trajectories into each of the first 100 principal
components (see Methods for details on the calculation of this variance). Figure 11
(panels c and d) shows the variance of projections of each PC for the two proteins. It
reveals that the variance in the first PCs is systematically higher in the thermophilic
protein. Interestingly, the modes in which the thermophilic protein has a higher
collectivity than the mesophilic homolog coincide well with those in which the variance is
also higher. This strongly suggests that the more cooperative motions of the thermophilic
protein emerge from broader energy landscapes. It is of interest to assess whether this
feature of the energy landscape can be regarded as a hallmark distinguishing thermophilic
proteins from their mesophilic counterparts in general. For a more detailed
characterization of the landscape of both proteins, we leave as future work the use of
clustering analysis methods in conjunction with Markov models for studying the kinetics
associated to the conformational transitions of each protein.

CONCLUSIONS
The present study focuses on differences in the dynamical properties of a thermophilic
protein and its mesophilic homolog that can be associated to thermal stability. The
analysis of molecular dynamics trajectories at three different temperatures reveals that the
overall flexibility (MSD) of the thermophilic protein is higher than that of the mesophilic
homolog at the picosecond and few nanoseconds time scales. However, the flexibility of
the mesophilic protein exhibits a higher sensitivity to temperature changes. The lower
temperature dependence of the MSD of the thermophilic protein lies in the improved
packing of the structure and the larger content on charged residues which mediate salt
bridge interactions that tend to strengthen with temperature. Moreover, the distribution
of mobilities among protein residues differs in the two proteins. The mesophilic protein
exhibits a broader distribution which implies a higher dynamical heterogeneity. In this
case, loops and N and C termini are very mobile but the core of the protein is more rigid
than in the thermophilic protein. Such difference in the dynamical heterogeneity is
reflected in the principal components describing the main conformational fluctuations of
the proteins. The modes of the thermophilic protein are characterized by a higher
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collectivity entailing more cooperative motions, whereas the first modes of the mesophilic
homolog tend to have a more local character. Overall, we suggest that the more
cooperative motions of the thermophilic protein emerge from broader energy landscapes.
On balance, our findings from simulations on the lower dMSD/dT of the thermophilic
protein support the fundamental idea originally suggested by Zaccai and co-workers.
Given the high correlation of the flexibility between time scales differing in three orders
of magnitude (from 20 ps to 10 ns), it is tempting to regard a low dMSD/dT as a
dynamic fingerprint of enhanced thermostability. Here we have extended the time scales
studied in the experiment and, as future work, we aim to study this contrasting thermal
behavior at much longer time scales, which are more relevant to unfolding events. This
will be done with coarse-grained models that will be calibrated by the all-atom
simulations analyzed here. In addition to this, the present paper suggests two additional
dynamic fingerprints distinguishing thermophilic and mesophilic proteins. First, the
higher dynamical hetereogeneity of the mesophilic protein and, second, the broader
energy landscape of the thermophilic protein related to more cooperative motions. It is
certainly true that these predictions need further testing in other thermo-mesophilic pairs
of proteins to ascertain the extent to which these properties can be generalized.
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Weibull function
A Weibull function takes the form:
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where D and E are the two parameters that determine the shape of the function. The
standard deviation associated to a distribution function is given by:
∞
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where P is the average obtained from this distribution function and is calculated as:
∞
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Regarding the fits shown in Figure 4a, the parameter values obtained for the two
distributions are:

D

E

Mesophilic

2.306

0.596

Thermophilic

2.624

0.887
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Mesophilic (300 K)
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Mesophilic (280 K)

Residue

Thermophilic (280 K)

Thermophilic (300 K)

MSD (Å2)

MSD (Å2)

Residue

Residue

Residue

Figure S1. MSDs of the two proteins at different temperatures (280 and 300 K) and time scales:
20 ps (red), 100 ps (yellow), 1 ns (green) and 10 ns (blue).
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Figure S2. Normalized representation of residues flexibilities at 320 K of the (a) thermophilic and
(b) mesophilic proteins. Two time scales are represented: 20 ps (red) and 10 ns (blue).
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(b)

MSD 10 ns (Å2)

MSD 10 ns (Å2)

(a)

MSD 20 ps (Å2)

MSD 20 ps (Å2)

MSD 300K (Å2)

(c)

MSD 280K (Å2)

Figure S3. (a) Correlation between the MSDs at 20 ps and 10 ns of the thermophilic (red crosses)
and mesophilic (blue crosses) proteins at 280 K.(b) Same as panel a at 300 K (c) Correlation
between the MSDs (10 ns) at 280 and 300 K for both proteins.
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Residue
Figure S4. MSD (10ns) of the mesophilic protein at 280 (blue), 300 (green) and 320 K (red).
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(a)

SAS (Å2)

SAS (Å2)

(b)

Time (ns)

Time (ns)

Figure S5. Solvent accessible surface (SAS) of residues of the inner hole (within 20 Å from the
center of mass) of the (a) thermophilic and (b) mesophilic proteins. All non-hydrogen atoms have
been considered and a 1.4 Å radius probe has been used.
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Rg (Å)

Thermophile

Mesophile

Time (ns)
Figure S6. Time evolution of the radius of gyration in a 10 ns interval at the three temperatures
studied (280 K, blue; 300 K, green; 320 K, red) for both proteins.

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

With the aim of providing a global picture of different aspects relevant to enzymatic
function (reactivity, dynamics and thermostability), in the present thesis we have studied
several enzymes using a variety of computer simulation methods. Our main observations
in the three aspects are the following:

1) Reactivity
a.

Putative pentacoordinated phosphorus species being formed in the course of
phosphoryl transfer reactions exhibit apical bonds of high polarizable character. We
have observed that this makes the geometry and stability of these compounds very
sensitive to three different sources of polarization. First, the electrodonor character of
the apical and equatorial groups. Second, the orientation of equatorial groups.
Third, external electric field effects in the apical direction. Electric fields, in
particular, are observed to either enhance the kinetic stability of such intermediate or
destabilize it to the extent to switch the step-wise process to a concerted one.
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b.

The magnitudes of the electric fields observed to induce significant changes in
geometry and reactivity are likely to be present in the active site of phosphoryl
transfer enzymes. This is an effect included in an implicit fashion when performing
QM/MM calculations.

c.

From the methodological point of view, the computational method with best
compromise between accuracy and cost to describe the three sources of polarization
of pentacoordinated phosphorus is the mPW1PW91 functional with the 6-31+G(d)
basis set. To describe these effects with lower computational cost, the semi-empirical
AM1/d-PhoT exhibits the best performance.

d.

The studies on small phosphorane models have provided critical thinking to evaluate
the viability of pentacoordinated intermediates. In particular this initially questioned
the presence of a phosphorane in the X-ray structure of the E-phosphoglucomutase
enzyme.

e.

The phosphoryl transfer in E-phosphoglucomutase computed with high-level
QM/MM methods proceeds through a pentacoordinated phosphorus that is a
transition state structure. The energy barrier calculated for this process is in good
agreement with kinetic experiments. Moreover, the improved refinement of the Xray diffraction map with MgF3- provides additional support to the idea that the
original X-ray structure was wrongly characterized as a phosphorane intermediate.
Overall, this provides further support against the observation of the first
phosphorane in an enzyme active site.

2) Dynamics
a.

The conformational change of the EcNAGK enzyme associated to substrate
binding/release events is intrinsically favored by the 3D-structure. Thus the protein
fold shared among Amino Acid Kinase family members entails common modes of
motion that are functionally relevant.

b.

The interest of the scheme devised to contrast the large-amplitude dynamics of pairs
of proteins extends beyond the common dynamical mechanism of the AAK protein
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family. It provides us with a rigorous framework to find out dynamic fingerprints in
protein families.
c.

Among the oligomers studied from the AAK family, it is commonly observed that
the dynamics of the monomeric and dimeric component subunits is conserved to a
high extent in the oligomeric and functional state. In addition, the oligomeric
arquitecture enables new cooperative modes of motion intimately linked to the
allosteric regulation of the activity as observed for hexameric NAG and UMP
kinases. Inter-protein interfaces provided by oligomerization therefore are
functionally relevant not only to stabilize a given fold for the monomeric subunits,
but also to confer new modes of motion necessary for optimal activity.

d.

In particular, the different assembly of the dimeric subunits uniquely displayed by
UMPK induces rigid-body motions of the monomeric subunits that are not allowed
by the NAGK arquitecture and are necessary for allosteric regulation.

3) Thermostability
a.

The interpretation from neutron scattering experiments that the intramolecular
motions of a thermophilic enzyme are less sensitive to temperature changes must be
reconsidered. Translational and rotational diffusive motions account for ~50% of the
total mobility observed as shown by molecular and Brownian dynamics simulations.

b.

The different thermal behavior of the global mobility exhibited by the two enzymes
arises from the different nature of inter-protein interactions present in the crowded
solution. The larger number of charged amino acid residues at the surface of the
thermophilic enzyme induces more intense electrostatic interactions among protein
molecules that are enhanced with temperature due to a decrease in the desolvation
penalty of water. These interactions are attractive and partially counterbalance the
natural increase in diffusion with temperature.

c.

With regard to internal dynamics, MD simulations reveal that the thermophilic
enzyme exhibit larger structural fluctuations in the range of temperatures studied,
which is in qualitative agreement with the experiment. At longer time scales than in
the experiment, the MSD of the thermophilic protein becomes less temperature-
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dependent than that of the mesophilic homologue. This supports the fundamental
idea originally proposed in the experiment. Such lower dependence arises from
improved packing of the protein structure and the larger proportion of charged
residues which form intramolecular salt bridges that tighten with temperature.

d.

The distribution of residues’ flexibilities is broader in the mesophilic protein. This
higher dynamical heterogeneity is attributed to more local motions that arise from a
less compact structure, which presents enlarged coil regions. The thermophilic
protein, on the other hand, exhibits more cooperative motions that emerge from
broader energy landscapes.

A more general conclusion from this investigation is the increasing importance of
computational methods in correctly interpreting experimental data, in spite of the
limitations of current computational approaches. We have shown two examples of
different experiments with far-reaching conclusions that after computational examination
need to be reconsidered.

CHAPTER 6
SUMARIO

La presente tesis se centra en la modelización molecular de enzimas haciendo especial
énfasis en tres aspectos necesarios para la función enzimática: reactividad, dinámica y
termostabilidad. Se ha pretendido dar una visión general del mecanismo de
funcionamiento de los enzimas dirigiendo el estudio no a un enzima en concreto sino a
una variedad de enzimas con características distintas y que han abierto cuestiones diversas.
El estudio de los tres aspectos considerados en esta tesis se han divido en tres partes
diferentes. En primer lugar, los estudios de reactividad se han centrado en reacciones de
transferencia de fosfato, las cuales están implicadas en un amplio rango de procesos
biológicos y que presentan la complejidad de proceder según distintos tipos de
mecanismos. En este sentido las herramientas de la química computacional pueden ayudar
a discernir el tipo de mecanismo. Uno de los ejemplos que se mostrará es el del enzima Efosfoglucomutasa. En segundo lugar, el estudio de la dinámica se ha focalizado
principalmente en los movimientos lentos de gran amplitud que están asociados a procesos
de unión de sustrato y regulación de la actividad por alosterismo. Esta parte se ha centrado
en la familia de las quinasas de aminoácido que presentan importantes cambios
conformacionales asociados a su función biológica y que han sido muy bien caracterizadas
por cristalografía. En tercer lugar, se ha analizado la relación entre termostabilidad y
dinámica en el contexto del experimento de Zaccai y colaboradores basado en dispersión
de neutrones.
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Catálisis enzimática
Los enzimas son macromoléculas biólogicas que son capaces de acelerar la velocidad de
reacción en más de 15 órdenes de magnitud, lo cual les permite llevar a cabo reacciones
químicas a escalas de tiempo adecuadas para los procesos biológicos. La clave de la
extraordinaria eficiencia catalítica de los enzimas reside en la gran preorganización del
centro activo, el cual presenta amino ácidos con distinta polaridad en una conformación
óptima para unir el sustrato y estabilizar el estado de transición de la reacción. En general,
la comprensión detallada del mecanismo catalítico de enzimas es de gran utilidad tanto
para el diseño de inhibidores de enzimas asociados a algún tipo de disfunción, así como
para rediseñar enzimas adaptados a catalizar nuevas reacciones químicas.
Estudios recientes de RMN y espectroscopía unimolecular han revelado la importancia de
la flexibilidad (dinámica) de los enzimas en la catálisis. Los cambios conformacionales
implicados en la catálisis pueden tener lugar en un amplio rango de escalas de tiempo. Las
fluctuaciones más rápidas (escala de pico-nanosegundos) corresponden a movimientos
locales que implican cadenas laterales y subdominios, mientras que la dinámica más lenta
(escala de micro-milisegundos) concierne a dominios enteros que cambian de
conformación en procesos de unión de ligando. El estudio de la dinámica de enzimas a
nivel computacional presenta limitaciones para abarcar las escalas más lentas.
Concretamente, la dinámica molecular (DM) es el método más utilizado para explorar la
dinámica conformacional de proteínas. Mediante las ecuaciones de movimiento de
Newton, la DM simula la evolución temporal de las coordenadas atómicas permitiendo
caracterizar diferentes estados conformacionales y sus transiciones. Para estudiar procesos
en escalas de tiempo de micro-milisegundos es necesario recurrir a métodos más
aproximados como los basados en una representación más simplificada de la proteína,
como los modelos de red elástica.

Modelización molecular
La química teórica y computacional proporciona un amplio rango de metodologías que
permite describir, a distintos niveles de aproximación, los procesos reactivos y
conformacionales que tienen lugar en enzimas. Por un lado, los métodos basados en la
mecánica cuántica se utilizan en la descripción de la reactividad del centro activo. Estos
métodos son los más exactos, pero su elevado coste computacional limita su aplicación a
los pocos átomos involucrados en la reacción. Concretamente se han utilizado los métodos
basados en la teoría del funcional de la densidad (DFT), cuya relación exactitud-coste es
favorable. Por otro lado, es preciso muestrear la superficie de energía potencial del sistema
para caracterizar los estados conformacionales más representativos así como para describir
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el estado de transición implicado en la reacción química. Para un amplio muestreo de esta
superficie habitualmente se recurre a los campos de fuerzas que, mediante potenciales de
interacción parametrizados, permiten describir la energía del sistema a un coste
computacional muy bajo. Estos potenciales se utilizan en conjunto con un método de
simulación que integra las ecuaciones de movimiento de Newton para describir la
evolución de las coordenadas atómicas con el tiempo: la dinámica molecular. Esta
metodología permite, en consecuencia, caracterizar la dinámica de proteínas, pero su uso
se limita a describir procesos en escalas de tiempo de hasta cientos de nanosegundos. Para
procesos a escalas más largas se requieren aproximaciones adicionales, como es el caso de
los métodos de red elástica o de dinámica Browniana.
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Catálisis de reacciones de transferencia de fosforilo
Las reacciones de transferencia de fosforilo son catalizadas por distintos tipos de enzimas
en una amplia diversidad de procesos bioquímicos. Por ejemplo, las quinasas son enzimas
que transfieren fosfato desde el ATP a otras proteínas o biomoléculas y que están
implicadas en procesos como la división celular o la glucólisis. Aparte del gran interés que
despierta estudiar este tipo de enzimas por sus potenciales aplicaciones médicas, estos
enzimas merecen especial atención desde el punto de vista químico ya que son de los más
eficientes que existen. El origen de esta gran eficiencia reside en que estos enzimas
consiguen llevar a cabo reacciones que en disolución prácticamente no tienen lugar,
debido a la extraordinaria estabilidad cinética de los fosfatos, a escalas de tiempo adecuadas
para los procesos bioquímicos.
Los mecanismos de reacción de una transferencia de fosforilo pueden ser disociativos
(intermedio metafosfato) o asociativos, los cuales proceden a través de una estructura de
fósforo pentacoordinado que puede ser un intermedio (fosforano) o un estado de
transición. El metafosfato adopta una geometría plana trigonal, mientras que el fósforo
pentacoordinado (Figura 1) se trata de una bipirámide trigonal en la que el nucleófilo y el
grupo saliente se sitúan en posiciones axiales y otros tres sustituyentes en el plano
ecuatorial de la molécula. Estudios teóricos y experimentales han mostrado que el carácter
del nucleófilo y del grupo saliente, así como la carga, tiene un efecto importante en el tipo
de mecanismo. En general se observa que en la gran mayoría de enzimas la reacción
procede a través de un fósforo pentacoordinado que es un estado de transición (proceso
concertado) y no un intermedio estable. Sin embargo, despertó un gran interés en el año
2003 la publicación en la revista Science de la primera estructura cristalográfica
presentando un fosforano como intermedio de reacción. Estos resultados dieron lugar a
una gran polémica y hoy en día se ha reconsiderado aquella observación después de
diversos estudios cinéticos y de RMN que demuestran que, en realidad, se había formado
una sal de MgF3- que actuaba como inhibidor al ser análogo al estado de transición.
R1
R4

R5

P
R2

R3

Figura 1. Estructura de un fósforo pentacoordinado. Los grupos R1, R2 y R3 son ecuatoriales,
mientras que los grupos R4 y R5 son axiales, que se corresponden al nucleófilo y al grupo saliente de
la reacción de transferencia
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Fósforo pentacoordinado: estructura, reactividad e implicaciones biológicas
En esta tesis se han examinado los factores que influyen en la estabilidad de compuestos
pentacoordinados de fósforo. Se han estudiado distintos modelos de fósforo
pentacoordinado con sustituyentes con carácter electrodador variable y se ha caracterizado
el tipo de enlace de enlace presente en estos compuestos.
En primer lugar, se ha estudiado la naturaleza de los enlaces axiales en distintos modelos de
fosforano con los métodos “Natural Bond Orbital” (NBO) y “Atoms in Molecules”
(AIM). Los resultados muestran que ambos enlaces axiales son dativos y presentan
marcada hiperconjugación, lo cual es coherente con un modelo de 3-centro 4-electrones.
Los resultados del análisis sistemático, obtenidos a nivel mPW1PW91/6-31+G(d),
muestran que la distancia de enlace axial del fósforo pentacoordinado es particularmente
sensible a distintos efectos de polarización: carácter dador de los grupos axiales y
ecuatoriales, la orientación de los grupos ecuatoriales y campos eléctricos externos en la
dirección axial. Cuanto mayor es el carácter dador del grupo axial y más aceptor el carácter
del grupo ecuatorial más cortas resultan las distancias de enlace axial. Dependiendo de los
grupos presentes la distancia de enlace puede variar hasta 0.2 Å, lo cual ilustra la gran
sensibilidad de este enlace a los efectos inductivos. Además, cuando el carácter dador de los
dos grupos axiales es muy diferente, el enlace con el grupo dador tiende a fortalecerse a
costa de debilitar el segundo enlace axial resultando en importantes diferencias en la
distancia. Por otro lado, se observa que la orientación de los grupos ecuatoriales puede
polarizar el átomo de fósforo afectando a la distancia de enlace axial. Teniendo en cuenta
la polarizabilidad del enlace, es natural que los campos eléctricos externos tengan efectos
importantes. Se observa cómo afectan a la distancia de enlace de forma que pueden
estabilizar o desestabilizar el fosforano dependiendo del sentido del campo y de su
magnitud. Además se aprecia como el perfil de reacción puede cambiar (Figura 2), de
forma que el intermedio puede aumentar su estabilidad cinética o desestabilizarlo por
completo de forma que el proceso pasa a ser concertado como consecuencia del campo.
Esto puede ser de especial relevancia dada la capacidad de los centros activos de enzimas de
estabilizar electrostáticamente el estado de transición.

E/kcal·mol-1
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F = 0.006 au
F = -0.002 au

Reaction Path
Figura 2. Esquema del perfil de energía calculado en presencia de campos eléctricos de distinta
intensidad.

Una descripción detallada de este estudio se encuentra en: Inductive and External Electric
Field Effects in Pentacoordinated Phosphorus Compounds. (2008) J. Chem. Theory Comput.
4:49-63
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Fósforo pentacoordinado: evaluación de metodologías para describir los efectos de
polarización
Tras la observación en el estudio previo que los campos eléctricos pueden tener un efecto
importante en la estructura y reactividad del fósforo pentacoordinado, resulta necesario
evaluar la calidad de la descripción que hacen diferentes métodos semi-empíricos de estos
efectos. Los métodos semi-empíricos se utilizan frecuentemente en cálculos QM/MM
debido a su reducido coste computacional y por lo tanto requieren describir
adecuadamente la interacción de los átomos reactivos (zona QM) con el entorno
electrostático de la zona MM.
Se realizó un estudio sistemático de cómo describen los semi-empíricos la geometría de dos
compuestos de fósforo pentacoordinado que presentan marcados efectos de polarización
debido al carácter de los sustituyentes y la orientación de los grupos ecuatoriales (Figura 3).
También se evaluó como describen los correspondientes perfiles de reacción, así como el
efecto de campos eléctricos externos en la barrera energética y las distancias de enlace axial.
Se evaluaron semi-empíricos muy utilizados como el AM1 o el PM3 y otros que
incorporan orbitales d como el PM6 o el AM1/d-PhoT. Este último, desarrollado por
York y colaboradores, se ha observado que es el método que proporciona una mejor
descripción de las energías, geometrías y efectos de campos eléctricos en estos compuestos.
De hecho, AM1/d-PhoT se desarrolló para describir transferencias de fosforilo y consiste
en una reparametrización de AM1 para átomos H, O y P que incorpora orbitales d y una
corrección de la interacción core-core.
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Figura 3. Estructura de los sistemas modelo estudiados que presentan efectos de polarización. (A)
polarización debido a la conforamción asimétrica de los OH ecuatoriales (B) polarización inducida
por la diferencia de carácter electrodador de los dos grupos axiales.

Después de plantear la posibilidad de que los campos eléctricos pueden alterar la geometría
y los perfiles de reacción en centros activos de enzimas, se calculó el campo eléctrico que se
genera en el centro activo de 3 enzimas de transferencia de fosforilo: E-fosfoglucomutasa,
fructosa-1,6-bisfosfatasa y N-Acetil-Glutamato quinasa.. Los valores que se obtienen
(0.002-0.005 au) son del mismo orden de los que se ha observado que tienen efectos
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notables en los compuestos modelo. De esta forma, es plausible que los campos eléctricos
en la dirección axial de la reacción enzimática tengan un efecto significativo en la
reactividad. Cabe recordar que estos efectos quedan incluidos de forma implícita en
cálculos QM/MM.
La descripción de los resultados de este estudio se encuentra en: Description of
pentacoordinated phosphorus under an external electric field: which basis sets and semiempirical methods are needed? (2008) Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 10, 2442-2450.
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Fósforo pentacoordinado en E-fosfoglucomutasa
El conocimiento adquirido de los dos estudios previos proporciona cierta capacidad
predictiva para valorar la estabilidad de una especie de fósforo pentacoordinado. De este
modo, una inspección preliminar de la especie pentacoordinada de la controvertida
estructura cristalográfica de E-fosfoglucomutasa señala que la marcada diferencia en el
carácter dador de los grupos axiales debería dar lugar a diferencias significativas entre las
dos distancias de enlace axial, en contra de lo que se observa experimentalmente.
En esta tesis se han realizado cálculos QM/MM de alto nivel para describir la reacción de
transferencia de fosforilo y se confirma que el fósforo pentacoordinado es un estado de
transición y no un intermedio. Además, la barrera energética calculada concuerda
satisfactoriamente con el valor experimental.

TS
P

R
TS

R
'Ecalc =60kJ/mol(61.5)

P

Figura 4. Perfil de reacción calculado con el método NEB obtenido a distintos niveles de teoría. Se
representan las estructuras de los tres puntos estacionarios (R: reactivos, TS: estado de transición, P:
productos). La barrera energética (de productos a reactivos) calculada (60 kJ/mol) se corresponde
bien con la experimental (61.5 kJ/mol).
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Por otro lado, el cálculo de un complejo del enzima con la sal de MgF3-, que se había
postulado como posible inhibidor análogo al estado de transición, es efectivamente, un
buen mimético del estado de transición. En resumen, se confirma la hipótesis de que el
fósforo pentacoordinado no fue correctamente asignado la resolver la estructura de rayos
X.
Una descripción de los resultados de este estudio se encuentra en: Pentacoordinated
phosphorus revisited by high-level QM/MM calculations (2010) Proteins, 78, 2405-2411
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Dinámica de gran amplitud en la familia de las quinasas de aminoácido
La familia de las quinasas de aminoácido la componen una serie de enzimas con un mismo
plegamiento proteico y que catalizan reacciones de transferencia de fosforilo. Rubio y
colaboradores han estudiado ampliamente esta familia y propusieron que la similitud
estructural de estos enzimas haría que compartan el mecanismo catalítico. El enzima
paradigmático de esta familia es la N-acetil-Glutamato quinasa (NAGK), que está
involucrada en la ruta biosintética de la arginina en bacterias. Se piensa que la inhibición
de esta enzima es una buena diana terapéutica para el desarrollo de antibióticos ya que en
células mamíferas esta ruta metabólica procede a través de intermedios no acetilados y, en
consecuencia, la inhibición de NAGK puede ser selectiva. Dependiendo del organismo
NAGK puede adoptar una forma dimérica o hexamérica. En el caso de una estructura
hexamérica se ha observado que la actividad enzimática puede regularse de forma alostérica
por inhibición de arginina.
Un aspecto interesante de esta familia es que el conjunto de estructuras cristalográficas que
se han resuelto en distintos estados de unión muestra que estos enzimas son altamente
flexibles (Figura 5). En la forma dimérica de NAGK se ha observado un movimiento de
apertura y cierre del centro activo necesario para unión de sustratos y catalizar la reacción.
NAGK en su forma hexamérica presenta grandes cambios conformacionales debido a la
interacción con el regulador alostérico. El enzima carbamato quinasa (CK) presenta un
subdominio móvil que abre y cierra el centro activo. UMP quinasa (UMPK) también
muestra importantes cambios conformacionales asociados a la regulación alostérica, pero
de carácter distinto al de NAGK. De UMPK es importante destacar que aunque el
plegamiento de la subunidad monomérica es muy similar al del resto de miembros de la
familia, el ensamblaje de los monómeros en dímeros es diferente, pero se desconoce la
funcionalidad de esta diferencia estructural. Tal y como puede apreciarse, esta familia
presenta enzimas con distintos grados de oligomerización y, por lo tanto, proporciona un
marco adecuado para estudiar como la estructura oligomérica añade complejidad a la
dinámica intrínseca de las subunidades permitiendo la función biológica.
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A

B

NAGK dimérica

NAGK hexamérica

D

C

Carbamato Quinasa

UMP Quinasa

Figura 5. Quinasas de aminoácido. (A) NAGK dimérica de E.Coli. Los dominios flexibles
corresponden a las zonas en verde y naranja, (B) NAGK hexamérica de T. Maritima. La estructura
se corresponde a un trímero de NAGK diméricas, que interaccionan a través de una hélice Nterminal en rojo (C) Carbamato quinasa de P. Furiosus. Presenta mismo criterio de coloración que
en los panels A y B, (D) UMP quinasa de E. Coli. Cada una de las subunidades monoméricas
presenta una coloración diferente.

En esta tesis se han estudiado los cambios conformacionales de gran amplitud de los
miembros de esta familia con un doble objetivo: (1) evaluar el grado de conservación de la
dinámica lenta de estos enzimas y (2) analizar los efectos del ensamblaje oligomérico en la
dinámica asociada a la unión de ligando. Para estudiar esta dinámica de gran amplitud se
han utilizado los modelos de red elástica (Elastic Network Models, ENMs) desarrollados por
Bahar y colaboradores, que hacen un análisis de modos normales sobre una descripción
muy simplificada de la proteína. Los modos de más baja frecuencia que se derivan de este
análisis son robustos respecto al plegamiento de la proteína y permiten caracterizar las
direcciones de movimiento más accesibles.
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NAGK como paradigma de movimientos de gran amplitud de la familia de las
quinasas de aminoácido
Teniendo en cuenta que la forma dimérica de NAGK (EcNAGK) es el paradigma
estructural de la familia AAK, se ha estudiado la dinámica de gran amplitud de este enzima
y comparado con otros miembros de la familia: carbamato quinasa, UMP quinasa y
NAGK hexamérica. En primer lugar se analizaron los modos normales de más baja
frecuencia de EcNAGK. Estos modos de movimiento más accesibles se encuentra que
describen en más de un 70% el cambio conformacional observado por cristalografía entre
las formas abierta y cerrada del enzima. Esto demuestra que el cambio conformacional de
gran amplitud necesario para la catálisis es intrínsecamente accesible por el propio
plegamiento de la proteína y que el efecto del sustrato se limita a inducir ajustes en el
centro activo para optimizar la unión.
En segundo lugar, para evaluar el grado de conservación de la dinámica se ha realizado una
comparación de los modos normales entre los distintos enzimas mediante un método que
permite estudiar la dinámica de una parte del sistema teniendo en cuenta las restricciones
de movimiento que introduce el entorno. La aplicación de este esquema de trabajo no solo
se limita a esta familia sino que es extensible a otras familias para encontrar similitudes en
la dinámica. El resultado de este análisis muestra que los miembros de la familia AAK
presentan unos patrones dinámicos como resultado de la similitud en la estructura (Figura
6). El grado de conservación de los modos normales más accesibles es elevado confirmando
la hipótesis propuesta por Rubio y colaboradores acerca del mecanismo compartido.
A

B

TmNAGK modos

UMPK modos

EcNAGK modos

EcNAGK modos

EcNAGK modos

PfCK modos

C

Figura 6. Comparación de los modos normales de EcNAGK con otros miembros de la familia. (A)
Carbamato quinasa, (B) NAGK hexamérica (subunidad dimérica) y (C) UMPK (subunidad
dimérica). Se representan los productos escalares de pares de modos en una matriz.
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La presentación detallada de los resultados de este estudio se encuentra en: On the
conservation of the slow conformational dynamics within the Amino Acid Kinase family:
NAGK the paradigm (2010) PLoS Comput. Biol., 6:e1000738.
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Efectos de oligomerización en la dinámica de gran amplitud
Se ha utilizado el esquema de trabajo desarrollado en el estudio previo para analizar los
efectos de la oligomerización en la dinámica de las subunidades. Esto implica tomar una
subunidad como subsistema y el resto del oligómero como entorno para el cálculo de
modos normales. La observación general que se extrae de este estudio es que la
oligomerización proporciona nuevos modos de movimiento cooperativos que explotan la
dinámica intrínseca de las subunidades.
En primer lugar, se han comparado para cada enzima (NAGK dimérica, CK y la NAGK
hexamérica) los modos normales de baja frecuencia de las subunidades aisladas con los que
se obtienen teniendo en cuenta el entorno del oligómero. Se encuentra que los modos de
gran amplitud intrínsecamente accesibles a las subunidades se conservan en gran medida
en el estado oligómerico. En la figura 7 se muestra una comparativa de estos modos para
los enzimas EcNAGK y PfCK.

B
EcNAGK monómero

(dímero)

modos

PfCK monómero

(dímero)

modos

PfCK monómero modos

EcNAGK monómero modos

A

Figura 7. Comparación de los modos normales del monómero aislado con los modos obtenidos
incluyendo el efecto de entorno debido a la otra subunidad monomérica del enzima. (A) EcNAGK
(B) PfCK

En segundo lugar, se observa que hay modos de movimiento que emergen del diseño
estructural de la interfaz entre subunidades. Por ejemplo, el cambio conformacional
asociado a la regulación alostérica de NAGK hexamérica, que implica movimientos de
cuerpo rígido por parte de las subunidades diméricas, está determinado por la estructura de
la interfaz entre los dímeros que componen el hexámero. Un cálculo de modos normales
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de los dos tipos de subunidades diméricas (AB y AF) que componen la proteína muestra
que la interfaz AF es la que capacita a la estructura para los movimientos de cuerpo rígido
de las subunidades. Dada la relevancia de esta interfaz, se ha evaluado la comunicación
entre las subunidades a través de esta interfaz mostrando. Este análisis identifica a varios
residuos claves en la cooperatividad de la estructura.
A

B
DC

DC

DC

C

DC

D

DC

Figura 8. Comparación entre los dimeros de EcNAGK y UMPK. (A) y (B) Dos vistas
perpendiculares de EcNAGK. Las hélices DC (en rojo) son los principales elementos de la interfaz
de las dos subunidades y adoptan una disposición cruzada. (C) y (D) Dos vistas perpendiculares de
la subunidad dimérica de UMPK. Las hélices DC también son los principales elementos de la
interfaz de las dos subunidades y adoptan una disposición paralela. Diferentes deformaciones a lo
largo del modo de más baja frecuencia se representan en rojo, naranja y amarillo.

Otro ejemplo interesante que se muestra es el de UMPK, que presenta un ensamblaje de
las subunidades diméricas que es diferente al del resto de los miembros de la familia
(Figura 8). Estudiando los modos de baja frecuencia de la subunidad dimérica se encuentra
que esta diferencia en el diseño de la interfaz capacita a la estructura para realizar
movimientos de cuerpo rígido de las subunidades monoméricas que no están permitidos
con el otro tipo de diseño de la interfaz que presenta la familia. Este tipo de movimiento se
ha observado a través de estructuras cristalográficas en presencia y en ausencia de GTP
(regulador alostérico). Esto sugiere que el diseño de la interfaz está muy relacionado con el
mecanismo de regulación alostérica.
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Una presentación detallada de los resultados obtenidos en este estudio se encuentra en:
Changes in dynamics upon oligomerization regulate substrate binding and allostery in Amino
Acid Kinase family members (2011) PLoS Comput. Biol., 7: e1002201.
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Termostabilidad de enzimas
Hasta este punto se han considerado propiedades reactivas y dinámicas de enzimas. No
obstante, un aspecto importante de los enzimas es que han evolucionado para realizar su
función biológica bajo unas condiciones ambientales específicas. De gran interés son los
enzimas que trabajan a altas temperaturas (termófilas) por sus posibles aplicaciones
biotecnológicas. Para comprender mejor los mecanismos de estabilidad de las proteínas
termófilas, en esta tesis se ha estudiado cómo la adaptación térmica puede determinar las
propiedades dinámicas de un enzima.
Para comprender los mecanismos de termoestabilidad de proteínas termófilas suelen
hacerse estudios comparativos con homólogos mesófilos, cuya actividad óptima tiene lugar
a temperaturas más bajas. En general, se observa que las termófilas presentan una mayor
proporción de amino ácidos cargados (Asp, Glu, Arg, Lys). Se piensa que esto puede estar
relacionado con una mayor capacidad de hacer fuertes interacciones de puente salino entre
amino ácidos de carga opuesta que proporciona robustez a la estructura proteica. Lo
interesante de estas interacciones es que se intensifican al aumentar la temperatura. Para
que se forme un puente salino la carga debe desolvatarse, lo cual tiene un coste energético.
Al aumentar la temperatura, la constante dieléctrica del agua disminuye, ya que el
incremento de movilidad reduce su capacidad de apantallar las cargas, y en consecuencia el
coste de desolvatación baja favoreciendo la formación del puente salino. Otro aspecto
diferencial entre ambos tipos de proteínas es que las termófilas suelen presentar estructuras
más compactas y bucles (“loops”) más cortos en la superficie.
Respecto a las diferencias dinámicas de ambas proteínas hay más controversia, ya que
distintas técnicas experimentales proporcionan información a distintas escalas de tiempo.
Tradicionalmente se consideraba que las proteínas termófilos son más rígidas y que por eso
requieren temperaturas altas para ser activas y llegar a la desnaturalización. No obstante,
hay experimentos que proponen una alternativa a esta visión. Zaccai y colaboradores,
basados en medidas de dispersión de neutrones, establecieron un nuevo paradigma en la
relación entre la termoestabilidad y la flexibilidad de proteínas. A partir del experimento,
los autores sugirieron que la adaptación de las proteínas termófilas a las altas temperaturas
se encuentra en la menor sensibilidad de la flexibilidad interna (a escalas de tiempo de
picosegundos) frente a cambios de temperatura. Sorprendentemente, también encontraron
que, a baja temperatura, el enzima termófilo es más flexible y menos activo. Con el
objetivo de entender el mecanismo de este diferente comportamiento térmico de la
flexibilidad, la última parte de esta tesis se ha focalizado en racionalizar el fundamento
teórico de los resultados de este experimento y comprender mejor las diferencias en las
propiedades dinámicas de los dos enzimas homológos.
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Simulación de las propiedades dinámicas analizadas por dispersión de neutrones
Los experimentos de dispersión de neutrones proporcionan información dinámica a escalas
de cortas de tiempo (desde picosegundos hasta nanosegundos). En un experimento de este
tipo se mide el intercambio de momento y energía de los neutrones, como resultado de la
colisión con la proteína, y se obtiene el factor dinámico de estructura (S(Q,Z)). A partir de
esta magnitud se puede extraer información dinámica de la proteína: el desplazamiento
cuadrático promedio <u2>, que cuantifica la amplitud de los movimientos accesibles a una
escala de tiempo determinada por el instrumento.
En el experimento de Zaccai y colaboradores midieron el MSD de dos enzimas homólogos
adaptados a diferentes temperaturas: malato deshidrogenasa (100ºC) y lactato
deshidrogenasa (30ºC). El rango de temperaturas estudiado fue 280-320 K. Como los
valores de <u2> medidos por dispersión de neutrones pueden incluir contribuciones tanto
de la dinámica intramolecular como de la difusión, se han realizado simulaciones de
dinámica molecular (MD) para analizar la flexibilidad interna y, por otro lado, de
dinámica Browniana (BD) parar el movimiento difusivo en disolución. Cabe señalar que la
BD se ha llevado a cabo para una caja de 1000 moléculas con el objetivo de incorporar los
efectos de volumen excluído presentes en el experimento debido a las altas concentraciones
que se utilizan.

Figura 8. Comparación entre valores de <u2> experimentales [8] y calculados para el
enzima termófilo (cuadrados rojos) y el mesófilo (triángulos azules) a las tres temperaturas
estudiadas (280, 300 y 320 K). Los valores experimentales se representan con los símbolos
vacíos, los valores simulados de <u2> para la dinámica intramolecular con líneas
discontinuas y los <u2> que incluyen la difusión con líneas continuas.
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Los resultados de las simulaciones concuerdan con las observaciones experimentales, pero
sólo si se tiene en cuenta la contribución de la difusión (Figura 8). Concretamente la
difusión traslacional y rotacional contribuye en un ~50% al <u2> medido
experimentalmente. Además la diferente dependencia del <u2> con la temperatura
proviene más por diferencias en el comportamiento térmico de la difusión (no de la
flexibilidad interna) de las dos proteínas. De esta manera la interpretación original del
experimento, basada exclusivamente en la flexibilidad interna, necesita ser reconsiderada.
El acuerdo cualitativo que presentan las simulaciones de dinámica interna con el
experimento es el hecho de que el enzima termófilo presenta valores de <u2> mayores que
los del mesófilo, pero un 50% por debajo del valor experimental.

Mesófila

Termófila

Figura 9. Potencial electrostático del enzima mesófilo y el termófilo. Representación de las
estructuras molecular coloreadas según el potencial. Las regiones en rojo y azul
corresponden a zonas de densidad de carga positiva y negativa respectivamente
Este estudio tiene implicaciones tanto en la interpretación de experimentos de dispersión
de neutrones que se realicen en solución. Además, estos resultados muestran evidencia de
que bajo condiciones de hacinamiento, como in vivo, enzimas termófilos y mesófilos
tienen propiedades de difusión con un comportamiento térmico diferente debido a la
diferente composición de su superficie. El potencial electrostático en la superficie de la
proteína termófila es más intenso (Figura 9), debido a la mayor cantidad de residuos
cargados, lo cual conlleva interacciones electrostáticas más fuertes entre proteínas que
influyen en el comportamiento de difusión. Estas interacciones electrostáticas tienden a
fortalecerse con aumentos de temperatura debido a que la constante dieléctrica del agua
disminuye y en consecuencia el coste de desolvatar un residuo cargado para formar un
puente salino disminuye favoreciéndose la formación de esta interacción. De esta manera,
el incremento natural de la difusión con la temperatura se compensa parcialmente por un
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aumento de las interacciones atractivas entre proteínas que en última instancia reduce su
difusión.
Este estudio abre nuevas oportunidades para realizar nuevos estudios comparativos de la
difusión de proteínas termófilas y mesófilas para determinar si se trata de una tendencia
general y, si es así, que consecuencias biológicas esto podría tener.
Una descripción detallada de los resultados de este estudio se encuentra en: Crowding
induces differences in the diffusion of thermophilic and mesophilic proteins: a new look at
neutron scattering results (2011) Biophys. J. 101: 2782-2789.
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Comparativa de la dinámica intramolecular del par termófilo-mesófilo

d(<u2>)/dT (Å2 K-1)

Tras haber separado las contribuciones de dinámica interna y difusión en los resultados de
dispersión de neutrones, el siguiente paso fue realizar un análisis comparativo más
detallado respecto a las diferencias en flexibilidad interna de los dos enzimas. En primer
lugar, estudiamos movimientos en un rango de escalas de tiempo más amplio (20 ps – 10
ns) que en el experimento (100 ps). La dependencia con la temperatura de esta
flexibilidad, expresada como MSD, se observa que es más fuerte en el enzima mesófilo a
medida que se aumenta la escala de tiempo (Figura 10). De esta manera, para las escalas
cortas todavía no se aprecian diferencias significativas en esta dependencia, pero sí a escalas
más largas (>300 ps). Cabe señalar que aunque en el estudio anterior reinterpretamos el
experimento por la contribución difusiva, este estudio apoya la idea originalmente
propuesta por Zaccai y colaboradores a escalas de tiempo más largas.

Escala de tiempo (ps)

Figura 10. Dependencia de la flexibilidad interna con la temperatura a distintas escalas de
tiempo para el enzima termófilo (rojo) y el mesófilo (azul)
La diferente dependencia con la temperatura la atribuimos a dos factores importantes.
Primero, diferencias en la estructura secundaria. Se observa que las zonas del enzima
mesófilo con una flexibilidad más dependiente de la temperatura se corresponden con
bucles (“loops”) y otras zonas desestructuradas como los extremos de cadena.
Generalmente los enzimas mesófilos presentan bucles más largos que sus homólogos
termófilos resultando en estructuras menos compactas. Segundo, las interacciones de
puente salino que se forman entre amino ácidos de carga opuesta tienden a fortalecerse con
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la temperatura. De esta forma, el mayor contenido de residuos cargados en el enzima
termófilo proporciona más posibilidades de formar este tipo de interacciones. Se observa
como los puentes salinos, además, tienen más tendencia a fortalecerse con la temperatura
en el enzima termófilo. Esto provoca que haya regiones que pueden reducir su movilidad a
temperaturas más altas.
Otra diferencia importante es que el enzima mesófilo presenta una mayor heterogeneidad
dinámica. Esto implica que presenta una mayor diferencia de movilidad entre las zonas
más flexibles y las más rígidas, respecto al homólogo termófilo (una distribución más
ancha de movilidades atómicas). En consecuencia, los movimientos del mesófilo son de
carácter más local y los del termófilo más cooperativos, lo cual podría estar ligado a una
mayor capacidad de disipar la energía térmica.
Una presentación detallada de los resultados de este estudio se encuentran en: Dynamic
fingerprints of protein thermostability revealed by long molecular dynamics. Enviado a J.
Chem.Theory Comput.


